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DITRODUCTION 

Med-Tox Associates, Inc. (MED-TOX) conducted a comprehensive 
asbestos bulk survey and air monitoring on February 23 through 
26, 1988 at the Southern California Rapid Transit District 
(S.C.R.T.D.) headquarters located at 425 South Main Street, Los 
Angeles, California. The objectives of the survey were to 
identify accessible Asbestos Containing Materials (ACM), evaluate 
conditions of all identif led ACM, determine the amount of fiber 
release from the ACM, and make recommendations based on results. 
The bulk survey focused on all accessible areas were ACM may be 
present. The work was conducted by industrial hygienists under 
the supervision of Mr. Al Perez, Certified Industrial Hygienist. 

Please note that an Investigation 
submitted in accordance with the 
Appendix G arid H, respectively. 

SCOPE OF WORK 

Outline and Interim Report were 
contract and are included in 

The building survey began with a review of available construction 
drawings and visual inspection of all accessible floor and roof 
areas. Collection of bulk samples from suspect materials were 
taken to identify and locate all accessible ACM. Suspect 
materials sampled included, but were not limited to: floor tile, 
ceiling tile, pipe insulation, mechanical insulation and sprayed- 
on fireproof ing. Air samples were also taken throughout the 
facility and analyzed either by Phase Contrast Microscopy (PCM) 
or Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). 

SAMPLING AND ANALYTICAL METHODS 

Bulk Sampling 

Collection of bulk samples was performed in accordance with EPA 
Guidance Documents. 3amples were collected by extracting a re- 
presentative section of the selected material and placing it in a 
specimen vial and assigning it a unique sampling number. The 
vials were placed in their original containers and sealed for 
shipment. 

The method of analysis for bulk samples was conducted by polari- 
zed light microscopy (PLM) and dispersion staining techniques in 
accordance with EPA Analytical Method Number 600/M4-82-020, 
December, 1982. Current California and federal laws regard any 
materials which have greater than one percent asbestos as an ACM. 
Materials with less than one (1) percent asbestos are defined as 
having "trac& amounts, 
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Air Sanling 

SPhase Contrast Microscopy (PM) samples were collected on 25 
millimeter, 0.8 micron pore size mixed cellulose ester filter 
cassettes with 50 millimeter, conductive cowls. Transmission 
Electron Microscopy (TEN) samples were collected on 25 milli- 
meter, 0.4 micron pore sized polycarbonate filter cassettes with 
50 millimeter non-conductive cowls. Sample air was drawn through 
the cassettes at a rate of 9.3 to 12.0 liters per minute (1pm) 
using BGI high flow sampling pumps. 

Air samples collected were analyzed by either Phase Contrast 
Microscopy (PM) or Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEN). PCM 
samples were analyzed using National Institute of Occupational 
Safety and Health (NIOSH) Method 7400. NIOSH Method 7400 
identifies all fibers collected which exceed five (5) microns in 
length and have a length-to-width ratio of three-to-one (3:1) or 
greater. PcN counts all fibers and does not distinguish between 
asbestos and non-asbestos fibers. 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEN) samples were analyzed at 
an accelerating voltage of 80 KIT - 100 KIT TEN with a fluorescent 
viewing screen inscribed with graduation for, estimating the 
length and width of fibrous particulates. The EN grid, where the 
particulates were transferred from the collection filter, is 
examined under low magnification (250x - l000x) followed by high- 
magnification (film magnification of 20,000x, which is equivalent 
to 16,000x on the fluorescent screen) search and analysis. 

A known area (measured grid opening) is scanned, and the asbestos 
structures (fibers, bundles, clusters and matrices) are counted, 
sized and identified as to asbestos type (chrysotile, amphibole, 
ambiguous, or no identity) by morphology and by observing the 
SAED pattern. Additional grid openings are selected, scanned 
counted until either the total number of structures counted ex- 
ceeds 100 per known area or a minimum of 10 grid openings have 
been scanned, which ever occurs first. 

BULK SMIPLE RESULTS 

Please refer to Table I and Appendix A for bulk sample results 
and laboratory reports, respeàtively. Selected photographs are 
included in Appendix D. Sample locations are identified indivi- 
dually on floor plans included in Appendix I. 

SUMMARY 

ACM was found primarily as pipe insulation, sprayed-on fireproof- 
ing, and nine-by-nine floor tile. No ACM was detected in the 
ceiling tiles located throughout the facility. Other materials 
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that were sampled, but did not contain ACM were: twelve-by- . twelve inch floor tiles, wall plaster, and sprayed on f ire- 
proofing on the forth floor of Annex C. 

Boiler Room - Basement 

Several samples were collected of insulation materials on the 
pipe runs and elbows, on the hot water tank, and the Superior 
Heat Exchanger. The sample results ranged from 5 to 80 percent 
asbestos in the form of either chrysotile, amosite, or croci- 
dolite. The ACM in the boiler room was in poor condition, a 
sample of debris collected of f the floor under the main exhaust 
duct was found to be 80 percent chrysotile. 

Fan Room (Basement) 

The fan room located in the basement contained ACM on pipe 
elbows. The majority of pipe runs were insulated with fiber- 
glass. The sample results ranged from no asbestos detected to 40 
percent asbestos. Various pipes in the fan room have been aban- 
doned. Some of the abandoned pipes have been sawed of f, leaving 
areas of exposed ACM. 

Fan Rooms - Annex 2 - (425 South Main Street) 

The fan rooms located in Annex 2 on each floor contains AcM rang- 
ing from 5 to 40 percent asbestos. All pipe insulation was in 
good condition in all Annex 2 fan rooms. The material should be 
maintained and periodically re-inspected to assure that it re- 
mains in good condition. 

Annex 2 - (425 South Main Street) 

Sprayed on fireproof ing on the second, third, fifth and sixth 
floors of Annex 2 contained ACM ranging from 20 to 30 percent 
chrysotile. Although the material is friable (easily crumbled by 
hand pressure) it was in good condition at the time of the survey 
with very minimal debris on the suspended ceiling. An air hand- 
ling unit in the basement of the building west of the Print Shop 
contained insulated pipe elbows with ACM ranging from 5 to 30 
percent asbestos. The air handling unit has lines servicing the 
fan rooms of Annex 2. 

Annex 2 contained nine-by-nine inch vinyl asbestos floor tiles 
(VAT) ranging from no asbestos detected to two (2) percent. All 
tile was in good condition and does not present an airborne fiber 
hazard in its present condition. 
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Annex 1 - (415 South Main Street 

SAnnex 1 contained sprayed-on fireproofing on the second, third, 
fourth, and sixth floors with ACM results ranging from 5 to 30 
percent asbestos. Other ACM in Annex 1 was pipe insulation in 
the fan rooms on the fourth floor. The chilled water lines con- 
tained asbestos elbows and fiberglass straights. The low 
pressure steam pipes were entirely ACM. Sample results ranged 
from 15 to 40 percent asbestos. The west fan room had some 
debris on the floor that is possibly ACM from deteriorating pipe 
insulation. The remaining floors of Annex 1 contain air 
handling equipment in a center core unit. Those units contain 
ACM on the elbows of pipes with fiberglass straights. The center 
core units were in good condition. Floor tiles contained 
asbestos from trace to five (5) percent. 

Annex's A. B. C - (411 South Main Street - excluding first and 
second floors) 

The majority of ACM in Annex's A, B, and C was located in the 
pipe insulation and sprayed-on fireproof ing on the fifth floor of 
Annex's A and B. The fourth floor contained ireproofing that 
was non-detectable for asbestos. The third floor of Annex's A, 
B, and C had no sprayed-on fireproofing. Domestic hot water 
pipes run throughout the building from the basement up through 
Annex C, outside the restrooms. Other ACM in Annex's A, B, and C 
were VAT. 

Annex's D. E, and F - (124 Fourth Street - excluding floors one 
through three) 

Very little ACM was detected in Annex's D, E, and F. There was 
one section of sprayed-on fireproof ing on the fourth floor that 
apparently was not removed during remodeling and contained five 
(5) percent chrysotile asbestos. The material was in good con- 
dition, however, there were ceiling tiles missing that exposed 
the fireproof ing. The material was located between column lines 
seven and eight (7 & 8) to the north corridor. 

The seventh floor of the 124 Fourth Street Building is not occu- 
pied by SCRTD employees, however, a sample of pipe insulation 
that was in very poor condition was collected and found to be ten 
(10) percent chrysotile asbestos. Several pieces of the insula- 
tion was on the ground and should be cleaned up by an abatement 
contractor, and the remaining insulation on the pipe should be 
removed as it could present a fiber hazard to the RTD facility. 
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Roof 

ACM on the roof was in the form of roofing material, pipe insu- 
lation, and transite cooling towers. The sample results ranged 
from no asbestos detected (method detection limit is one (1) 
percent) to 50 percent asbestos. The ACM inside the chiller and 
boiler rooms was in good condition. The ACM outside on the roof 
that has been exposed to the elements were in poor condition. 
The cooling tower that is no longer in service contained transite 
panels that were in poor condition. The silver roofing material 
throughout the roof contained one (1) percent asbestos. 

AIR MONITORING RESULTS 

Phase Contrast Microscopy (PCM) 

A total of 47 PCN samples were collected. PCN counts all fibers 
that are greater than five (5) microns in length and have a 
length to width ratio of three to one (3-1) or greater. PCN does 
not differentiate between asbestos and non-asbestos fibers. All 
47 samples were less than 0.01 fibers per cubic centimeter (f/cc) 
of air sampled. The Environmental Protection Agncy (EPA) recom- 
mends an occupancy fiber level of 0.01 f/cc following an asbestos 
abatement activity or any activity that disturbs ACM. Contained 
within Table II and Appendix B are PCN sample results and labora- 
tory reports respectively. 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEN) 

A total of seven (7) samples were collected on 0.4 micron poly- 
carbonate filters. The samples were placed in high priority 
areas such as return air plenuins. TEM samples were collected 
aggressively using an outside air source, eg., fans and leaf 
flower. TEN differentiates between asbestos and non-asbestos 
fibers. All TEM sample resu'ts were below 0.01 f/cc. Contained 
witiin Table III and Appendix C are TEM sample results and labor- 
atory reports respectively. Air sampling locations are identi- 
fied individually on the floor plans included in Appendix I. 

1 .)ii Z'4 j iY,YII 

ACM has been divided into three (3) categories; high priority, 
medium priority, and low priority ACM. For high priority ACM, 
MED-TOX recommends removal of the ACM by a state licensed and 
Cal/OSHA certified asbestos abatement contractor. The high 
priority areas include the insulation on the main exhaust duct in 
the basement boiler room and the pipe insulation in the basement 
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fan room. Another high priority area is the seventh floor of the 
124 Fourth Street Building. Although the floor is not occupied 
by SCRTD, the badly deteriorated pipe insulation may present an 
airborne fiber hazard to the SCRTD facility and its occupants. 

Immediate spill clean-up of debris and insulation repair (or re- 
moval) must be completed in the basement boiler and fan rooms to 
prevent additional contamination. The fallen debris should be 
cleaned-up by a licensed and certified abatement contractor 
utilizing a high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) vacuum cleaner 
under controlled conditions. Under no circumstances should the 
basement boiler room be cleaned (or swept) by unqualified per- 
sonal/contractors. All fallen debris in the basement boiler and 
fan rooms should be considered contaminated until proven other- 
wise. An Asbestos Management Program must be established to con- 
tinue normal maintenance activities throughout the SCRTD facility 
(See Appendix E). 

For medium priority ACM, MED-TOX recommends (at a minimum) encap- 
sulation with a contrasting encapsulant and implementation of an 
Asbestos Management Program. The fireproofing throughout the 
facility with the exception of the fourth floor of Annex C would 
be a medium priority area. Encapsulation must also be performed 
by a state licensed and Cal/OSHA registered asbestos abatement 
contractor. Please note that encapsulated AM must be properly 
maintained, protected and periodically inspected until the build- 
ing has been selected for demolition, at which time the ACM must 
first be properly removed and disposed. 

Other medium priority areas include damaged main steam header 
insulation in the basement parking lot and exposed pipe insula- 
tion on the roof. These medium priority areas should be repaired 
(at a minimum) by a licensed contractor qualified to work with or 
near asbestos. 

The low priority areas are the pipe insulation in the fan rooms 
of Annex 2 and the floor tile throughout the facility. These are 
designated as low priority because of their good to excellent 
condition, low accessibility and low potential for disturbance. 
For low priority areas MED-TOX recommends (at a minimum) imple- 
mentation of an Asbestos Management Program. 

A Contractor Assistance Program must also be established by SCRTD 
for any maintenance work that requires working in contact with or 
in close proximity to exposed ACM. The program would provide as- 
bestos abatement services by a state licensed and certified 
abatement contractor concurrent with maintenance and/or general 
contractor services. In addition, environmental air monitoring 
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should be conducted during all abatement and renovation activi- 
ties. Maintenance and contractor employees would still be re- 
quired to be trained and wear protective clothing and respiratory 
equipment when working in close proximity to exposed ACM. 

. 

Observations made during this survey indicate that either main- 
tenance and/or contract employees have disturbed asbestos con- 
taining insulation materials during maintenance activities. Fur- 
thermore, significant deterioration and inadequately repaired in- 
sulation have resulted with exposed or spilled ACM. Immediate 
measures must be implemented to ensure that future disturbance of 
ACM (which may occur through maintenance or contract activities) 
is performed only by properly trained and physically qualified 
employees wearing appropriate respiratory and other protective 
equipment. An outline of these measures is included in the 
Operations and Maintenance Section of an Asbestos Management 
Program. In any event, asbestos-related maintenance activities 
must comply with the Federal OSHA Asbestos Standard for General 
Industry (29 CFR 1910.1001) which is included in Appendix F. 
This standard outlines requirements governing training, medical 
surveillance, respiratory protection, air monitoring and record- 
keeping. 

CONCLUSION 

The mere presence of asbestos containing material does not con- 
stitute a health hazard. However, the ACM must be controlled or 
removed to prevent exposures to hazardous levels of airborne as- 
bestos. Such exposures may result from disturbances to the ACM 
through vibration, renovation activities, water damage or inci- 
dental contact. If the AcM is to remain, then a comprehensive 
Asbestos Management Program, which would include an Operations 
and Maintenance program, must be implemented. Please refer to 
Appendix E for an outline of an Asbestos Management Program. 

Air sampling results were all below the 0.01 f/cc criteria estab- 
lished by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for occupancy 
following asbestos abatement activities. 

Report 
Pr ared By: 

Jennife 
Proj ect 
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TAEI 
O tARIZ I;E(1r 

S.C.R.T.D. F1t 23-25, 1988 
SLE 

isaipncwtoiai asorn araDonE 

3130223-1 BLACK 9 X 9 FLR TILE BASE 
r 

ND ND ND* 

3130223-2 ThN 9 X 9 FECOR TILE BASEN 5 ND ND 

3130223-3 4 INCh REIURN LLNE - BASIEN 
BECEIVI AREA 

20 40 ND 

J1B0223-4 4 ING REflJPN EL - BAS'4EM 
RECEIVfl AREA 

40 40 ND 

J1B0223-5 14 INCh EL - BASH1EN RECEIV- 10 40 ND 
flG AREA 

31B0223-6 2 X 2 iuw PERFERATED CEILTh ND ND ND 
TUE - BSE CXJLSIDE OF S!I?- 
TIRY ai 

3L80223-7 6 INGI EL8J A30VE RISER - BASE- ND 10 25 MT 80IIER IX4 
3180223-8 6 INCh PIPE FE RISER - BASE- ND 20 5 

r BOILER 4 

J1B0223-9 ELBCW &I RISER OFF WATER TANK ND 15 15 
NUMBER 2 - BASE4EN BOIIR IXM 

3130223-10 SILVER AIR CElL OFF 10 INCh! RISER 70 ND ND 
F BlJJE WA EATER - BASfl4EN 
BOILER 4 

3130223-li INSULATION VER ON SUPERIOR HEAT 5 30 15 
EXhANGE NUMBER 13 - BASE4E21 
BOILER I 

3180223-12 INSULATION O3VER ON SUPERIOR HEAT 70 10 5 
ECchAE NUMBER 14 - BASEMENT 
BOIlER 

3130223-13 INSULATION OFF !'.IN EIJST 10 25 20 
ixicr - sr 1a4 
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¶I&EI 
IOLA1 rir 1i 

S.CLT.D. 
23-25, L988 

M]MBER ID(TION/tSQUVION Q1RYSOIEE flE 

3120223-14 CDIH COVERDG OFF IN wjsr ND ND ND 
wcr - sr ii .: 

3180223-15 a.iJsr RISER FM HE1TT EX- 70 10 5 WE NU 14 - BSE1 
3)ILER 

JLB0223-16 RISER OFF STEPIM HEITER MIDDLE ND 30 20 
OF NORtH WALL - BASET ILER 

3LB0223-17 flJLATICN OFF HOT WATER TANK 80 ND ND 

3120223-18 8 DIG! RISER OFF Hal' WATER TANK - 15 30 ND asr UER 

3180223-19 DEIS ON FLOOR UNDER IN EX- 80 ND ND aiE JCl' - BASE4ENl' BDIUR 
a4 

3180223-20 EI FM STEAM PIPE OFF IM 15 20 35 
ADER - BASET GINE 

OFFICE 

3180223-21 STAIR CXJVING ON STAIEIL - ND ND ND 
BASENENl' WISIDE OF VAULT 

3180223-22 PlASTER VERD ICFS - EASE- ND ND ND 
T OF 3IID 415 

3180223-23 1T CXVERI ERICFS - BASE- ND ND ND !IP OF BJIIDI 415 

3180223-24 6 DIi PiF LINE NUMBER 3 OFT ND ND ND RlP - BAST FAN I( 
3180223-25 6 DICH ELI LINE NUMBER 3 0FF 20 40 ND 

RIMP - BASFYENl' FAN IXM 

JI.B0223-26 DEIS OFF AIR HANDLER - BASE- ND ND ND 
Ml' FAN 
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TA.E I 
O IA rIP 

S.C.R.T.D. FW 23-25, 1988 
(cnth) 

N 

31.80223-27 6 Dj OFF HEPIT IL - 20 ND ND 

3180223-28 6 INCH ELJ fli4 HE1T IL - 5 ND ND 
FN 

31B0223-29 3 IN EL OFF NtJMBER 2 HE2JT 10 ND ND 
COIL - BSr FAN 

JLB0223-30 4 IN u' ar AND ABAN1ED ON 35 ND ND wr IL - asr FAN 

3180223-31 EEN 9 X 9 FlOOR TIlE - B?SE- 
T 

ND D ND 

3180223-32 COVING ON SThIR'S - BSH1E 5 ND ND 

. IW FAN AND BT 
31.80223-33 N 9 X 9 FlOOR TILE - BASEEN 

TIPY 4 
2 ND ND 

3180223-34 PLTER IXEH - B1'ISENET STATION- ND ND ND 
ARY 

31.80223-35 WHITE 12 X 12 CEILING TILES - 
BASNT STIThRY 

ND ND ND 

31.80223-36 GI* 9 X 9 FLOOR TILE - E?SE'1ENP 2 ND ND 
ELEVMOR LOBBY OF 411 3JIIDING 

3180223-37 QEY 9 X 9 FlOOR TILE - BASE1ENT IRACE ND ND 
.EVAL LOBBY OF 411 JIIDING 

31.80223-38 6 INI EIBM NEXT '10 TAIURE 5 30 ND 
- BPSfl AIR HAND UNIT 

WEST OF cnrr SHOP 

J1B0223-39 6 INQ ELBCW - BASENr AIR HAND- 15 15 ND 
LD UNIT WEST OF FINT SHOP 

S 
3105 
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TABlE I 

O rir 
S.C.R.T.D. F1 23-25, ]983 
(ccntiruied) 

SNLE risaim QIRYSO1'UE 
AftS 

aDcnxnE ATIE 

J1B0223-40 2 INQ DIC }r WI SUPPLY 10 ND ND 
LINE - ASfl1ENT 7ISIDE FRGT 
EVATOR 

J1B0223-41 2 INCB TIC WYT W?IT PEIU 5 ND ND 
LINE - BASNT WISIDE FREIGT 
.EVMOR 

3LB0223-42 EY LDIBJM - BASE2IENT PPiNT ND ND ND 
SHOP 

JLB0223-43 2 X 4 CEILING TILE - BSEE21T ND ND ND 
WINT SHOP EAK ICX4 

31B0223-44 2 X 4 ELING TILE - BASENENT ND ND ND 
INT SHOP 

31B0223-45 2 X 4 CEILING TILE WrIH IIFThL ND ND ND 
BACK - BST HINT SHOP 

J1B0223-46 INSTEAM FEADE - PARNG taT 5 40 ND 
IN 415 JILDING 

JLB0223-47 1Y STAND PIPE - 1ST FlOOR STA- 10 35 ND 
WELL - 425 ØJILDING 

J1B0223-48 2 X 4 LING TILE - 1ST FlOOR; ND ND ND 
SlOPS AND ZCFS DEPARIMENT - 
41]. .JILDI 

J1B0223-49 12 X 12 FlOOR TILE - 1ST FlOOR ND ND ND 
411 BJIIDING 

JI.S0223-50 6 INC! ELJ F IN STEAM 20 10 ND }R ME2ZANINE PARKENG tar - 
415 JIIDING 

JLB0223-51 6 INQ Pi IN STEAM HEADER - 10 30 ND 
MF2ZANINE PARKtNG - 415 3JUDD 

31B0223-52 CEILING TILE - 2ND FLOOR - 425 ND ND ND 
aJuDfl 

S 
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Th&EI . T1T1P MI 
S.C.RT.D. F1 23-25, 1988 
(ith) 

SNLE 
MJR QSOITtE TIE tIDI 

31B0223-53 4 DCB Pi FZ4 STEAMLINE - 15 40 ND 
Z1NThE UP '10 10F - 425 

3ILDfl 

J1B0223-54 9 X 9 TILE UNLER CARWT - ND ND 
3RD FLOC - 425 JI1Dfl3 

JLB0223-55 PI)SER PiND L?J!I - FOOD SIOR1GE ND ND ND 
RE - 3RD FlOOR - 411 3JIIDI 

[I 
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Th&EI 
raiz m W S.C.R.T.D. 

23-25, 1988 
(contiraie) 

QIRYSOTILE CEflE 

3120224-1 6 INi PIPE P LCW-ESSURE ND 15 
srE.MLINE - WT FMI - 4Th 
FLOOR - 415 aJII.DflK 

JT.B0224-2 SWAYED-ON FIREFI3 - WEST FN 10 ND 
CM - 4Th FLOOR - 415 JIIDD 

3180224-3 12 X 12 FLOOR TILE UNDER RPE1' - ND ND 
4Th FLOOR - 415 3ILDING 

31.80224-4 12 X 12 ILfl TUE - 4Th FLOOR ND ND 
}IIZWAY - 415 JIIDING 

3120224-5 SIAYED-Ct FIREOFI - WT OOR- 5 ND 
RICOR I-BEAM - 415 JIIDING 

31B0224-6 SYED-G FIREOFI - S7IH 5 ND . 
OOIRItOR I-BEAM - 415 JIIDI 

3I.BO224-7 SI?AYED-Ct FIRE OFI-OVPAY 5 ND 
ILN SWITCH C! - 4Th FLOOR - 415 
gJ'IDn 

J1B0224-8 SPRAYED-CN FIREEOFI I-BEAM 5 ND 
IXM SWITCH 4 - 4Th FLOOR - 415 

JIIDflG 

JLB0224-9 DEIS CN !DU4 SWrTCH IXM FLOOR - 5 ND 
4Th FLOOR - 415 .T.CIDI 

3120224-1.0 'N 12 X 12 FLOOR TUE I)LM SWITCH ND ND 
- 4Th FLOOR - 415. JIIDING 

31.80224-11 BLA 12 X 12 FLOOR TILE IAN ND ND 
10 411 JILDfl (XTrSIDE RID 

31.80224-12 RED FLOORIN. RESIX - 4Th FLOOR ND ND 
41]. JIIDI 

3180224-13 SIAYED CN FIPEPRDOFD I-BEAM (Xlr- ND ND 
SIDE REI' - 4Th FLOOR - 411 
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TA.EI . IA1I ir K[QW 
S.C.RT.D. 

23-25, 1988 
(continu) 

SLE 
IQTIt/IISQIPflQJ Q&ISOITEE ?TIE 

J1B0224-14 SPYED-Ct FIREOFD WEST ND ND 
}LrJJAY - 4Th FLCX)R - 411 JIID- 

JTLBO224-15 SE.AYED-CN FIPEPRDOFING - 4Th 5 ND 
Fr.00R - 124 JILDI 

JT.B0224-16 SIAED-ON FIREFD0FING - 4Th 5 ND 
FLOOR - 124 JILCI 

3120224-17 SIAYED-C* FIREOFI - 4Th 5 ND 
FLOOR - 124 aJII.Dfl 

JLB0224-18 6 INQ! PIPE L RStJRE S'IPEAM- 15 40 
LINE - 4Th FLOOR EAST FAN iai - 
415 JIIDING 

S3120224-19 6 DQ ELB QII1ED WATIR - 4Th 25 35 
FLOOR E2ST FAN IXt4 - 415 JIIDING 

3120224-20 6 INC PIPE - 4Th FLOOR C1JrER 5 35 
FAN (14 - 425 JItDING 

3120224-21 2 X 4 ILING TILE WrrH METAL BACK - ND ND 
4Th FlOOR - 425 3IIDI 

JT.B0224-22 PLASTER IN IL - PJER IJ4 - ND ND 
4Th FLOOR - 425 JILDI 

J1B0224-23 8 INC}I BJ AIR }NDLER - CENTER 15 35 
E FAN I - 5Th FLOOR - 415 

3ILDfl 

3120224-24 ThN 9 X 9 FLOOR TILE - 5Th FLOOR - 2 ND 
415 JIIDfl 

J1B0224-25 LEIS (4 FLOOR - CENER E FAN ND ND 
- 5Th FLOOR - 415 aJII.DING 

31B0224-26 9 X 9 FLOOR TILE STfliFAST STAIR- 'IA ND 
WL - 5Th FLOOR - 425 JILDING 

. P293/13 
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AfED-TOX 
ASSOCIATES 1T4C. 

. EARIZ IFP 
S.C.R.T.D. 

23-25, 1988 
(contii) 

1E 
ansorn 

AS 

J1B0224-27 9 X 9 FLOOR TILE - 5'IH ND ND 
ANNEX A 

JT.B0224-28 SAYm-c* FIPEOFI I-M 5 ND 
EAST ER - 5Th FlOOR - ANNEX A 

JT1B0224-29 SAY-Ct FIREOFfl - EAST ND ND 
- 5Th FlOOR - ANNEX A 

JLB0224-30 S1AYED - FIPEEOFD - WEST ND ND 
ICCM - 5Th FLOOR - ANNEX A 

Jl0224-31 PLASTER - 6Th FLOOR - ANNEX C 'IRA ND 

J1B0224-32 8 INGI PIPE - 7Ii FLOOR - 410 10 ND Sfl3 SIIET 3JIIDfl3 

J1B0224-33 SILVER NOFI I.AL 1 ND 

J1B0224-34 6 mai ik' F4 FAN UNIT - OF 5 ND 

JT.B0224-35 6 INQ PIPE ChILLED ELINE 15 ND 
I)OF 

Jl80224-36 (XOLI I1ER PANEL SLXIS - OF 40 ND 

3180224-37 RIGATED PANELS C FAST AND WEST 50 ND 
Si' ' OF )LI ER - )OF 

J1B0224-38 CWIH AP OFF Q1ED WATER JMP ND ND 
NUMR 82 - IOF - 425 3JIIDI 

3180224-39 ChITTIFT) WATER HEADER OFF RM1S 25 40 
NU 81 AND 82 - 1WF - 425 

3180224-40 flJLATI C* YORK I1JID ChtLILI 30 30 
SYSI'EN - 3OF 

3180224-41 6 flCh ELBYiJ OFF YK LIJID ND ND 
Ch1ILLfl SYSTEM - I)OF . 

P293/13 
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AIED-TOX ASSOCIATES. INC. 

TAEI rr MIaa& 
S.C.RT.D. 

F 23-25, 1988 
(conth) 

SE 
LQCM'ION/tPflC1 Q1SOTUE TIE 

J1B0224-42 INSULATION ON YORK kF1IGEATION 20 20 
]R DITICtE - FJOF 

JLB0224-43 ELBCJ wITh BLACK WRAP ON YORK RE- 50 30 
F1IGTION - OF 

JLB0224-44 INStJI)JTICN OF EXPANSION TANK - OF 45 30 
3IIER cM 

JLB0224-45 8 INQI ELM OFF RIS P4 BOII 25 25 
NUER 12 - OF BOIL IXM 

JLB0224-46 INSUL?TION ON B3ILER NUMB 11 - 30 45 
OF ILER I 

JL80224-47 INSULATION INSI1 PANEL - I)OF ND ND 

. VM LOBBY 

JT.B0224-48 INSULATION ON CULLED VALVE - 50 25 
)OF AORBE }XN 

JLB0224-49 INSULATION ON ABSORBER EVAI)RtOR ND ND 
BEAD - IOF ABSORBER 

JT.B0224-50 SAYED-CN FIREP1JOFI3 - 5Th FLOOR 20 ND 
425 3JILD] 

3LB0224-51 SWAYED-ON FTEOE'] - 5Th FLOOR 20 ND 
425 JILDI 

JLB0224-52 SWAYED-ON FEIOFT - 5Th FlOOR 25 ND 
425 JII.DD 

JLB0224-53 SAYE1)-ON FIREPX)FB - FIflY 25 ND 
JISIDE PLOY ACflVTITES -2ND 

FLOOR - 425 JUDI 

31B0224-54 SHAYED -ON FIRE )OFING JBLIC 30 ND 
ELEVMOR LOBBY - 2ND FWCR - 425 
ILDD 

. 
3105 



1%IEDTOX ASSOCIATES INC. 

1tiWA) 

- e_ -_' 

!. !i;: r.:.cu(. p 4J$1;p .'haE 

J1B0224-55 SAYED- FIRE0FI - E1PIDY- 30 ND )fl' OFFI - 2ND FLOOR - 425 
JIIDI 

31B0224-56 SWAYED-ON FIRE0FI! - RES'Ia4 25 ND 
!LThY - 3RD FLOOR - 425 3JIIDfl 

JT.B0224-57 SWAYEI)-CN FIRE30FING - saEaJLE- 30 ND 
- 3RD FLOOR - 425 JIIDING 

JT.B0224-58 SWAYED-ON FLRECFI - JBLIC 30 ND 
EVMOR LOBBY - 3RD FLOOR - 425 

3JIIDfl3 

31.80224-59 SIAYED-C FIPEEOFIM3 - 6Th 30 ND 
FLOOR - 425 BJILDDG 

3180224-60 SWAYED-ON FIREOFDG - HALLWAY 25 ND 
ayrsIDE RESI -6Th FlOOR - 
425 BJILDThG 

3180224-61 S}AYED-( FIPEOFI - UBL1C 25 ND 
ELEVMOR LOBBY - 6Th FLOOR - 425 
IIDING 

31.80224-62 SAYED-a FIROFI - INFOE- 30 ND 
TICtI CZ1 - 2ND FI.COR - 415 JTDfl 

3180224-63 SAYD-C14 FtREOFING - 2ND FLOOR 30 ND 
41.5 JIIDIb 

3180224-64 SAYFD-a FIREJOFI - 2ND FLOOR 25 ND 
415 JI1D0 

JL80225-66 .SAY)-Ct4 FIROFIW - 3RD FLOOR 20 ND 
124 3JILDI 

3LB0225-67 SWAYED-ON FTREJOFfl - 3RD FLOOR 15 ND 
124 aJii.oi 

3105 



AIED-TOX ASSOCIATES INC. 

TA&.EI . IOL?IRIZ LEr Ea6 
S.C.R.T.D. FR! 23-25, 1988 
(continuI) 

SIE 
anYsariEE TIE 

JL80225-68 SE'AYED-ON FIRE OFI - 3RD 25 ND 
FLOOR - 415 JIIDI 

31.80225-69 SrAYED-ON FIREOFfl GflAL 15 ND 
A3Nfl - 3RD FLOOR - 415 
3JIIDflG 

J1B0225-70 SAYED-CN FIREIOFfl 6'IH 20 ND 
FLOOR - 415 JILDING 

31B0225-7]. SWAYED-ON FIREOFD3 - 15 ND 
FLOOR - 415 JILDI 

31.80225-72 SIAYED-ON FIRE OFflk3 - 6TH 20 ND 
FlOOR - 415 JII.Dfl 

ND = 

tris = 

* 

SP293/13 
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TABLE II 

PHASE CONTRAST MICROSCOPY 
RESULTS/LOCATIONS 

S 

S 
3105 
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AIED-TOX ASSOCIATES NC 

Th&E U 
AIRE YJJ2t IWI 

O SE i11ST 
S.CJt.T.D. 

24-26, 1988 

Afl 
SLE 
JJ1R ocircw/tsauvrici (F/*) 

224-A1 3RD FlOOR - AcJ'TrI OFFI - 415 <0.002 

EO224-A2 3RD FLOOR - PAYJLL OFFI - 425 <0.002 
JIIDfl3 

1IO224-A3 4'IH FLOOR - SIQ' S}P - 415 3IIDING 0.005 

10224-A4 4'IH FLOOR - JANITIO CLCSF - 425 0.002 
ninn 

ER0224-A5 STIH FLOOR - LIARY - 415 JUDfl <0.002 

II0224-A6 5fli FLOOR - PLANNING OFFI - 425 <0.002 
JILDING 

I0224-A7 6Th FLOOR - GE1ERAL OPERPITIONS 425 <0. 002 . 
HJIIDING 

1i0225-A8 6Th FLOOR - ANNEX A <0.002 

10225-A9 6Th FLOOR - A( B <0.002 

tRO225-A10 6Th FLOOR - ANNEX C <0.002 

0225-A11 5Th FLOOR - ANNEX A <0.002 

ER0225-Al2 5Th FLOOR - ANNEX B <0.001 

225-A13 5Th FLQOR - ANNEX C <0.002 

ER0225-A14 5'fl FLOOR - ANNEX E - 124 JIIDING 0.008 

0225-A15 3RD FLOOR - ANNEX A - 411 JIIDING <0.0009 

tR0225-A16 4Th FLOOR - ANNEX A <0.001 

tR0225-A17 4Th FLOOR - ANNEX B <0. 001 

)225-A18 4Th FLOOR - ANNEX C <0.001 

P293/13 
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AfEDU.TOX 
ASSOCIATES INC. 

TA&EU 

O AIRE Yi. rE cunisr iiaaw 
S.C.R.T.D. 

24-26, 1988 
(ontinu1) 

AIR 
SME NI!ATIcN 

torciItsaiii (F/*) 

0225-A19 4Th FLOOR - ?I}C'S E ND F <0.001 

225-A20 6'IH FLOOR - 1NNEX D - 124 JIID 0.0009 

t0225-28 6Th FLOOR TRANSDR1TIC - 415 <0.001 
BJILDfl 

t0225-29 4Th FLOOR - DISPMU OFfl - 415 <0.002 
JILDflG 

I10225-30 4Th FLOOR - CIMEUIE 1XM - 425 JILD- <0.002 

tR0225-31 3RD FLOOR AJNTI OFFI - 415 <0.002 

I0225-32 3RD FLOOR - CAFETERE - 415 JIIDI 0.003 

tR0225-33 3RD FLOOR - SGIEEULThR OFFI - 425 <0.002 
JIIDING 

1I0225-34 2ND FLOOR TELEEH0NE INFOTIl - <0.003 
415 JIIDI 

ER0225-35 2ND FLOOR - E21PLDYMEN QFFICE - 425 <0.003 
RJILDfl 

tR0225-36 2ND FLOOR - PE1Ct1NEL DEPARI!4fl?r - <0.003 
425 JIIDING 

m0225-37 5'IH FLOOR - PLANNIZ OFFICE - 425 <0.004 
33ILDfl 

tR0225-38 5fl1 FLOOR - PLANNING OFFICE - 425 <0.004 
3JILDI 

tR0225-39 STIH FLOOR - GFYFI?.AL SERVICES - 415 <0.004 
JILDI 

. 
3105 



A'IED-TOX ASSOCIATES INC 

TA&EU . AIR flR 
LWSE 1]1?2r MIQOO( 

S.C.R.T.D. }RY 24-26, 1988 
(contirnied) 

NflATI 
LO(TI(I/1SQIPflCI (F/Ct*) 

225-40 6Th FlOOR - GOVN27 MThfl - 425 <0.004 
ffJIIDfl3 

rE0226-41 6Th FLOOR - ELEVMOR LOBBY - 425 0.002 
JILDING 

1P0226-42 6Th FlOOR - ANSIORIM'ICt - 415 <0.002 
a3IIDD 

I0226-43 6Th FlOOR - EVATOR LOBBY - 411 <0.002 
JIIDflG 

II0226-44 6Th FLOOR - EIEVLOR LOBBY - 124 0.006 
JIIDflG 

I0226-45 5Th FLOOR ?NNC F 124 BJIIDING 0.005 

ER0226-46 5Th FLOOR - E1EVAIOR LOBBY - 411 <0.002 
aJILDmG 

LR0226-47 5Th FLOOR - ELEVPIOR LOBBY - 425 <0.003 
iinn 

1P0226-48 4Th FLOOR - ELEVMOR LOBBY - 124 0.003 
- 

[R0226-49 4Th FLOOR - ELLVA2)R LOBBY - 411 0.002 
JUDING 

tR0226-50 4Th FlOOR - ELEVNTOR LOBBY - 425 0.005 
gJILDn 

0226-51 4Th FLOOR - DISPAai OFFECE - 415 <0.003 
BJILDfl 

S 
3105 



AIED.TOX ASSOCIATES INC. 

EU 
O AIR F1 

HSE cXZ1flBT MIPf 
S.C.R.T.D. }R! 24-26, 1988 
(continued) 

;I i; 

fswd(s 

O226-52 3RD FlOOR - ELEVAIOR LOBBY - 425 0.004 
JUDfl3 

O226-53 3RD FlOOR - ELEVMOR LOBBY - 411 <0.004 
JIIDING 

1R0226-54 2ND FLOOR - ELEVMOR LOBBY - 425 <0.004 
gJIIDnc 

S 

S 
3105 
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TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 
RESULTS/LOCATIONS 
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A 
h 

AIED.TOX 
ASSOCIATES ITC. 

&E m . AIlE iiT.S I1A 
riai ELflUI [a 

S.C.RTD. 
FQR! 24-26, 1988 

SNPLE 
AIR AS 

N]TIcV 
IEIC1i/tSQIPfl(I (uucLux1S/Q.u) 

1P0225-A21 6Th FLC - ANNEX E - 124 JflDI <0.006 

LR0225-A22 6Th FLC FAN iJ4 - REIUI AIR <0.005 
PLtJM - 425 3JILDflG 

tE0225-A23 SIB FEJJOR FAN C1 - REIUPN AIR <0.005 
PIUM - 425 JILDING 

t0225-A24 4Th FWOR FAN I4 - RE'IURN AIR 0.009 
PI1UM - 425 JILDING 

iI0225-A25 4Th FWOR FAN IXI4 - 0PE REIURN AIR <0.006 
PL&1M - 415 JII.DING 

O225-A26 3RD FWOR - FAN 1C1 - REIUI AIR <0.007 
PIUM - 425 JIIDING 

t!0225-A27 2ND FWOR FAN IXM - REIURN AIR <0.008 
PL11UM - 425 JIIDING 

P293/13 
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. IWL'11;SZ1LhI l 

S.C.R.T.D. 
425 SOUTH MAIN STREET 
LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 
ATTN: MR. PHIL MEYERS 

ANALYSIS: ASBESTOS IN BULK SAMPLES 

h1ED-TOX ASSOCIATES INC. 

REPORT DATE: 3/01/88 
SAMPLES RECEIVED: 2/26/88 
MED-TOX JOB NO: 7L6459-3/1A-3 
PURCHASE ORDER NO: 3105 

METHOD: PLM 
EPA 

(POLARIZED LIGHT MICROSCOPY/DISPERSION 
600/M4-82-020 

STAINING) 

SamDle Identification Brief Physical Chrysotile Amosite 
Client Lab No. Description Asbestos Asbestos 

Percent Percent 

JLB0224-1 70479 Tan, crumbly, fibrous ND(1) 15 
JLB0224-2 70480 Tan, crumbly, fibrous 10 ND(1) 
JLB0224-3 70481 Tan tile ND(1) ND(1)* 
JLB0224-4 70482 Gray, crumbly, fibrous ND(1) ND(1) 

40% mineral wool 
JL.B0224-5 70483 Tan, crumbly, fibrous with 5 ND(1) 

vermiculite 

JLB0224_6 70484 Tan, crumbly, fibrous with 5 ND(1) 
vermiculite 

JLB0224-7 70485 Tan, crumbly, fibrous with 5 ND(1) 
vermiculite 

JLB0224-8 70486 Tan, crumbly, fibrous with 5 ND(1) 
vermiculite 

JL80224-9 70487 Gray, crumbly, fibrous S ND(1) 
JLB0224-10 70488 Tan tile ND(1) ND(1)* 

& 
I' k i 'L 

David L. Reusswig Date Tom Dagenhart, 14.5. 
Laboratory Analyst Laboratory Manager 

NOTES: 
"ND(1)" means no asbestos detected; method detection limit is 1%. 
"Trace" means asbestos identified in sample; concentration less than 
method detection limit of 1%. 
Other asbestos minerals sought but not detected include crocidolite, 
anthophyllite, tremolite and actinolite. 
*Tile, vinyl, foam, plastic and fine powder samples may contain 
asbestos fibers of such small diameter that these fibers cannot 

be detected by P1.14. For such samples more sensitive analytical 
methods, e.g. XRD, TEN, SEN. are recommended if greater certainty 
about asbestos content is required. 

1229 Morena Boulevard, San Diego, california 92110 (619) 276-8843 



. 
AIED-TOX ASSOCIATES INC. 

S.C.R.T.D. REPORT DATE: 3/01/88 
425 SOUTH MAIN STREET SAMPLES RECEIVED: 2/26/88 
LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 MED-TOX JOB NO: 7L6459-3/2A-3 
ATTN: MR. PHIL MEYERS PURCHASE ORDER NO: 3105 

ANALYSIS: ASBESTOS IN BULK SAMPLES 

METHOD: PLM (POLARIZED LIGHT MICROSCOPY/DISPERSION STAINING) 
EPA 600/M4-82-020 

Sample Identification 
Client Lab No. 

Brief Physical 
Description 

Chrysotile 
Asbestos 
Percent 

Amosite 
Asbestos 
Percent 

JLB0224-11 70489 Black vinyl with tan fibrous ND(1) ND(1)* 
JLB0224-12 70490 Pink tile ND(1) ND(1)* 
JLB0224-13 70491 Tan, crumbly, fibrous ND(1) ND(1) 

10% cellulose 
JL80224-14 70492 Tan, crumbly, fibrous ND(1) ND(1) 

20% cellulose 
JLB0224-15 70493 Tan, crumbly, fibrous with 5 ND(1) 

.vermiculite JLB0224-16 70494 Tan, crumbly, fibrous with 5 ND(1) 
vermiculite 

JLB0224-17 70495 Tan, crumbly, fibrous with 5 ND(1) 
vermiculite 

JLB0224-18 70496 White, crumbly, fibrous 15 40 
JLB0224-19 70497 White, crumbly, fibrous 25 35 
3LB0224-20 70498 White, crumbly, fibrous 5 35 

David L. Reusswig Date Tom Dagenh rt, M.S. 
Laboratory Analyst Laboratory Manager 

NOTES: 
"ND(1)" means no asbestos detected; method detection limit is 1%. 
"Trace" means asbestos identified in sample; concentration less than 
method detection limit of 1%. 
Other asbestos minerals sought but not detected include crocidolite, 
anthophyllite, tremolite and actinolite. 
*Tile vinyl, foam, plastic and fine powder samples may contain 
asbestos fibers of such small diameter that these fibers cannot 
be detected by PLM. For such samples more sensitive analytical 
methods, e.g. XRD, TEM, SEM, are recommended if greater certainty 
about asbestos content is required. 

1229 Morena Boulevard, San Diego, California 92110 (619) 276-8843 



. 
1%IED-TOX ASSOCIATES INC. 

S.C.R.T.D. REPORT DATE: 3/01/88 
425 SOUTH MAIN STREET SAMPLES RECEIVED: 2/26/88 
LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 MED-TOX JOB NO: 7L6459-3/3A--3 
ATTN: MR. PHIL MEYERS PURCHASE ORDER NO: 3105 

ANALYSIS: ASBESTOS IN BULK SAMPLES 

METHOD: PLM (POLARIZED LIGHT MICROSCOPY/DISPERSION STAINING) 
EPA 600/M4-82-020 

Sample Identification Brief Physical Chrysotile Arnosite 
Client Lab No. Description Asbestos Asbestos 

Percent Percent 

JLB0224-21 70499 Yellow & brown fiberglass ND(1) ND(1) 
JLB0224-22 70500 Off-white plaster ND(1) ND(l) 
JLB0224-23 70501 White, crumbly, fibrous 15 35 
JLB0224-24 70502 Tan tile 2 ND(1)* 
JLB0224-25 70503 Tan, crumbly ND(1) ND(1) 
JLB0224-26 70504 Tan tile Trace ND(1)t 
JLB0224-27 70505 Brown tile ND(1) ND(1)* 

.JLB0224-28 
70506 Gray, crumbly, fibrous 5 ND(1) 

JLB0224-29 70507 Gray, crumbly, fibrous ND(1) ND(1) 
45% fiberglass 

JLB0224-30 70508 Gray, crumbly, fibrous ND(1) ND(1) 
60% fiberglass 

JLB0224-31 70509 Tan, crumbly Trace ND(1) 
JLB0224-32 70510 White, crumbly, fibrous 10 ND(1) 

3 
David L. Reusswig Date Tom Dageri art, M.S. 
Laboratory Analyst Laboratory Manager 

NOTES: 
"ND(1)" means no asbestos detected; method detection limit is 1%. 
"Trace" means asbestos identified in sample; concentration less than 
method detection limit of 1%. 
Other asbestos minerals sought but not detected include crocidolite, 
anthophyllite, tremolite and actinolite. 
*Ti].e, vinyl, foam, plastic and fine powder samples may contain 
asbestos fibers of such small diameter that these fibers cannot 
be detected by PLM. For such samples more sensitive analytical 
methods, e.g. XRD, TEM, SEM, are recommended if greater certainty 
about asbestos content is required. 

1229 Morena Boulevard, San Diego, California 92110 (619) 276-8843 
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AIED-TOX ASSOCIATES INC. 

S.C.R.T.D. REPORT DATE: 3/01/88 
425 SOUTH MAIN STREET SAMPLES RECEIVED: 2/26/88 
LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 MED-TOX JOB NO: 7L6459-3/94-3 
ATTN: MR. PHIL MEYERS PURCHASE ORDER NO: 3105 

ANALYSIS: ASBESTOS IN BULK SAMPLES 

METHOD: PLM (POLARIZED LIGHT MICROSCOPY/DISPERSION STAINING) 
EPA 600/M4-82-020 

Samole Identification Brief Physical Chrysotile Amosite 
Client Lab No. Description Asbestos Asbestos 

Percent Percent 

JLB0224-33 ND(1) 70511 Black tar 1 
3LB0224-34 70512 Off-white, crumbly 5 ND(1) 
JLB0224-35 70513 Off-white, crumbly 15 ND(1) 
JLB0224-36 70514 Gray, fibrous tile 40 ND(1)* 
JLB0224-37 70515 Gray, fibrous tile 50 
JLB0224-38 70516 Off-white, crumbly ND(1) ND(1) 
JLBO224B-39 70517 Off-white, crumbly, fibrous 25 40 
JL80224B-40 70518 Tan, crumbly, fibrous 30 30 

.JLBO224B-41 
70519 White, crumbly ND(1) ND(1) 

JLBO224B-42 70520 Tan, crumbly, fibrous 20 20 
JLBO224B-43 70521 Off-white, crumbly, fibrous 50 30 
JLBO224B-44 70522 Off-white, crumbly, fibrous 45 30 
JLBO224B-45 70523 Off-white, crumbly, fibrous 25 25 
JLBO224B-46 70524 Off-white, crumbly, fibrous 30 45 
JL20224B-47 70525 White plaster with vermiculite ND(1) ND(1) 

& 3J f' 7 Lz 
lanne Rhodes Date Tom Dagen art, 11.5. 

Laboratory Analyst Laboratory Manager 

NOTES: 
"ND(1)" means no asbestos detected; method detection limit is 1%. 
"Trace" means asbestos identified In sample; concentration less than 
method detection limit of 1. 
Other asbestos minerals sought but not detected include crocidolite, 
anthophy]lite, tremolite and actinolite. 
tTile, vinyl, foam, plastic and fine powder samples may contain 
asbestos fibers of such small diameter that these fibers cannot 
be detected by PLM. For such samples more sensitive analytical 
methods, e.g. XRD, TEM, SEN, are recommended if greater certainty 
about asbestos content is required. 

1229 Moreria Boulevard, San Diego, CalIfornia 92110 (619) 276-8843 



. 
S.C.R.T.D. 
425 SOUTH MAIN STREET 
LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 
ATTN: MR. PHIL MEYERS 

ANALYSIS: ASBESTOS IN BULK SAMPLES 

AIED-TOX ASSOCIATES INC. 

REPORT DATE: 3/01/88 
SAMPLES RECEIVED: 2/26/88 
MED-TOX JOB NO: 7L6459-3/95-3 
PURCHASE ORDER NO: 3105 

METHOD: PLM (POLARIZED LIGHT MICROSCOPY/DISPERSION STAINING) 
EPA 600/M4-82-020 

Samole Identification Brief Physical Chrysotile Ainosite 
Client Lab No. Description Asbestos Asbestos 

Percent Percent 

JLBO224B-48 70526 White, crumbly, fibrous 50 25 
JLBO224B-49 70527 Tan, crumbly ND(1) ND(1) 
JLB0224-50B 70528 Tan, crumbly with vermiculite 20 ND(1) 
JLB0224-518 70529 Tan, crumbly with vermiculite 0 ND(1) 
JLB0224-52B 70530 Tan, crumbly with vermiculite 25 ND(1) 
JLB0224-53B 70531 Tan, crumbly, fibrous with 25 MDC].) 

vermiculite . JLB0224-54B 70532 Tan, crumbly, fibrous with 30 MDC].) 
vermiculite 

JLB0224-55B 70533 Tan, crumbly, fibrous with 30 MDC].) 
vermiculite 

JLB0224-56B 70534 Tan, crumbly, fibrous with 25 ND(1) 
vermiculite 

JLB0224-57B 70535 Tan, crumbly, fibrous with 30 ND(l) 
vermiculite 

JLB0224-58B 70536 Tan, crumbly, fibrous with 30 ND(1) 
vermiculite 

JLB0224-59B 70537 Tan, crumbly,- fibrous with 30 ND(1) 
vermiculite 

&J /i2- 
lanne Rhodes Date Tom Dagenh t, M.S. 

Laboratory Analyst Laboratory Manager 

NOTES: 
"ND(1)" means no asbestos detected; method detection limit is 1%. 
"Trace" means asbestos identified in sample; concentration less than 
method detection limit of 1%. 
Other asbestos minerals sought but not detected include crocidolite, 
anthophyllite, tremolite and actinolite. 

1229 Horena Boulevard, San Diego, California 92110 (619) 276-8843 



. 
S.C.R.T.D. 
425 SOUTH MAIN STREET 
LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 
ATTN: MR. PHIL MEYERS 

ANALYSIS: ASBESTOS IN BULK SAMPLES 

AIED-TOX ASSOCIATES IT4C. 

REPORT DATE: 3/01/88 
SAMPLES RECEIVED: 2/26/88 
MED-PDX JOB NO: 7L6459-3/96-3 
PURCHASE ORDER NO: 3105 

METHOD: PLM (POLARIZED LIGHT MICROSCOPY/DISPERSION STAINING) 
EPA 600/M4-82-020 

Samole Identification Brief Physical Chrysotile Ainosite 
Client Lab No. Description Asbestos Asbestos 

Percent Percent 

JLB0224-60B 70538 Tan, crumbly, fibrous with 25 ND(1) 
vermiculite 

JLB0224-61B 70539 Tan, crumbly, fibrous with 25 ND(l) 
vermiculite 

JLB0224-62B 70540 Tan, crumbly, fibrous with 30 ND(1) 
vermiculite 

JLB0224-63B 70541 Tan, crumbly, fibrous with 30 ND(1) 
vermiculite 

JLB0224-64B 70542 Tan, crumbly, fibrous with 25 ND(1) 
vermiculite 

I I ? LLt liarine Rhodes Dat Tom Dagenh rt, M.S. 
Laboratory Analyst Laboratory Manager 

NOTES: 
"ND(1)" means no asbestos detected; method detection limit is 1%. 
"Trace" means asbestos identified in sample; concentration less than 
method detection limit of 1%. 
Other asbestos minerals sought but not detected include crocidolite, 
anthophyl].ite, tremolite and actinolite. 

1229 Morena Boulevard, San Diego, California 92110 (619) 276-8843 
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APPENDIX B 

PHASE CONTRAST MICROSCOPY 
LABORATORY REPORTS 

AIED.T0X ASSOCIAtES INC 



. 
S.C.R.T.D. 
425 SOUTH MAIN STREET 
LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 
ATTN: MR. PHIL MEYERS 

AIED.TOX ASSOCIATES INC. 

LABORATORY REPORT 

REPORT DATE: 3/01/88 
SAMPLES RECEIVED: 2/29/88 
MED-TOX JOB NO: 7L6459-5/91-3 
PURCHASE ORDER NO: 3105 

ANALYSIS: FIBERS (>5 MICRONS LONG) ON 25mm FILTERS 

METHOD: PCM (PHASE CONTRAST MICROSCOPY) 
NIOSH 7400 "A" Counting Rules & OSHA/EPA REFERENCE METHOD 

Sample Uncorrected Airborne 
SamDle Identification Volume Fiber Density Fiber Concentration 
Client Lab No. (liters) (fibers/mm2) (fibers/cm') 

DR0224-A1 70586 1650 < 7.6 < 0.002 
DR0224-A2 7058.7 1440 < 7.6 < 0.002 
DR0224-A3 70588 1800 25.5 0.005 
DR0224-A4 70589 1500 9.6 0.002 
DR0224-A5 70590 1450.4 < 7.6 < 0.002 

.DR0224-A6 
70591 1382.4 < 7.6 < 0.002 

DR0224-A7 70592 1595 < 7.6 < 0.002 

. 

Q"Li3 iUW&CQ 
Chris Surville 
Laboratory Analyst 

(l 
-) 

Date 
2A) TJ± 
Tom Dagenh , M.S. 
Laboratory Manager 

NOTES: 
Fibers smaller than 0.3 microns in diameter are not detected by PClf. 
PCM relative standard deviations range from 40% at low fiber density 
to 10% at high fiber density. 
"<" means below reliable detection limit. 
(#2) Detection limit based on a minimum fiber count of six. 

1229 Morena Boulevard, San Diego, California 92110 (619) 276-8843 



AIED-TOX ASSOCIATES. INC. 

LABORATORY REPORT 

S.C.R.T.D. REPORT DATE: 3/8/88 
425 S. MAIN ST. SAMPLES RECEIVED: 3/3/88 
LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 MED-TOX JOB NO:7L-6459-6/Wp42 
ATTN: PHIL MEYERS PURCHASE ORDER NO: 3105 

ANALYSIS: FIBERS (>5 MICRONS LONG) ON 25mm FILTERS 

METHOD: PCM (PHASE CONTRAST MICROSCOPY) 
NIOSH 7400 "A" Counting Rules & OSHA/EPA REFERENCE METHOD 

Sample Uncorrected Airborne 
SamDle Identification Volume Fiber Density Fiber Concentration 
Client Lab No. (liters) (fibers/mm2) (fibers/cm') 

DR0225-A8 70685 1870 <7.6 <0.002,18 
DR0225-A9 70686 1680 <7.6 <0.002,18 
DR0225-Ai.0 70687 1947 <7.5 <0.002,18 
DR0225-A11 70688 1627 <7.6 <0.002,18 
DR0225-Al2 70689 2012 <7.6 <0.001,18 

0225-Ai.3 70690 1958 <7.6 <0.002,18 
R0225-A14 70691 1936 40.1 0.008,18 

DR0225-A15 70692 3130 <7.6 <0.0009,18 
DR0225-A16 70693 2825 <7.6 <0.001,18 
DR0225-A17 70694 2575 <7.6 <0.001,18 
DR0225-A18 70695 2750 <7.6 <0.001,18 
DR0225-A19 70696 2940 <7.6 <0.001,18 
DR0225-A20 70697 3186 7.6 0.0009,18 
DR0225-A28 70705 2124 <7.6 <0.001 
DR0225-A29 70706 1860 <7.6 <0.002 
DR0225-A30 70707 1617 <7.6 <0.002 
DR0225-A31 70708 1299 <7.6 <0.002 
DR0225-A32 70709 1184 9.6 0.003 
DR0225-A33 70710 1299 <7.6 <0.002 

ThIi -8 
CHRIS SURVILLE Date Tom Da11hart, M.S. 
Laboratory Analyst Laboratory Manager 

NOTES: 
Fibers smaller than 0.3 microns in diameter are not detected by PCM. 
PCM relative standard deviations range from 40% at low fiber density 

.3 
10% at high fiber density. 

<" means below reliable detection limit. 
(08) Heavy particulate loading may have obscured samlier fibers. 

1229 Morena Boulevard, San Diego, California 92110 (619) 276-8843 
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AfIED-TOX ASSOCIATES INC. 

LABORATORY REPORT 

S.C.R.T.D. REPORT DATE: 3/8/88 
425 S. MAIN ST. SAMPLES RECEIVED: 3/3/88 
LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 MED-TOX JOB NO:7L-6459-6/Wp42 
ATTN: PHIL MEYERS PURCHASE ORDER NO: 3105 

ANALYSIS: FIBERS (>5 MICRONS LONG) ON 25mm FILTERS 

METHOD: PCM (PHASE CONTRAST MICROSCOPY) 
NIOSH 7400 "A" Counting Rules & OSHA/EPA REFERENCE METHOD 

Sample Uncorrected Airborne 
Samole Identification Volume Fiber Density Fiber Concentration 
Client Lab No. (liters) (fibers/mm2) (fibers/cm3) 

DR0225-A34 70711 937 <7.6 <0.003 
DR0225-A35 70712 880 <7.6 <0.003 
DR0225-A36 70713 847 '<7.6 <0.003 
DR0225-A37 70714 720 <7.6 <0.004 
DR0225-A38 70715 715 <7.6 <0.004 

70716 768 <7.6 <0.004 
.DR0225-A39 DR0225-A40 70717 715 <7.6 <0.004 

DR0226-A41 70718 1265 7.6 0.002 
DR0226-A42 70719 1243 <7.6 <0.002 
DR0226-A43 70720 1356 <7.6 <0.002 
DR0226-A44 70721 1210 20.4 0.006,*8 
DRO226-A45 70722 1141 14.6 0.005 
DR0226-A46 70723 1210 <7.6 <0.002 
DR0226-A47 70724 1144 <7.6 <0.003 
DR0226-A48 70725 1288 10.2 0.003 
DR0226-A49 70726 1209 7.6 0.002 
DR0226-A50 70727 1001 14.0 0.005 
DR0226-A51 70728 1039 <7.6 <0.003 
DR0226-A52 70729 880 8.3 0.004 
DR0226-A53 70730 836 <7.6 <0.004 
DR0226-A54 70732. 825 <7.6 <0.004 

C'w 3-8 
CHRIS SURVILLE Date Tom Dage art, M.S. 
Laboratory Analyst Laboratory Manager 

NOTES: 
Fibers smaller than 0.3 microns in diameter are not detected by PCM. 
PCM relative standard deviations range from 40% at low fiber density 
to 10% at high fiber density. 
"<" means below reliable detection limit. 
(*8) Heavy particulate loading may have obscured samlier fibers. 

1229 Morena Boulevard, San Diego, California 92110 (619) 276-8843 
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APPENDIX C 

TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 
LABORATORY REPORTS I 

AIED-TOX ASSOCIATES. MC 



AIRBORNE ASBESTOS ANALYSIS BY TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY EN) '1ED-TOX 
EPA Level I Method (Tasate et a]..; 1984) ASSOCIATES INC 

.S.C.R.T.D. 425 S. MAIN SI. 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 

PHIL METERS 

Job Number : 7L-6459-6/1A-3105 

Client Number: DR0225-A21 

Med-Tox Number: 70698 

Receipt Date : MARCH 3, 1988 

Report Date : MARCH 7, 1988 

Description 

HEAVY PARTICULATE LOADING, SOME 

FIBERS MAY HAVE BEEN OBSCURED. 

Total Asbestos Structure Concentration 

Total Asbestos Mass Concentration 

Structure Conc. (structures/cu cm) 

Analytical Sensitivity : 0.0015 (structures/cu cm) 

Total Area Scanned : 102540 sq um 

Magnification : 20000 x 

Area of Original Filter : 3.85 sq cm 

Dilution Factor : <not ashed> 

Area Ashed : <riot ashed> 

Area of Membrane : <not ashed> 

Volume of Air : 2475.0 liters 

Total number of structs : 3 

Filter type : 0.4 um, polycarboriate 

Conductive Cowl : no 

B.STQ UNMA- 

< 0.006 (structures/cu cm) 

0.000 (rig/cu meter) 

Only > S um Structures 

( 0.006 (struct res/cu cm) 

0.000 (ng/cu ieter) 

Additional Information by Structure Type 

Fiber Bundle Clump Matrix TOTAL 

Chrysotile 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Amphibole 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Indeterainant 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.003 

Mass Concentration (rig/cu meter) 

Chrysotile 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Amphibole ).)0O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Indeterainant 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.013 0.013 

- The method detection limit is 4 times the analytical sensitivity. Analytical sensitivity is defined by 

the EPA as the asbestos concentraticri represented by each fiber counted under the electron microscope. 

TEN data is accurate to no more than on. 3in1fLcant figure. 

Structures per cubic centimeter egu1i mIllion structures per cubic meter. 

- Amphibole asbestos includes amosite (i.e. grunerite - cummingtonite), crocidolite (i.e. riebeckite 

magrtesioriebeckite), anthophyllite. tremolite and actinolite. 

Analyst .. te // 
Lab Manager ?cn. Date ..2... '.L.. /2A 

Psg.lof 4 

Ned-lox Associates, Inc. 1229 Morena Blvd San Diego, CA 92110 619-276-8843 



TEN DETECTED AIRBORNE STRUCTURES ALSO DETECTABLE 8! PHASE CONTRAST MICROSCOPY )I'ED-TOX 
ASSOCIATES INC 

.S.C.R.T.D. 425 S. MAIN ST. 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 

PHIL NEY 

Job Number : 7L-6459-6/1A-3105 

Client Number : DR0225-A21 

Med-Tox Number: 70698 

Receipt Date : MARCH 3, 1988 

Report Date : MARCH 7, 1988 

Description 

HEAVY PARTICULATE LOADING, SOME 

FIBERS MA! HAVE BEEN OBSCURED. 

Analytical Sensitivity : 0.0015 (structures/cu ci) 

Total Area Scanned : 102540 sq um 

Magnification : 20000 x 

Area of Original Filter : 3.85 sq cm 

Dilution Factor <not ashed> 

Area Ashed : <not ashed> 

Area of Membrane : <not ashed> 

Volume of Air : 2475.0 liters 

Total number of struct.s : 1 

Filter type : 0.4 ui polycarbonate 

Conductive Cowl : no 

Dimensional Limitations: 

Only structures with diameters greater than 0.3 um and lengths greater than 5.0 am are included in 

the data subset used to calculate 'ie following results. 

Asbestos Structures All Structures 

Total Concentration < 0.006 < 0.006 

Because of heavy non-asbestos fiber loadings, only asbestos and indeterainant fibers were recorded 

in order to improve detection limits. Therefore these TEN results are not strictly comparable with 

PCN results. 

Chrysotile 

Amphibole 

Indeterminant 

Non-Asbestos 

Structure Concentrations by Structure Type 

(structures/cu cm) 

5er Bundle Clump Matrix TOTAL 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 

0.200 0.000 

0.002 

0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 

0.000 

0.000 

0.002 

The method detection limit is 4 times te analytical sensitivity. Analytical sensitivity is defined by 

the EPA as the asbestos concentatun represented by each fiber counted under the electron microscope. 
- TEN data is accurate to no more than cne significant figure. 

S - Structures per cubic centimeter equa3 a.ilion structures per cubic meter. 
- Amphibole asbestos includes a.osite :.e. grunerite cummingtonite), crocidolite (i.e. riebeckite 

magnesioriebeckite), anthophyllite, temo1ite and actinolite. 

Pigs 2 of 4 
Med-Tox Associates, Inc. 1229 Morena Blvd San Diego, CA 92110 619-276-8843 
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AIR1ORNE ASBESTOS ANALYSIS BY TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY (Ta) - DIMENSIONAL DATA IIJJED-'ibX 
EPA Level I Method (Yamte et al.; 1984) ASSOCTATES INC 

S.C.LT.D. 

425 S. MAIN ST. 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 

PHIL MEYERS 

Job Number : 7L-6459-6/1A-3105 

Client Nu.sber : DR0225-A21 

Med-Tox Number: 70698 

Detailed Data For Structures Classified as FIBERS: 

Detailed Data For Structures Classified as BUNDLES: 

Total Number of Structures Counted 

Total Surface Area (sq uI/cu meter) 

Length geometric mean 

standard deviation 

Diameter geometric mean 

standard deviation 

Detailed Data For Structures Classified as CLUMPS: 

Chrvsotile Amphibole Indeterainant Nonasbestos 

No Structures Detected in This Category. 

0 0 0 1 

0.0 0.0 oib 17276.3 

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 7.0000 

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.5000 

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

No Structures Detected in This Category. 

Detailed Data For Structurris Classified as MATRICES: 

Total Number of Structures Counted 0 0 2 0 

Total Surface Area (sq UI/cu meter) 0.0 0.0 417.0 0.0 

Length geometric mean 0.0000 0.0000 0.8367 0.0000 

standard deviation 0.0000 0.0000 0.2130 0.0000 

Diameter geometric mean 0.0000 0.0000 0.0500 0.0000 

standard deviation 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

DETAILED DATA FOR ALL STRUCTuRES: 

Total Number of Structures Counted 0 3 2 1 

Total Surface Area (sq ui/cu meter) 0.0 0.0 417.0 17276.3 

Length geometric mean 0.0000 0.0000 0.8367 7.0000 S standard deviation 0.0000 0.0000 0.2130 0.0000 
Diameter geometric sean 0.0000 0.0000 0.0500 0.5000 

standard deviation 
. 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Pegs 3 of 4 

Ned-lox Associates, Inc. 1229 Morena Blvd San Diego, CA 92110 619-276-8843 



AIRBORNE ASBESTOS ANALYSIS BY TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY (Ta) - DATA LISTING #1s1ED-1OX 
EPA Level I Method (Yauta et ti.; 1984) ASSOC(AES 'NC. 

.S.C.R.T.D. 425 S. MAIN ST. 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 

PHIL MEYE 

Job Nuaber : 7L-6459-6/1A-3105 

Client Nuiber DR0225-A21 

Med-Tox Number: 70698 

Field No. Structure No. Structure Diameter Length Mass per Fibers per Structure 

per Field Type (microns) (microns) Structure (fg) Structure Identification 

2 1 matrix 0.05 0.70 3.57 1 indeterainant 
2 2 matrix 0.05 1.00 5.11 1 indeterminant 
6 1 bundle 0.50 7.00 3573.56 3 nonasbestos 

. 

um micron, a micron is one millionth of a meter. 

S ng = nanogram, a nanogram is one billionth of a gram. 

fg : featogram, a femtoqram is one millionth of a nanogram. 

Masses of indeterminate and non-asbestos fibers are estimated by assuming 

a density of 2.6 grams per cubic centimeter. 

Pigs 4 of 4 

Ned-Tox Associates, Inc. 1229 Morena Blvd San Diego, CA 92110 619-276-8843 



AIRBORNE AS8TOS ANALYSIS B! TANSMISSI0 ELECT2O MICROSCOPY 'EN) 1IED.TOX 
EPA Level I Method (!aute et ii.; 1984) ASSOCIATES 'NC 

425 S. MAIN ST. 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 

PHIL PIEYERS 

Job Number 7L-6459-6/1A-3l05 

Client auaber DR0225-A22 

Med-lox Number: 70699 

Receipt Date : MARCH 3, 1988 

Report Date MARCH 7, 1988 

Description 

HEAVY PARTICULATE LOADING. 

Total Asbestos Structure Concentrati'n 

Total Asbestos Mass Concentration 

Analytical Sensitivity : 0.0013 (structures/cu ci) 

Total Area Scanned : 102540 sq us 

Magnification : 20000 x 

Area of Original Filter : 3.85 sq ci 

Dilution Factor : <not ashed> 

Area Ashed : <not ashed' 

Area of Membrane : <not ashed> 

Volume of Air : 2970.0 liters 

Total number of structs : 1 

Filter type : 0.4 us, polycarbonate 

Conductive Covl : no 

ss:s SUNA.I 

All Structures 

0.005 (structures/cu ci) 

0.02 (nq/cu meter) 

Only > S urn Structures 

< 0.005 (strqctureslcu cm) 

0.000 (ng/cu meter) 

Additional Information by Structure Type 

E:ber Bundle Clump Matrix TOTAL 

Structure Conc. (structures/cu cm) 

Chrysotile 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 

Amphibole 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Indeterminant 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.000 

Mass Concentration (ng/cu meter) 

Chrysotile 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 

Amphibole 0.00 0100 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Indeterminant 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

The method detection limit is 4 aes .he analytical sensitivity. Analytical sensitivity is defined by 

the EPA as the asbestos concenzr n represented by each fiber counted under the electron microscope. 

TEN data is accurate to no more than . r.e s:gnificant figure. 

Structures per cubic centimeter equa miilicn structures per cubic meter. 

- Amphibole asbestos includes amosite .e. grunerite cummingtonite), crocidolite (i.e. riebeckite 

magriesioriebeckite), anthophyllite. tremolite and actinolite. 

Analyst LT L Date _j.. /_ I2 

Lab Manager jt Date 2 '21 iJJ 
Pigs lot 4 

Med-Tox Associates, Inc. 1229 Morena Blvd San Diego, CA 92110 619-276-8843 



TE DETECTED AIRBORNE STRUCTVRES ALSO DETECTABLE BY PHASE CONTRAST NICROSOp 
/IIED..'IOX ASSOCIATES INC T 425 S. MAIN ST. 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 

PHIL METES 

Job Number : 7L-6459-6/1A-3105 

Client Nuiber DR0225-A22 

Med-Tox Number: 70699 

Receipt Date : MARCH 3, 1988 

Report Date : MARCH 7, 1988 

Description 

HEAVY PARTICULATE LOADING. 

Analytical Sensitivity : 0.0013 (structures/cu ci) 

Total Area Scanned : 102540 sq us 

Magnification : 20000 x 

Area of Original Filter : 3.85 sq ci 

Dilution Factor : <not ashed> 

Area Ashed : <not ashed> 

Area of Membrane <not ashed> 

Voluse of Air : 2970.0 liters 

Total number of structs : 0 

Filter type : 0.4 us, polycarbonate 

Conductive Cowl : no 

Dimensional Lisitations: 

Only structures with diameters greater than 0.3 us and lengths greater than 5.0 us are included in 

the data subset used to calculate he fol.cwing results. 

sbestos Structures All Structures * 

Total Concentration < 0.005 (structures/cu ci) 0.005 (structures/cu ci) 

* Because of heavy non-asbestos f.ber :adi.gs, only asbestos and indetersinant fibers were recorded 

in order to improve detection l31t3. Therefore these TEN results are not strictly comparable with 

PCN results. 

Chrysotile 

ksphibole 

Indeterminant 

Non-Asbestos 

Structure Concentrations by Structure Type 

(structures/cu cm) 

F5er Bundle Clump Matrix TOTAL 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 

).00O 0.000 

0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 

0.000 

0.000 

0.000 

The method detection limit is 4 i.es rie analytical sensitivity. Analytical sensitivity s defined by 

the EPA as the asbestos concentriton represented by each fiber counted under the electron microscope. 

TEN data is accurate to no more than one significant figure. 

Structures per cubic centimeter equai3 million structures per cubic meter. 

Amphibole asbestos includes amosite i.e. grunerite cummingtonite), crocidolite (i.e. riebecite 
magnesioriebeckite), anthopnyllte, tremolite and actinol:te. 

Page 2 of 4 
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AIRBORNE ASBESTOS ANALYSIS BY TRANSMISSION ELECT2ON 
MICROSCOPY (TEN) - DIMENSIONAL DATA I%1ED.rox 

EPA Level I Method (Yaaate et al.; 1984) ASSOCIATES 'NC 

.C.LT.D. 

425 5. MAIN ST. 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 

PHIL METERS 

Job Nuiber : 7L-6459-6/1A-3105 

Client Nuiber : DR0225-A22 

Med-Tox Nuiber: 70699 
Chrysot1e A3phibole Indeteriinant Nonasbestos 

Detailed Data For Structures Classified as FIBERS: 

Total Nuiber of Structures Counted 1 0 0 0 

Total Surface Area (sq ui/cu ieter) 4a1.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Length geotetric iean 2.4000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

standard deviation 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Diaieter geoletric iean 0.0500 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

standard deviation 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Detailed Data For Structures Classified as BUNDLES: 

. 
Detailed Data For Structures Classified as CLUMPS: 

Detailed Data For Structures Classified as MATRICES: 

No Structures Detected in This Cateçory. 

No Structures Detected in This Category. 

No Structures Detected in This Category. 

DETAILED DATA FOR ALL STRUCTJRES: 

Total Nuiber of Structures Counted 1 0 0 0 

Total 
Surface 

Length 

Area (sq ui/cu eter) 

geoietric lean 

481.6 

2.4000 

0.0 

0.0000 

0.0 

0.0000 

0.0 

0.0000 

standard deviation 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Dia*eter geoaetric iean 0.0500 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

standard deviation O.00CO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Pigs 3 of 4 
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AIRBORNE ASBESTOS ANALYSIS BY TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY (T) - DATA 1IS?IG )'JIED"lOX 
EPA Level I Method (Taute et al.; 1984) ASSOCIAtES INC 

.S.C.R.T.D. 425 S. MAIN ST. 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 

PHIL MEYERS 

Job Number : 7L-6459-6/1A-3105 

Client luiber : DR0225-A22 

Med-Tox Number: 70699 

Field No. Structure No. Structure Diameter Length ass per Fiber! per Structure 

per Field Type 'microns) microns) Structure (fg) Structure Identification 

2 1 fiber 0.05 2.40 12.25 1 chrysotile 

- um micron, a icron is one millionth of a meter. 

- ag nanogram, a nanograi is one bil1nth of a gram. 

fg femtogram, a festogram is one millionth of a nanogram. 

Masses of indeterminate and non-a.sbest3s fibers are estimated by assuming 
a density of 2.6 grams per cubic centimeter. 

Peg. 4 of 4 
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AIRBORNE ASBESTOS ANALYSIS BY TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY JtED_TOX 
EPA Level I Method (laute et ci.; 1984) ASSOCIATES 'NC. 

.S.C.LT.D. 425 S. MAIN ST. 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 

PHIL MEYERS 

Job Number : 7L-6459-6/1A-3105 

Client Nuiber DR0225-A23 

Med-lox Nuiber: 70700 

Receipt Date : MARCH 3, 1988 

Report Date : MARCH 7, 1988 

Description 

HEAVY PARTICULATE LOADING. 

Total Asbestos Structure Concentration 

Total Asbestos Mass Concentration 

. 

Analytical Sensitivity : 0.0014 (structures/cu ci) 

Total Area Scanned : 102540 sq urn 

Magnification : 20000 x 

Area of Original Filter : 3.85 sq cm 

Dilution Factor : <not ashed> 

Area Ashed : <not ashed) 

Area of Membrane : <not ashed> 

Volume of Air : 2750.0 liters 

Total number of structs : 3 

Filter type : 0.4 urn, polycarbonate 

Conductive Cowl : no 

STOS SUNNARY 

All Structures 

< 0.005 (structures/cu cm) 

0.000 (ng/cu meter) 

Only > S urn Structures 

< 0.005 (structures/cu cm) 

0.000 (ng/cu meter) 

Additional Information by Structure Type 

Fiber Bundle Clump Matrix TOTAL 

Structure Conc. (structures/cu cm) 

Chrysotile 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Amphibole 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Indeterminant 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 

Mass Concentration (ng/cu meter) 

Chrysotile 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Amphibole 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Indeterainant 0.045 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.045 

- The method detection limit is 4 times the analytical sensitivity. Analytical sensitivity is defined by 

the EPA as the asbestos concentration represented by each fiber counted under the electron microscope. 

TEN data is accurate to no more than one significant figure. 

Structures per cubic centimeter equals mLllon structures per cubic meter. 

Amphibole asbestos includes amosite (i.e. grunerite cumiirtgtonite), crocidolite (i.e. riebeckite - 

magnesioriebeckite), anthophyllite, tresolite and actinolite. 

4 Analyst ie i i 

Lab Manager .:r.l...Js_c%j Date '_2_ 
Pig. 1 o.t 4 
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TEN DETECTED AIRBORNE STRUCTURES ALSO DETECTABLE B! PHASE COMTRA$T MICROSCOPY 
/11ED.TOX 

ASSOCIATES NC 

S.C.R.T.D. 
425 S. MAIN ST. 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 

PHIL METERS 

Job Nuiber : 7L-6459-6/1A-3105 

Client Nuaber DR0225-A.23 

Ned-Tax Nuiber: 70700 

Receipt Date : MARCH 3, 1988 

Report Date : MARCH 7, 1988 

Description 

HEAVY PARTICULATE LOADING. 

Analytical Sensitivity : 0.0014 (structures/cu ci) 

Total Area Scanned : 102540 sq ui 

Magnification : 20000 x 

Area of Original Filter : 3.85 sq ci 

Dilution Factor : <not ashed> 

Area Ashed : <not ashed) 

Area of Meibrane : <not ashed> 

Voluae of Air : 2750.0 liters 

Total nuiber of structs : 0 

Filter type : 0.4 us, polycarbonate 

Conductive Coil : no 

Disensional Limitations: 

Only structures vith diameters greater than 0.3 ui and lengths greater than 5.0 us are included in 

the data subset used to calculate te following results. 

Azbestos Structures All Structures 

Total Concentration 0.005 (structures/cu ci) 0.005 (structures/cu 

Chrysotile 

Aiphibole 

Indeterminant 

Non-Asbestos 

Structure Concentrations by Structure Type 

(structures/cu ci) 

Fiber Bundle Cluip Matrix TOTAL 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

3.300 o:000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 

- The method detection limit is 4 tiies t.e analytical sensitivity. Analytical sensitivity is defined by 
the EPA as the asbestos concenr.on represented by each fiber counted under the electron microscope. 

TEN data is accurate to no .ore than "e significant figure. 

Structures per cubic centiseter eqL13 miJon structures per cubic meter. 
Amphibole asbestos includes asosite .e. runerite cu.mingtonite), crocidolite (i.e. riebeckite 

sagnesioriebeckite), anthophy1t.. 'resolite and actnolite. 

Med-lox Associates, Inc. 1229 Morena Blvd San Diego, CA 92110 619-276-8843 
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AIRBORNE ASBESTOS ANALYSIS BY TRA!iISSION ELECTRON NIC2OSCOPY (TEa) DIMENSIONAL ATh 

EPA Level I Method (Yamate et al.; 1984) ASSOCIAtES INC 

S.C. R.T. 3. 

423 S. MAIN ST. 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 

PHIL MEYS 

Job Number : 7L-6459-6/1A-3105 

Client Nuiber : DR0225-A23 

Med-Tox Number: 70700 

Detailed Data For Structures Classified a FIBERS: 

Total Number of Structures Counted 
Total Surface Area (sq UI/cu meter) 
Length geometric mean 

standard deviation 
Diameter geometric mean 

standard deviation 

Detailed Data For Structures Classified as BUNDLES: 

Detailed Data For Structures Classified as CLUMPS: 

Detailed Data For Structures Classified .s NATICES: 

Chrvsctile Amphibole Indeterminant Nonasbestos 

0 0 1 2 

0.0 0.0 707.7 1512.0 

0.0000 0.0000 1.6000 1.0954 

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1416 

0.0000 0.0000 0.1000 0.1500 

0.0000 0.0000 0,0000 0.0000 

No Structures Detected in This Category. 

No Structures Detected in This Category. 

No Structures Detected in This Category. 

DETAILED DATA FOR ALL STRUCTURES: 

Total Number of Structures Counted 0 0 1 2 

Total Surface Area (sq um/cu neter) 0.0 0.0 707.7 1512.0 

Length geometric mean 0.0000 0.0000 1.6000 1.0954 

standard deviation 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1416 
Diameter geometric mean 0.0000 0.0000 0.1000 0.1500 

standard deviation 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

hq.3of 4 
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AIRBORNE ASBESTOS ANALYSIS BY TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY (TEn) DATA LISTING 

EPA Level I Method (Yamate et al.; 1984) 

S.C. R. T.D. 

425 S. MAIN ST. 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 

PEIL METERS 

Job Number : 7L-6459-6/1A-3105 

Client Nuiber DR0225-&23 

Med-Tox Number: 70700 

*ED-TOX 
ASSOCIATES INC 

Field No. Structure No. Structure Diameter ength Mass per Fibers per Structure 

per Field Type 'airor.s; 'zcron) Structure (fq) Structure Identification 

5 1 fiber . .O 1.60 32.67 1 indeterminant 

6 1 fiber .5 :.o 45.95 1 nonasbestos 

8 1 fiber '15 1.20 55.13 1. nonasbestos 

urn micron, a micron is one mil1iont :f a meter. 

S ng nanogram, a nanogram is one bii:rh of a gram. 

fg femtogram, a femtogram is one mli:nth of a nanogram. 

Masses of indeterminate and non-asestcs fibers are estimated by assuming 

a density of 2.6 grams per cubic ce:meter. 

hqs4f 4 
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AIRBORNE_&SBESTOS ANALYS1BY TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY (T 

EPA Level I Method (!amate et al.; 1984) 

S.C.R.T.D. 

425 S. MAIN ST. 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 

PHIL METERS 

r 

. 

Job Number : 7L-6459-6/1A-3105 

Client Nuaber : DR0225-A24 

Med-Tax Nuiber: 70701 

Receipt Date : MARCH 3, 1988 

Report Date MARCH 7, 1988 

Description 

LIGHT PARTICULATE LOADING, 

SOME GYPSUM CHUNKS SEEN. 

Total Asbestos Structure Concentration 

Total Asbestos Mass Concentration 

Structure Conc. (structures/cu ci) 

AIED'TOX ASSOCIATES INC. 

Analytical Sensitivity : 0.0015 (structures/cu ci) 

Total Area Scanned : 102540 sq um 

Magnification : 19400 x 

Area of Original Filter : 3.85 sq cm 

Dilution Factor : <not ashed> 

Area Ashed (not ashed> 

Area of Membrane : <not ashed> 

Volume of Air : 2508.0 liters 

Total number of structs : 10 

Filter type : 0.8 um, polycarbonate 

Conductive Cowl : no 

.5IO5 bUNNAb 

All Structures 

0.009 (structures/cu cm) 

0.1 (ng/cu meter) 

Only > S tim Structures 

( 0.006 (structures/cu ci) 

0.000 (ng/cu meter) 

Additional Information by Structure Type 

Fiber Bundle Clump Matrix TOTAL 

Chrysotile 0.003 0.003 3.001 0.000 0.007 

Amphibole 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 

Indeterminant 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.003 

Mass Concentration (rig/cu meter) 

Chrysotile 0.01 0.04 0.04 0.00 0.09 

Amphibole 0.05 o.eo 0.00 0.00 0.05 

Indeterminant 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 

The method detection limit is 4 tlies the analytical sensitivity. Analyt.ca1 sensitivity is defined by 

the EPA as the asbestos concentraton represented by each fiber counted under the electron microscope. 

- TEN data is accurate to no more than one 3ignificant figure. 

Structures per cubic centimeter equals million structures per cubic meter. 

Amphibole asbestos includes amosite (i.e. grunerite cummingtonite), crocidolite (i.e. riebeckite - 

magnesioriebeckite), anthophyllite. tremolite and actinolite. 

Analyst '7Jt4..T Date / _J_. 

Lab Manager z1 ,_j Date /j_ /1. 

Med-Tox Associates, Inc. 1229 Norena Blvd San Diego, CA 92110 619-276-8843 
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M DETECTED AIRBORNE STRUCTURE ALSQ DETECTABLE BY PHASE CONTRAST MICROSCOPY )IJIED..TOX ASSOCIATES NC 

S .0 . R. I. D. 

425 S. MAIN ST. 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 

PHIL METERS 

Job Number : 7L-6459-6/1A-3105 

Client Nuiber : DR0225-A24 

Med-lox Number: 70701 

Receipt Date : MARCH 3, 1988 

Report Date : MARCH 7, 1988 

Description 

LIGHT PARTICULATE LOADING, 

SOME GYPSUM CHUNKS SEEN. 

Dimensional Limitations: 

Analytical Sensitivity : 0.0015 (structures/cu cm) 

Total Area Scanned : 102540 sq um 

Magnification : 19400 x 

Area of Original Filter : 3.85 sq cm 

Dilution Factor : <not ashed> 

Area Ashed : <not ashed) 

Area of Membrane : <not ashed> 

Volume of Air : 2508.0 liters 

Total number of structs : 1 

Filter type : 0.8 um, polycarbonate 

Conductive Cowl : no 

Only structures with diameters greater than 0.3 urn and lengths greater than 5.0 urn are included in 

the data subset used to calculate the following results. 

Asbestos Structures All Structures 

Total Concentration < 0.006 (structures/cu ci) c 0.006 (structures/cu ci) 

* Because of heavy non-asbestos fiber loadings, only asbestos and indetertinant fibers were recorded 

in order to improve detection limits. Therefore these TEN results are not strictly comparable with 

PCN results. 

Structure Concentrations by Structure Type 

(structures/cu ci) 

Fiber Bundle Clump Matrix TOTAL 

Chrysotile 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Amphibole 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Indeterminant 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Non-Asbestos 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.001 

The method detection limit is 4 tImes the analytical sensitivity. Analytical sensitivity is defined by 

the EPA as the asbestos concentration represented by each fiber counted under the electron microscope. 

TEN data is accurate to no more than one significant figure. 

- Structures per cubic centimeter equals million structures per cubic meter. 

- Amphibole asbestos includes amosite (i.e. grunerite cummingtonite), crocidolite (i.e. riebeckite - 

magnesioriebeckite), anthophyllite, tremolite and actinolite. 

hg.2of 4 
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AIRBORNE ASBESTOS ANALYSIS BY TRANSMISSION ELECTROM MICROSCOPY (TEM) DIMEMSIOMAL DATAtJEDl..'I'O)( 
EPA Level I Method (Ya.sate at al.; 1984) ASSOCIATES INC 

S.C.L I. D. 

425 S. MAIN ST. 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 

PHIL METERS 

3ob Number : 7L-6459-6/1A-3105 

Client Muiber : DR0225-L24 

Med-lox Number: 70701 

Chrysotile Aipnibole Indeterminant Nonasbestos 

Detailed Data For Structures Classified as FIBERS: 

Total Number of Structures Counted 2 1 2 0 

Total Surface Area (sq ui/cu meter) 379.5 682.0 452.7 0.0 
Length geometric mean 0.6481 1.4000 0.6325 0.0000 

standard deviation 0.8286 0.0000 0.2136 0.0000 

Diameter geometric lean 0.0387 0.1000 0.0707 0.0000 

standard deviation 0.0143 0.0000 0.0359 0.0000 

Detailed Data For Structures Classified as BUNDLES: 

Total Number of Structures Counted 2 0 0 2 

Total Surface Area (sq ui/cu meter) 658.4 0.0 0.0 58818.9 
Length geometric mean 0.6000 0.0000 0.0000 2.4495 

standard deviation 0.3606 0.0000 0.0000 5.3130 
Diameter geometric mean 0.1000 0.0000 0.0000 0.4743 

standard deviation 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0757 

Detailed Data For Structures Classified as CLUMPS: 

Total Number of Structures Counted 1 0 0 0 

Total Surface Area (sq ui/cu meter) 1234.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Length geometric mean 0.5000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

standard deviation 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Diameter geometric mean 0.0500 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

standard deviation 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Detailed Data For Structures Classified as MAT2ICES 

No Structures Detected in This Category. 

DETAILED DATA FOR ALL STRUCTURES: 

Total Number of Structures Counted 5 1 2 2 

Total Surface Area (sq ui/cu meter) 2272.6 682.0 452.7 58818.9 
Length geometric mean 0.5966 1.4000 0.6325 2.4495 

standard deviation 0.4548 0.0000 0.2136 5.3130 
Diameter geometric lean 0.0596 0.1000 0.0707 0.4743 

standard deviation 0.0325 0.0000 0.0359 1.0757 

Psge3oZ4 
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AIRBORNE ASBESTOS ANALYSIS BY TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY (TEM) DATA LISTING 

EPA Level I Method (Yatate et ii.; 1984) 

S.C.LT.D. 
425 S. MAIN ST. 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 

PHIL MEYS 

Job Number : 7L-6459-6/1A-3105 

Client Nuiber DR0225-A24 

Med-rox Number: 70701 

AIED-TOX ASSOCIATES 'NC 

Field No. Structure Mo. Structure E'iaieter Length Mass per Fibers per Structure 
per Field Type microns) (microns) Structure (fg) Structure Identification 

1 1 bundle 0.15 0.80 36.76 2 noriasbestos 
1 2 bundle 1.50 7.50 34459.34 2 nonasbestos 
1 3 fiber 0.10 1.40 32.99 1 amphibole 
1 4 bundle 0.10 0.40 8.17 2 chrysotile 
2 1 fiber 0.10 0.50 10.21 1 indeterminant 
5 1 fiber 0.05 0.80 4.08 1 indeterminant 
6 1 fiber 0.05 1.40 7.15 1 chrysotile 
7 1 fiber 0.03 0.30 0.55 1 chrysotile 
9 1 clump 0.05 0.50 25.53 O chrysotile 

10 1 bundle 0.10 0.90 18.38 4 chrysotile 

um micron, a micron is one millionth of a meter. 
ng nanogram, a nanogram is one biflonth of a gram. 
fg feitogram, a feitogram is one millionth of a nanogram. 
Masses of indeterminate and non-asbestcs fibers are estimated by assuming 

a density of 2.6 grams per cubic centseter. 

P*gá 4 of 4 
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AIRBORNE ASBESTOS ANALYSIS BY TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY (Ta) 

EPA Level I Method (Yaute et al.; 1984) ASSOCIATES INC 

S.C.R.T.D. 

425 S. MAIN ST. 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 

PHIL METERS 

Job Nusber : 7L-6459-6/1A-3105 

Client lusber : DR0225-A25 

Ned-lox Nuiber: 70702 

Receipt Date : MARCH 3, 1988 

Report Date : MARCH 7. 1988 

Description 

Total Asbestos Structure Concentratr. 

Total Asbestos Mass Concentration 

Structure Conc. (structures/cu ci) 

Analytical Sensitivity : 0.0014 (structures/cu ci) 

Total Area Scanned : 102540 sq uc 

Magnification : 20000 x 

Area of Original Filter : 3.85 sq ci 

Dilution Factor : <not ashed> 

Area A3hed : <not ashed> 

A:ea of Meibrane : <not ashed> 

Voluse of Air : 2645.0 liters 

Total nuiber of structs : 3 

Filter type : 0.4 us, polycarbonate 

Conductive Cowl : no 

5:'J5 UNR 

kl Structures 

< 0.006 (structures/cu ci) 

20.1 ng/cu seter) 

Only > 5 Ui Structures 

< 0.006 (structures/cu ci) 

20.1 (ng/cu seter) 

Additional Inforiation by Structure Type 

Fber Bundle Cluip Matrix TOTAL 

Chrysotile 3.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 

Asphibole 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 

Indeteriinant 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 

Mass Concentration (ng/cu seter) 

Chrysotile 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 

Asphibole :0.07 O.00 0.00 0.00 20.07 

Indetersinant 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 

The sethod detection hut is 4 t:ies he analytical sensitivity. Analytical sensitivity is defined by 

the EPA as the asbestos concentra:on represented by each fiber counted under the electron sicroscope. 
- TEN data is accurate to no sore tan ;e significant figure. 

Structures per cubic centiieter equ. tillion structures per cubic seter. 

- Asphibole asbestos includes asosite .e. grunerite - cussingtonite), crocidohite (i.e. riebeckite - 

sagnesioriebeckite), anthophyi1t.. tresolite and actinolite. 

Analyst --._ Date _j. /_._'/..i 

Lab Manager 7fw... L. Date 2..... &.2_ us 
Pegs 1 of 4 
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TEN DETECTED AIRBORNE STEUCTURES ALSO DETECTABLE B! PHASE corsi icoscop iIED.1OX ASSOCIATES. INC. 

S.0 . H. T.D. 

425 S. MAIN ST. 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 

PHIL ME! 

Job Nu.aber : 7L-6459-6/1A-3105 

Client luaber : DR0225-A25 

Med-Tox Number: 70702 

Receipt Date : MARCH 3, 1988 

Report Date : MARCH 7, 1988 

Description 

Analytical Sensitivity : 0.0014 (structures/cu cm) 

Total Area Scanned : 102540 sq um 

Magnification : 20000 x 

Area of Original Filter : 3.85 sq ci 

Dilution Factor : <not ashed> 

Area Ashed : (not ashed> 

Area of Membrane : <not ashed> 

Volume of Air : 2645.0 liters 

Total number of structs 1 

Filter type : 0.4 u. polycarbonate 

Conductive Cowl : no 

Dimensional Limitations: 

Only structures with diameters greater than 0.3 um and lengths greater than 5.0 um are included in 

the data subset used to calculate the following results. 

Asbestos Structures All Structures 

Total Concentration 0.006 (structures/cu cm) ( 0.006 (structures/cu cm) 

Structure Concentrations by Structure Type 

(structures/cu cm) 

Fiber Bundle Clump Matrix TOTAL 

Chrysotile 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Amphibole 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 

Indeterminant 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Non-Asbestos 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

- The method detection limit is 4 times the analytical sensitivity. Analytical sensitivity is defined by 

the EPA as the asbestos concentration represented by each fiber counted under the electron microscope. 

TEN data is accurate to no more than one significant figure. 

Structures per cubic centimeter equals million structures per cubic meter. 

- Amphibole asbestos includes amosite i.e. grunerite - cumiingtonite), crocidolite (i.e. riebeckite 

magnesioriebeckite), anthophyllite. tremolite and actinolite. 

Pig. 2 of 4 
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AIRBORNE ASBESTOS ANALYSIS BY TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY (TEN) DIMENSIONAL 

EPA Level I Method (Yauta at ii.; 1984) ASSOCIATES INC. 

.S.C.R.T.D. 425 S. MAIN ST. 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 

PHIL MEYERS 

. 

Job Number : 7L-6459-6/1A-3105 

Client Number : DR0225-A25 

Med-Tox Number: 70702 

Chrvsotile Amphibole Indeterminant Nonasbestos 

Detailed Data For Structures Classified as FIBERS: 

Total Number of Structures Counted 1 1 1 0 

Total Surface Area (sq UI/cu meter) 468.3 54072.1 468.3 0.0 

Length geometric mean 1.0000 24.0000 1.0000 0.0000 

standard deviation 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Diameter geometric lean 0.1000 0.5000 0.1000 0.0000 

standard deviation 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Detailed Data For Structures Classified as BUNDLES: 

Detailed Data For Structures Classified as CLUES: 

Detailed Data For Structures Classified as MATRICES: 

No Structures Detected in This Category. 

No Structures Detected in This Category. 

No Structures Detected in This Category. 

DETAILED DATA FOR ALL STRUCTURES: 

Total Number of Structures Counted 1 1 1 0 

Total Surface Area (sq UI/cu meter) 468.3 54072.1 468.3 0.0 . Length geometric mean 1.0000 24.0000 1.0000 0.0000 

standard deviation 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Diameter geometric mean 0.1000 0.5000 0.1000 0.0000 

standard deviation 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Pig. 3 of 4 
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AIRBORNE ASBTOS kNALYSIS B! TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY (T) DATA LISIN 

EPA Level I Method (!aute et ml.; 1984) ASSOCIATES NC 

S..C.LT.D. 

425 S. MAIN ST. 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 

PHIL METES 

Job Number : 7L-6459-6/1A-3105 

Client uiber : DR0225-A25 

Med-Tox Number: 70702 

Field No. Structure No. Structure taaeter Length Mass per Fibers per Structure 

r Field Type cron) mcrons) Structure (fg) Structure Identification 

2 1 fiber 0. .0 1.00 20.42 1 indeterminant 
4 1 fiber 3.10 1.00 20.42 1 chrysotile 

7 1 fiber 0.50 24.00' 14137.17 1 amphibole 

um micron, a micron is one mi1lionh of a meter. . ng nanogram, a nancgram is one bi1'.:n'.h of a gram. 
- fg feitogram, a femtograa is one m:ihrnth of a nanogram. 

Masses of indeterminate and non-asbescs fibers are estimated by assuming 
a density of 2.6 grams per cubic :en.meter. 

' indicates estimated length, fiber end obscured by grid boundary. 

Pmge4of4 
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AIRBORNE ASBESTOS ANALYSIS BY TWSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY (TEN) ED-lOX 
EPA Level I Method (Yaute et ii.; 1984) ASSOCIATES INC 

S.C.R.T.D. 

425 S. MAIN ST. 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 

PHIL METERS 

Job Number : 7L-6459-6/1A-3105 

Client Number : DR0225-A26 

Med-lox Number: 70703 

Receipt Date : MARCH 3, 1988 

Report Date : MARCH 7, 1988 

Description 

Total Asbestos Structure Concentration 

Total Asbestos Mass Concentration 

Analytical Sensitivity : 0.0018 (structures/cu Ca) 

Total Area Scanned : 102540 sq us 

Magnification : 20000 x 

Area of Original Filter : 3.85 sq cm 

Dilution Factor : <not ashed 

Area Ashed : <not ashed 

Area of Membrane : <not ashed> 

Volume of Air : 2090.0 liters 

Total number of struct.s : 2 

Filter type : 0.4 um, polycarbortate 

Conductive Covi : no 

t.iUb SUNRLI 

All Structures 

< 0.007 (structures/cu cm) 

0.1 (ng/cu meter) 

Only > 5 us Structures 

< 0.007 (structures/cu cm) 

0.000 (ng/cu meter) 

Additional Information by Structure Type 

Eiber Bundle Clump Matrix TOTAL 

Structure Conc. (structures/cu cm) 

Chrysotile C.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002 

Amphibole 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002 

Indeterainant 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Mass Concentration (ng/cu meter) 

Chrysotile 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 

Amphibole ).14 O.O 0.00 0.00 0.14 

Indeterainant 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

The method detection limit is 4 t:aes :he analytical sensitivity. Analytical sensitivity is defined by 

the EPA as the asbestos concentration represented by each fiber counted under the electron microscope. 

TEN data is accurate to no more than cr,e signif:cant figure. 

Structures per cubic centimeter equa million structures per cubic meter. 

Aaphbole asbestos includes aioste L.e. grunerite - cu.mingtonite), crocidolite (i.e. riebeckite 

magnesioriebeckit&, anthophylL.te, tremolite and actinolite. 

Analyst Date i i 

Lab Manager Date .2.. i.....i.. '.....S 

Pig. 1oi4 
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TEN DETECTS AIRBORNE STRUCTDES ALSO DETECTABLE BY PHASE CONTRAST MICROSCOPY 1I1ED-IOX ASSOCIArES NC 

S.C. R.T. D. 

425 S. MAIM ST. 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 

PHIL METERS 

Job Number : 7L-6459-6/1A-3105 

Client kiber : D20225-A26 

Med-Tox Number: 70703 

Receipt Date : MARCH 3, 1988 

Report Date : MARCH 7, 1988 

Description 

Analytical Sensitivity : 0.0018 (structures/cu ci) 

Total Area Scanned : 102540 sq um 

Magnification : 20000 x 

Area of Original Filter : 3.85 sq ci 

Dilution Factor : <not ashed> 

Area Ashed : <not ashed> 

Area of Membrane : <not ashed> 

Volume f Air : 2090.0 liters 

Total number of structs : 0 

Filter type : 0.4 us, polycarbonate 

Conductive Cowl : no 

Dimensional Limitations: 

Only structures with diameters greater than 0.3 us and lengths greater than 5.0 um are included in 

the data subset used to calculate the follcwinq results. 

Asbestos Structures All Structures 

Total Concentration ( 0.007 (structures/cu ci) < 0OO7 (structures/cu ci) 

Structure Concentrations by Structure Type 

(structures/cu ci) 

Fiber Bundle Clump Matrix TOTAL 

Chrysotile 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Amphibole 3.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Indeterminant 0.300 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Non-Asbestos 3.300 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

The method detection limit is 4 tines nalvtical sensitivity. Analytical senstivty is defined by 
the EPA as the asbestos concent:a:icn represented by each fiber counted under the electron microscope. 

TEN data is accurate to no more than ;e significant figure. 
Structures per cubic centimeter eqa.3 n1lion structures per cubic meter. 

- Amphibole asbestos includes amosite .e. grunerite cummingtonite), crocidolite (i.e. riebeckte 

magnesioriebeckite), anthophyU.ite, tremolite and actnolite. 
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AIRBORNE ASBESTOS ANALYSIS BY TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY (T) DIMENSIONAL DATA 

dI$IED.IOX EPA Level I Method (Yasate at al.; 1984) ASSQCATES INC 

S.C.LT.D. 

425 S. MAIN ST. 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 

PHIL MEYERS 

Job Nuaer : 7L-6459-6/1A-3105 

Client Nuaber : DR0225-A26 

Med-lox Number: 70703 

Detailed Data For Structures Classified as FIBERS: 

Total Number of Structures Counted 

Total Surface Area (sq ui/cu meter) 

Length geometric mean 

standard deviation 

Diameter geometric mean 

standard deviation 

Detailed Data For Structures Classified as 8(JNDLES: 

Detailed Data For Structures C1assfed as CLUMPS: 

Detailed Data For Structure3 Classified as AT2ICES: 

Chrvsotile Amphibole Indeterminant Nonasbestos 

1 1 0 0 

402.1 1015.9 0.0 0.0 

1.4000 0.8000 0.0000 0.0000 

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

0.0500 0.2000 0.0000 0.0000 

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

No Structures Detected in This Category. 

Ho Structures Detected in This Category. 

No Structures Detected in This Category. 

DE'tAIL DATA FOR ALL STRUCTURES: 

Total Number of Structures Counted 1 1 0 0 

Total Surface Area (sq ui/cu meter) 402.1 1015.9 0.0 0.0 

Length geometric mean 1.4000 0.8000 0.0000 0.0000 

standard deviation 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Diameter geometric mean 0.0500 0.2000 0.0000 0.0000 

standard deviation 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
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AIRBORNE ASBESTOS ANALYSIS BY TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY (TEn) - DATA LISTING 

4'IIEDI.IOX EPA Level I Method (Yante et al.; 1984) ASSOCIATES 'NC 

S.C.R.T.D. 

425 S. MAIN ST. 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 

PHIL MEYERS 

Job Number : 7L-6459-6/1A-3105 

Client Nuiber : DR0225-A26 

Med-Tox Number: 70703 

Field No. Structure No. Structure Diaaeter Length Mass per Fibers per Structure 

per Field Type (mcrcns) (microns) Structure (fQ) Structure Identification 

1 1 fiber 0.20 0.80 75.40 1 amphibole 

5 1 fiber 0.05 1.40 7.15 1 chrysotile 

urn micron, a micron is one millionth of a meter. 

S ng nanogram, a nanogram is one billionth of a gram. 

- fg femtogram, a feitogra. is one millionth of a nanograi. 

Masses of indeterminate and non-asbestos fibers are estimated by assuming 

a density of 2.6 grams per cubic centaeter. 
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AIRBORNE ASBFT0S ANALYSIS B! TRIJSMISSION ELECTRON NIROCOP! (TEN) #1IED-lOX EPA Level I Method (Taut. et *1.; 1984) ASSOCIATES INC 

.S.C.LT.D. 425 S. MAIM ST. 

LOS ANGELEL CA 90013 

PHIL NE! 

Job Nuiber : 7L-6459-6/1A-3105 

Client Nusber DR0225-A27 

Med-lox Nuiber: 70704 

Receipt Date : MARCH 3, 1988 

Report Date : MARCH 7, 1988 

Description 

S 

S 

Total Asbestos Structure Concentrato.i 

Total Asbestos Mass Concentration 

Structure Conc. (structures/cu ci) 

Analytical Sensitivity : 0.0020 (structures/cu cm) 

Total Area Scanned : 102540 sq um 

Magnification : 20000 x 

Area of Original Filter : 3.85 sq cm 

Dilution Factor : <not ashed' 

Area Ashed : <not ashed> 

Area of Membrane <not ashed> 

Volume of Air : 1920.0 liters 

Total number of struct.s 3 

Filter type : 0.4 us, polycarbonate 

Conductive Cowl : no 

SUNNAK! 

All Structures 

0.008 (structures/cu ci) 

0.06 (ng/cu meter) 

Only > S us Structures 

< 0.008 (stru tures/cu ci) 

0.000 (ng/cu seter) 

Additional Information by Structure Type 

F.ter Bundle Cluip Matrix TOTAL 

Chrysotile O.02 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002 

Aiphibole 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Indeterminant 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002 

Mass Concentration (ng/cu meter) 

Chrysotile 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 

Amphibole ;.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Indetersinant O.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.11 

The method detection hut is 4 t.a'-s the mnalytical sensitivity. Analytical sensitivity is defined by 

the EPA as the asbestos concent:::n represented by each fiber counted under the electron microscope. 
TEN data is accurate to no more than -e significant figure. 

- Structures per cubic centimeter .is iiion structures per cubic meter. 
Amphibole asbestos includes amosite . e. grt.nerite - cuningtonite). crocidolite (i.e. riebeckite - 

magnesioriebeckite), anthophyll e. 'resolite and actinolite. 

Analyst Date iLL' 

Lab Manager Date it. i_fJ 
Pigs 1 of 4 
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TEN DETECTED AIRBORNE STRUCTURES ALSO DETECTABLE B! PHASE CONTRAST MICROScOPY #tIED.TOX ASSOCIAtES INC 

.S.C.R.T.D. 425 S. MAIN ST. 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 

PHIL METERS 

Job Number : 7L-6459-6/1A-3105 

Client Number : DR0225-A27 

Med-Tax Number: 70704 

Receipt Date : MARCH 3, 1988 

Report Date : MARCH 7, 1988 

Description 

Analytical Sensitivity : 0.0020 (structures/cu cm) 

Total Area Scanned : 102540 sq um 

Magnification : 20000 x 

Area of Original Filter : 3.85 sq cm 

Dilution Factor : <not ashed> 

Area Ashed : <not ashed> 

Area of Membrane : (not ashed> 

Volume of Air : 1920.0 liters 

Total number of structs : 0 

Filter type : 0.4 ui polycarbonate 

Conductive Cowl : no 

Dimensional Limitations: 

Only structures with diameters greater than 0.3 um and lengths greater than 5.0 um are included in 

the data subset used to calculate the fcilwing results. 

A3bestos Structures All Structures 

Total Concentration < 0.008 structures/cu cm) < 0.008 (structures/cu cm) 

Structure Concentrations by Structure Type 

(structures/cu cm) 

F:ber Bundle Clump Matrix TOTAL 

Chrysotile 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Amphibole 0.000 O.Od'O 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Indeteriinant 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Non-Asbestos 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

- The method detection limit is 4 z:mes e analytical sensitivity. Analytical sensitivity is defined by 

the EPA as the asbestos concentrat:on represented by each fiber counted under the electron microscope. 

- TEN data is accurate to no more than ie significant figure. 

. Structures per cubic centimeter egual3 c:llion structures per cubic meter. 

Amphibole asbestos includes amosite .e. runerite cummingtonite), crocidolite (i.e. riebeckite 

magnesioriebeckite, anthophyllie, tre.oiite and actirtolite. 

Page 2 of 4 
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AIRBORNE ASBESTOS ANALYSIS BY TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY (TEN) DIMENSIONAL DATA 

EPA Level I Method (Yasate et al.; 1984) ASSOCIAtES NC 

S.0 . 2.1.0. 

425 S. MAIN ST. 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 

PHIL MEYERS 

Job Number : 7t-64596/1A3105 

Client Number D20225-A27 

Med-lox Number: 70704 

Detailed Data For Structures Classified as FIBERS: 

Total Number of Structures Counted 

Total Surface Area (sq us/cu meter) 

Length geometric mean 

standard deviation 

Diameter geometric mean 

standard deviation 

Detailed Data For Structures Classified as BUNDLES: 

Detailed Data For Structures Clas3ifec a. CLUMPS: 

Detailed Data For Structures Clas3ifec i. MATRICES: 

Chrvsotie Amphibole Indetersinant Nonasbestos 

1 0 1 1 

990.8 0.0 1174.9 2088.8 

1.4000 0.0000 1.2000 1.6000 

).0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

0.1000 0.0000 0.1500 0.2000 

0.00OO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

No Structures Detected in Thi8 Category. 

No Structures Detected in This Category. 

No Structures Detected in This Category. 

DETAILS DATA FOR ALL STRUCTURES: 

Total Number of Structures Counted 1 0 1 1 

Total Surface Area (sq ui/cu meter) 890.8 0.0 1174.9 2088.8 

Length geometric mean 1.4000 0.0000 1.2000 1.6000 

standard deviation 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Diameter geometric mean 0.1000 0.0000 0.1500 0.2000 

standard deviation 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Pigs 3 of 4 
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AIRBORNE ASBESTOS ANALYSIS BY TRANSMISSION ELCTON MICROSCOPY (T) DATA LISTING i1PIEDI'OX EPA Level I Method (Yatate et ii.; 1984) ASSQC!ATES 'NC. 

S.C.R.Y.D. 

425 S. MAIN ST. 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 

PHIL METERS 

3ob Nuiber 7L-6459-6/1A-3105 

Client Musber : DRO22S-A27 

Med-Tax Nuiber: 70704 

Field No. Structure Mo. Structure Da.eter Length Mass per Fibers per Structure 

per Field Type (sicrons) (sicrons) Structure (fg) Structure Identification 

3 1 fiber 0.20 1.60 130.69 1 ncnaabestos 
5 1 fiber 0.10 1.40 28.59 1 chrysotile 
9 1 fiber 0.15 1.20 55.13 1 indetersinant 

U sicron, a sicron is one slllionth of a seter. 

ng nanoqras, a nanogras is one bilLonth of a gras. 

fg : fest-rai, a featogras is one sillionth of a nanoqraa. 

Masses of indeterainate and non-asbestos fibers are estisated by assuRing 

a density of 2.6 grass per cubic centiseter. 
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a4#IEDTOX ASSCCAES NC 

APPENDIX E 
AS BESTOS MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 

I. GENERAL OUTLINE 

The following is an outline of the Elements of an Asbestos 
Management Program. 

A) GENERAL ASBESTOS INFORMATION 

- Properties 
- Health Hazards 
- Exposure Risks 

B) POLICIES 

- Policy Statement 
- Responsibilities (Department/Individual) 

C) PROGRAM STRUCTURE 

Regulatory Compliance (Federal, State, Local) 
- Training (Hazardous Communication Program) 
- Medical Surveillance Program 

Air Monitoring Program 
- Risk Management Program 
- Respiratory Protection Program 
- Emergency Response Program 
- Recordkeeping Program 

D) ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

- Operations and Maintenance Manual 
(Refer to Opexations and Maintenance Program) 

- "Contractor Assistance" Program 

E) ABATEMENT OPTIONS 

- Removal Program 
- Encapsulation Program 
- Enclosure Program 

II. ABATEMENT OPTIONS 

The abatement options provided to building management for 
asbestos control measures are enclosure, encapsulation, removal 
and/or administrative controls. 

S 
3105 



*1ED..TOX ASSOCIATES INC 

A) Enclosure involves constructing a sealed barrier around the 
asbestos containing material. This may, in some cases, be 
the most rapid and economical approach, but it cannot be 
used where entry into the enclosure is necessary; where 
there is a chance of water damage to the enclosure, or where 
the asbestos material is damaged or rapidly deteriorating. 

B) Encapsulation involves spraying a sealant over the asbestos 
containing material and can effectively stop the release of 
fibers. However, this method is considered a temporary 
solution for asbestos abatement. The material must be 
strong enough to support the weight of the sealant and in an 
area where water damage is unlikely. 

It should be recognized that both enclosure and encapsula- 
tion must be followed with a management control program, 
including periodic reinspection of the materials to ensure 
the integrity. In addition, these control methods have the 
disadvantage of making removal more difficult, should the 
decision to remove the asbestos become necessary. 

C) Removal has the widest applicability of all control 
alternatives, and is a permanent solution for asbestos 
abatement. As with other types of abatement options, 
removal must be performed by a licensed and qualified 
asbestos abatement contractor. Specialized processes and equipment are required during all removal projects. Careful 

/ attention to asbestos control and removal is required during 
all phases of the removal project. 

D) Administrative Controls require establishing procedures for 
recording the ACM conditions and that they have been 
inspected at pre-determined intervals; after any non- 
controlled ACM disturbance; and before, during and after any 
maintenance, custodial or contractor work which has 
potential for ACM disturbance. When damage or delamination 
is detected, corrective, action can be planned accordingly. 
The records of inspection should include a photograph in 
conjunction with the date of inspection, results from any 
air monitoring conducted (when necessary), and the name of 
the person(s) responsible for the inspection. It is not a 
program of avoiding acti.on, but rather of verifying that 
deterioration has not occurred and that no further action is 
required in a particular area. 

III. OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE PROGRAM 

As a general recommendation, and a subsequent inclusion to 
administrative controls, while ACM exists in any facility 
and until its removal, an Operations and Maintenance (0 & N) 
Program should be implemented. The elements of such a 
program should consist of the following. 

R293/13 
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AIED-TOX ASSOCIATES INC 

1. Appoint an Asbestos Control Program Manager, whose 
responsibilities include: 

0 developing scope and funding requirements for the 
program 

o contacting appropriate technical experts and 
health professionals to administer the program 

o training the supervising control program staff and 
providing for education of employees (Training 
Level I and II) 

o identifying, labeling and periodic evaluation of 
potential asbestos hazards 

o determining abatement priorities, if deemed 
necessary, and implementing ingredients of short 
or long term control programs 

o evaluating the alternative options of ACM control 
and arranging for qualified contractors to perform 
abatement when necessary 

o identifying any employees to be included in a 
medical surveillance program 

o implementing a comprehensive recordkeeping and 
reporting system. 

2. Minimize access and exposure to all known ACM at each 
facility by informing all affected personnel of its 
location, and instructing them to report any damage to 
the ACM they observe. In addition, precautionary signs 
should be posted at entrances of areas containing 
friable ACM which is damaged and exposed. OSHA 
specified warning labels should be affixed to the ACM, 
so as to preclude accidental disruption. Through 
normal maintenance activities there is a possibility of 
contact or disturbance. 

3. Document inspection of all ACM at least twice a year 
for damage and/or deterioration. 

4. Level I training for administrative and affected 
personnel and Level II training for custodial and 
maintenance employees. 

5. Spot removal or abatement by a licensed asbestos 
abatement contractor. 

. R293/13 
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IV. PERIODIC AIR MONITORING SURVEILL1NCE 

Renovations, building vibration, damage to materials from 
accidental or mechanical contact, and aging of materials can 
alter the fiber release potential of asbestos containing 
materials. It is necessary to perform air monitoring in areas with moderately damaged ACM. In order to maintain the 
cost-effectiveness of periodic monitoring, follow-up air 
samples may be analyzed by Phase Contrast Microscopy (PCM). 
This method provides sufficient analytical sensitivity to 
detect airborne fiber concentrations at 0.01 fiber/cc and 
above. Employed as a screening tool, the results of PC'! 
analysis can then be used to indicate which areas should be 
re-evaluated by Transmission Electron Microscopy. 

Areas with no or slightly damaged ACM, should be qualita- 
tively re-evaluated on an ongoing basis by means of a hazard 
assessment. They do not require monitoring by air sampling 
unless their hazard assessment indicates that material has 
been subsequently damaged. 

. 
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AIED Tox ASQCACS C 

CLOTH DAMAGE A7 
MAIN EXHAUST DUCT 
BOILER ROOM 

CLOTH DAMAGE AT 
MAIN EXHAUST DUCT 
BOILER ROOM 
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FIRST FLOOR PkRKING 
STRUCTURE - MAIN 
STREAM HEADER UP 
FROM BOILER ROOM 

PIPE ELBOW 
IN BOILER ROOM 
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AIED"TOX ASSOC 's 

AIR CELL OFF HOT 
WATER TANK EXHAUST 
BOILER ROOM 

AIR CELL OFF HOT 
WATER TANK EXHAUST 
BOILER ROOM 
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STEAM PIPING THROUGH 
WALL IN RECEIVING AREA 

SAMPLES JLB0223-3 
JLB0223-4 
JLB0223-5 

DEBRIS ON FLOOR OF 
BOILER ROOM NEXT TO 
HOT WATER TANK 

80 PERCENT ASBESTOS 
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PARTIALLY ABATED PIPING 
ABOVE CEILING ON 4TH 
FLOOR OF ANNEX C 

PARTIALLY ABATED PIPING 
ABOVE CEILING ON 4TH 
FLOOR OF ANNEX C 
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AIED-TOX ASSQCAES 

BUILDING 410 
PIPING INSULATION 
7th FLOOR 

BUILDING 410 
PIPING INSULATION 
7th FLOOR 
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IVED lox 
AS5OCAE5 C 

ROOF 
CHILLER ROOM PIPE ELBOW 
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PART 1910-(AUENDEDI 

Part 1910 of TItle of the Code of 
Federal Regulations La hereby amended 
as follows: 

1. The authority citation for Subpart B 
of Part 1910 continues to read as 
follows: 
Miily Sacs. 4.6. and S of tb. 

Ocpaticue1 SaIaty and Health Act. 
U.S.C. 553. 553. 657 Wakih-Healey Act. 41 
U.S.C. 35 at seq.. Svic, Consct Act of 
1e5. 41 U.S.C. 331 it ..q.. Pub. L 21-54.40 
U.S.C. 333 Pub. L. 65-742.33 U.S.C. 1: 
NsoaaL Fow,dati on Arts and Huni.anitj,i 
Act. U.S.0 51 it s.q. 5.catary of Lar 
Orders 12-71 136 FR &'541. 5-.75 (41 FR 25Q5Q 

2- (46 FR 35736) and CR Part 121L 

2. Pararaph (a) of 1910.19 is hereby 
revised to read as follows: 

11 31C.19 PfUYQflS -. 

(a) Asbestos. enwJita. onthophy/Iize 
wida.thoLite dust. Section 1910.11 
shall apply to the exposure of every 
employee to asbestos, temollte. 
anthophyflit.. and actinolite dust In 
every employment and place of 
employment covered by 1910.33. 
1910.14, 1910.15, or 1930.16. in Lieu of I.o 
different standard on exposure to 
asbestos. tremolita. axzthophyllita.. and 
actinclita dust which would otharwt.e 
be applicahie by virtue of any of those 
sectons. 

Subpwt Z-(Axn.ndJ 
3. The authority dtaticn for Subpart Z 

of Part 1910 is revised as follows: 
Atty Sacs. Sand6. Oipston.J 

Salary and Hsalth Act. U.S.0 555. a57 
Settasy of Labors Order. N 3..fl (36 Fl 
'54. 5-75(41 FR 25O5a. or $- (46 FR 

337363. asepplicabls: and (R Part 1911. 
Sect3on 1V1O.1O Tables 1-4.1-4.1-4 .Ja 

issued der S U.S.C. 563. S.on 1*1O.1 not Issued under 
Part 1911. pt for Ar.sruc and Cortr 
Di.r liaWip In Table Z-4. 

S.rtwm 1910.1 not Issued imder 
U.S.0 556 or R Part 3211. aLso l.su.d 
under IU.S.C. 553. 

S.cnona 1210.1O tb.rosih 1210.1011 also 
Issued under U.S.C. 553. 

Section 1910.1023 a1a issued under 
U.S.C. 6.53 and S U.S.0 556 

SectIon 1210.1C)43 also Issued under 5 
U.S.C. 351 at seq. 

Section.. 1210.1045 and 3975.1047 alsc 
m U.S.C. 463. 

5.ectiona 191 Q.14 and 1916.1.5(X) aic 
Issued under S U.S.C. 563. 

4. Section 1910.1001 Is hereby rvvise 
to read as follows: 

percent of 0.3 miemeter diameter 
mono-disperse p*rticies. 
"Regulated area" means an area 

estaDusneG 07 tOe ampoyer to 
demarcate arias where airborne 
contrations of asbestos. oenlolite. 
anthophyilita. actinolite. or a 
combination of these znmeraLs exceed.. 
or can reasonably be expected to 
exceed, the perousarbie exposure limit 

'Trernolite, anthophyli.ite. or 
actixtoui*' means the non-asbestos form 

([ii.iOO1 Aws-a noass, of the.. minerals. and any of these 
mInerals that have been chemically 

,cope and apIicoiori. (1) This treated and/ar altered. 
seccon applies to all occupattoc.al i 
exposures to asbestos, tremolite. 
anthophyllita. and actinol.lte. In all 
industries covered by the Occupational 
Safety and Health Act except as 
provided in paragraph (a)(2) of this 
section. 

(2) This section doss not apply to 
construction work as de.flned in 
1910.12.(b). [Exposure to asbestos, 
tremolite. anthophyUita, and actinolite 
in consouctioc work is covered by 
CFR 19_5&) 

4 Ib] DefiniLions. Act1on level" *eans 
iii airoorne conceni.ra uon of asbestos, 
trwolita. arithopnyllits. acunolite. or a 
combination of these minerals, of 0.1 
fiber per bic tmarer (f/cc) of air 
calculated as an eight (8)-hour time.. 

4 'Asbestos Inctudes chrysodie. 
smosue, ocdoiita. Oemollta asbestos, 
anthophyilite asbestos. actinoLite 
asbestos. and any of these minerals that 
have been chemically treated and/or 
altered. 

Asaistant S.cet*ry means the 
A.saastant Secetary of Labor for 
Occupational Safety and Health, U.S. 
Deparent of Labor, or designee. 

"Autborisad person" means any 
person authorized by tne employer end 
required by woik duties to be present in 
regulated areas. 

'DLrectoY' means the Director of the 
National Institute for Occupational 
Salsty and l-Lealth. U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Servlcs:s. or 
designee. 

4 'Employee exposure" means that 
e.poaure to a.roorue asbestos, tremolite. 
anthopbyilitm. sctinolite, or a 
cocibinaticm of these minerals that 
would occur If the employe, were not 
using respiratory protective equipment 

means a particulate form of 
asbestos. tiemolite, anthopnylLitt. or 
acunoiite. 5 micometers or longer, with 
a length-to-diameter ratio of at leass.3 to 

'Hgh-eciency particulate air (lA) filter" means a filter capable of 
trapping and retsining at least 99.97 

51 

limit (PEL). 

I on emptoyar snaiL ensure toat no 
employee La exposed to an airborne 
concentration of asbestos. tremolite. 
anthopnyilits, actinolit.. or a 
combination of these minerals in excess 
of 0.2 fiber per cubic b.meter of air as 
an eight (8)-hour time-weighted average 
(TWA) as determined by the method 
presciibed in Appendix A of this 
section, or by an eqwvaieut ethod. 

(dl Exposure mcnitor7rty-(1) 
Gnerci. 1J Determinations of employee 
exposure shall be made from breathing 
zone air samples that are representative 
of the 8.hour TWA of cacti employee. 

(ii) Representative 6-hour TWA 
employee exposures shall be determined 
on the basis of one or more samples 
representing fuli-ahift exposures for 
each shift breach employee in each job 
classification in each work area. 

(2) Initial monitoring. (I) Each 
employer who kiss a workplace or work 
operation covered by this standard. 
except as provided for in paragraphs 
(d)(2)(li) and (d)(2)(Ui) of this section. 
shall perform initial monitoring of 
employees who are. or may reasonably 
be expected to be exposed to airborne 
concentrations at or above th. action 
level. 

(ii) Where the employer has 
monitored after December m 1985, and 
the monitoring satan,. all other 
requirements of this section. the 
employer may rely on such earlier 
monitoring results to satisfy the 
requirw2a of paraçaph (d)(2)(l) of 
this secton. 

(iii) Where the employer has relied 
upon objective data that demonstrates 
that asbestos. trtmoLIta.. anthopbyllite, 
actinolite. or a combination of these 
minerals is riot capable of being 
released in airborns concentrations at or 
above the action ievei under the 
expected condition.. of processing. use. 
or handling. then no initial monitoring is 
required. 

(3) Momtoning frequency (periodic 
monirothzgJ and patterns. After the 
irutial determinations required by 
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paragraph (d)(2U1) of this s.con. 
iampies &ha.11 be of such frequency arid 

psLt.rn to represeflt with reesonable 
accuracy the levels of eXposure of in. 

enploye.s. In no case shall sampling be 

at intervals grit tar than six onth.a for 

employees whoa. exposures may 
reasonably be foreseen to exceed the 

action level. 
(4) Ciotzges in monitoring frequency. 

If either the initial or the periodic 
onitoring required by paragraphs (d)(2) 

and (d)(3) of this section statistir.aUy 
Indicates that .nxplayee exposures ire 
below the action level, the epioyer 
may discontinu, the monitorrng for 
those sxnployeea who.. exposures are 
represented by such monitoring. 

(5) Additional monitorzz. 
Notwithstanding the provision.s of 
paragraphs (d)(2)(U) and (d)(4) of this 
section, the employer shall institute the 

expo.We monitoring required under 
pari,grepb.s (d)(2)(!) and (d)(3) of thi. 
section whenever there has been a 
change In the production. process, 
control equipment. perszmnel or work 
practices that may result in new or 
additional exposures above in. action 
level or when the employer has any 
reason to suspect that a change ay 
result in new or additional exposures 

(6) Method f monitoring. (I) All 
samples taken to satizfy the monitoring 
requente of paragraph (d) shall be 
personal samples collected following the 
prdurei speded In Appendix A. 

fU) AU samples taken to satisfy the 
monitoring requirements of paragraph 
(d) shall be evaluated using the OSHA 
Reference Method (ORM) speciaed In 

AppendixA of this section. or an 
equivalent counting method. 

(ill) If an eqwvaient method to the 
ORM Is used, the employer shall ensure 
that in. method meets the following 

iterla 
(A) Replicate exposure data used to 

establish equivalency are collected in 
side-by-side .ld and laboratory 
comparisonx and 

(B) The comparison Indicates that % 

of the samples collected In the range 0.5 
to 2.a times the permissible limit have en 
accmnacy rang, 0f plus or. minus 25 
percent of in. ORM results with a 95% 

cou.6dence level as demonsn'ated by a 
statistically valid protocol: and 

(C) The equivalent method Is 
documented and the results of the 
comparison testing are maintained. 

(lv) To satisfy the monitoring 
requxxecmenu of paragraph (d) of this 
section. employers must u.se the results 
of monitoring analysis performed by 
laboratories which have instituted 
quality assurance programs that includ 

the elements as prescribed in Appsndrx 
A, 

(7) Employee notifkcticn of 
monitoring resultz. (I) The employer 
shall, within 15 working days after the 
receipt of the results of any uiontonng 
performed under the standar notify the 
affected employees of the.. results in 
writing either individually or by 
posting of result.. in an appropriate 
location that is accessibl, to affected 
employees_ 

(ii) The written notification required 
by paragraph (d)(7)(i) of this section 
shall contain the corrective 
action being taken by the employer to 
reduce employee exposure to or below 
the Ps.., wriexever mon.ttoring results 
Indics ted that the Ps., had been 
exceeced. 

A _ Ic) Reu1oted Ajeas.(1) 
scbiisnmen. The employer shall 

establish regulated areas wherever 
airborne concentration.. of asbestos. 
tremoilts, arithophyllits. actinollte. or a 
combination of thes. minerals are in 
excess of the permissible exposure limit 
preec'ibed in paragraph (c) of this 
section. - 

(2) Dernorcotion. Regulated areas 
shall be demarcated fro the rest of the 
worirpisce in any manner that rnmirnizes 

nuber of persons who will be 
exposed to asbestos. tremolit.. 
srithophyllite. or actinolita. 

(5) Ar,z Asa to .reguLeted areas 
shall be limited to suthortaed persons or 
to persons suthorined by the Act or 
regulations issued pursuant thereto. 

I (41 Provision of respirotor's. Each 

person entering a regulated area shall be 
supplied with and required to use a 
respirator, selected In accordance with 

paragraph (g)(2) of this section. 
(5) Prohinited activities, The employer 

shall ensure that employees do not eat. 
drink, smoke. che'v tobacco or gum. or 

apply cosmetica in the regulated areas, 

4 If) Methods of ccrnp/iance.(1) 
Engineerug controls and work 
practices. (1) The employer shall 
institute engineering controls and work 
pracucas to reduce md maintain 
employee exposure to or below the 
exposure itin.zt prescribed in paragraph 
(c) of this secnon. except to the extent 
that such controLs are not feasible. 

(ii) Wherever the feasible engineering 
controls arid wo practices that can be 
instituted are riot sufficient to reduce 
employee exposure to or below the 
permissible exposure limit prescribed in 

paragraph (c) of this section. the 

employer shall us them to reduce 
employee exposure to the lowest levels 
achievabl, by these controls and shall 
supplement them by in. use of 

respiratory protection that complies 
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with in, requirements of paragraph 

of this section. 

(iii) For the following operations. 

wherever feasible engineering controls 

and work practices that can be 

instituted are not sufficient to reduce the 

employee exposure to or below the 
permissible exposure limit prescribed in 

paragraph Cc) of this section, the 

employer shall use them to reduce 
employee exposure to or below 0.5 fIber 
per cubic centimeter of air (as an eight- 

how' time-weighted average) and shall 

supplement them by the use of any 
combination of respiratory protection 

that complies with the requirements of 

paragraph (g) of this section. work 
practices and feasible engineering 
cntrls that will reduce employee 
exposure to or below the permissible 
exposure limit prescribed in paragraph 

(c) of this section. Coupling cutoff in 

primary asbestos cement pipe 
manufacturing: sanding in primary and 
secondary asbestos cement sheet 

manufacturing: grinding in primary and 

secondary friction product 

manufacnzrin,g: carding end spinning in 

dry textile processes. and grinding and 

sanding in primary plastics 
manufacturing. 

(lv) Local exhaust ventilation. Local 
ventilation and dust collection 

systems shall be designed., constructed. 
installed, and maintained in accordance 
with good practices such as those found 

in the American National Standard 
Fundamentals Coverning the Design arid 

Operation of Local Exhaust Systems. 
ANSI 22.2-197g. 

(v) Particular tools. All hand-operated 

and power-opera ted tools which would 

produce or release fibers of asbestos. 

tremoilte. anthophyllite. actinolite. or a 

combination of these minerals so as to 

expos. employees to levels in excess of 

the exposure limit prescribed in 
paragraph (c) of this section. such es. 

but not limited to. saws, scorers. 

abrasive wheels, and drills, shall be 
provided with local exhaust ventilation 

systems whicti comply with paragraph 
(f)(1)(iv( of this section. 

(vi) Wet methods. Insofar as 
practicable, asbestos. tremolite, 

anthophyllite. or actiriolite shall be 

handled, mixed, applied, removed. cut. 

scored. or otherwise worked in a wet 
stats sufficient to prevent the emission 

of airborne fibers so as to expose 
employees to levels in excess of the 

exposure limit prescribed in paragraph 
(c) of this section. unless the usefulness 

of the product would be diminished 
thereby. 

(vii) Material, containing asbestos, 

temolite. anthophylllt.s,. or actinolits 

shall not be applied by spray methods. 
. 
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(viu) Parar - and 
op. ranon... No asbestos csanL morta.r. 
coating p& plaster. or smA1ar 
matta1 talnLng ubestcs. tremobte. 

anthophyllite. or actinollta ah&ll be 
rernOV.CI from bags. cartons. or other 

tainsrt In which they are shipped. 
without being either wetted. or enclosed 
or ventilated so is to prevent effectively 
the release at airborne fibers of 
ashestog. emoUte. anthaphyLlite. 
actinoilt.. ore combination of these 
mineral, so as .to expose employees to 
leveLs in excess of the limit prescibsd ir 
paraiph (c) of this section. 

(Lx) Compressed sir. Compressed air 
shall not be used to remove asbestos. 
tremailta. anthophyllkte. or sctiztolite or 
materiaLs contiinmg asbestos. eniolite. 
antophyWte. or actinolite. unless the 
compes.sed air Is used in conjunction 
with a ventilation system designed to 
capture th. dust cloud ce.ated by the 
compressed air. 

(2) Conrpüance pmgruzn. (1) Where th 
P. Is exceeded, the employer shaU 
establish and implement a written 
program to reduce employee exposure tc 

or below the limit by means of 
errgmeeriug and work practice conola 
as required by pariaph ffl{i) of this 
section. and by the use of respiratory 
protection wbere required or permitted 
*mder this section. 

'(ii) Such programs shall be reviewed 
and updated as necessary to reflect 
siiftc.znt changes in the status of the 
employers compliance proa.mi 

(lii) Written programs shall be 
submitted upon request for examination 
and copying to the Assistant Secrtary. 
the Director, affected employees and 
designs ted employee represents lives. 

(iv) The employer shalt not use 
employee rtatio as a means of 
compliance with the PD... 

(g) Raspirn Wry pro ectior( '1 
GeneraL Thi employer shall provide 
respirators, and zure that they are 
used, where reçuirvd by this section. 

Respirators shall be used in the 
following circumstarrcee: 

(I) During the interval necessary to 
Install or implement feasible .ngin.erin 
and work practice controlL 

(LI) In work operations, such as 
maintenance and repair activities, or 
other activities for which engln.errng 
and work practice conti'olz are not 
feasible: 

(iii) in work situations where feastbLs 
engineering and worx pracnca con oi a 

are Dot yet sufficient to reduce exposure 
to or bekw the exposure Limit and 

(lv) In smergences. 
(2) Respi.r-uwr selection. (I) Where 

respirators are required under this 
section. the employer shall select arid 
provide at no cost to the employee, trie 

appropriate respuatot as specified in 4 

Tabla 1. Th. employer shall select 
respirators from among those jouUy 
approved as bsing acceptable for 
protection by the Mine Safety and 
Health Administrabon (MSHA) arid by 
the National Institute for Occupational 
Safety and Health (NIOSH) under the 
provisions of 30 QR Part 11. 

(ii) Th. employer shall provide a 
powered. air.purifyin.g respirator in lieu 
of any negative pressure respirator 
specified in Table I whenever 

(A) An employee chooses to use this 
type of respirator and 

(B) This respirator will provide 
adequate protecnon to the employee. 

Ta*. 1.'IArv Psorecri coe As- 
ISTTO&, T.scijri. ATwvjr. AP 
AcTouTe F 

C suv, 
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' 2 U 1. P- .C.#SCug 

(10 X SSLI. 
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C 
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(3) Respirator prog'rnm. (I) Where 

respiratory protection is required. the 
employer shell institute s respirator 
program in accordance with CFR 
11O.I34(b). (d). (e). and (t). 

(Li) The employer shall permit each 
employee who uses a filter respirator to 
change the 1ter elements whenever an 
increase in breathing resistance is 
detected and shell mamtairi sri adequate 
supply of filter elements for this 
purpose. 

(iii). Employees who wear respirators 
shall, be permitted to leave the 
regulated area to wash their faces arid 
respirator facepiecee whenever 
necessary to prevent skin irritation 
associated with respirator usa. 

(iv) No employee shall be aasigried to 
tasks requng the use of respirators IL 
based upon liii or her moat recent 
examination. an examining physician 
determine, that the employee will be 
unable to function normally weariitg a 
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respirator. or that the safety or health of 
the employee ox other employees will be 
impaired by the usa of a re.ap&ra tot. Such 
employee shall be assigned o another 
)ob or pven the opportuzuty to transfer 
to a different position whos, dutes he 
or she is able to perform with the same 
employer, in the same geographical area 
and with the same seniority. status, and 
rate of pay the employee had 'ust prior 
to such transfer. If such a different 
position I.e available. 

(4) Respirator fit £eswtg. (I) The 
employer shall ensure that the respirator 
issued to the employee exhibits the least 
possible facepiece leakage and that the 
respirator is fitted properly. 

(ii) For each employee wearing 
negative pressure respirators. employers 

shall perform either quantitative or 
qualitative face fit tests at the time of 
initial fitting and at least every six 
months thereafter. The qualitative fit 
tests may be used only for testing the fit 
of half-mask respirators where they are 

permitted to be worn, and shall be 
conducted in accordance with Appendix 
C. The tests shall be used to select 
facepieces that provide the required 
protection as prescribed in Table L 

(Ii) Protective work dothirt and 
eguirnent'{1) Provision and use. If an 
employee is exposed to asbestos, 
tremolite, authaplrylllte. actinolite, or a 

combination of these minerals above the 
PD... or where the possibility of eye 

irritation exists, the employer shall 
provide at no cost to the employee and 
ensure that the employee uses 
appropriate protective work clothing 
and equipment such as. but not limited 
to: 

(i) Coveralls or similar full-body work 

clothing 

(ii) Gloves, head coverings, and foot 
coverings; and 

(iii) Face shields. vented goggles. or 
other appropriate protective equipment 
which complies with IgiO.133 of this 

Part. 

(2) Retnovui and storage. (I) The 
employer shall ensure that employees 
remove work clothing ccntam.ina red 
wth asbestos, trernolite. anthopbyllne. 
or actinolits only in change rooms 
provided in accordance with paragraph 
(i)(1) of this section. 

(Ii) The employer shall ensure that no 
employee takes contaminated work 
clothing out of the change room. except 
those employees authorized to do so for 

the purpose of Laundering, maintenance, 

or disposal. 

(iii) Contaminated won clothing snail 

be placed and stored in closed 
containers which prevent dispersion of 

the asbestos, tremolite. anthophyllite. 
arid actinolits outside the contarn'. 
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(iv) ineri of contaminated 
protective devices or work clothing 
which are to be taken out of change 
rooms or the workplace for cleaning. 
maintenance or d.isposal. shall bear 
labels in accordance with paragraph 
(j)(2) of this section. 

(3) Cleaning and replacement. (i) The 
employer shall clean. launder. repair. or 
replace protective clothing and 
equipment required by this paragraph to 
maintain their effectiveness. The 
employer shall provide clean protective 
clothing and equipment at leust weekly 
to each affected employee. 

(ii) The employer shall prohibit he 
removal of asbestos tremolite. 
anthopltytliue. and actiriolite from 
protective clothing and equipment by 
blowing orhaking. 

(iii) Laundering of contaminated 
clothing shall be done 30 as to prevent 
the slew of airborne fibers of 
asbestos. treinolite. anthophyllite. 
actinolite. or a oombiriation of these 
minerals In excels of the perntissible 
exposure limit presaibed in paragraph 
(c) of this section. 

(iv) Any employer who gives 
contaminated clothing to another person 
for laundering shall inform such person 
of the requirement in paragraph 
(h)(3)(iii) of this section to effectively 
prevenl the re'ease of airborne bera of 
asbestos. trernolite. anthophyllite. 
actthoiite. or a combination of these 
minerals in excess of the permissible 
exoswe limit 

(v) The employer shall inform any 
person who launders or cleans 
protecve clothing or equipment 
contaminated with asbestos. tremolite. 
anthophyllite. or actiriolite. of the 
potentially harmful effects of exposure 
to asbestos. tremolite. anthophyllite. or 
actinolits. 

(vi) Contaminated clothing shall be 
transported in sealed impermeable bags. 
or other closed, impermeable containers. 
and labeled in accordance with 
paragraph U) of this seciton. 

(I) Hygiene facilitjes and prctic 
(1JChonge rooms. (i) The empiToyer shall 
provide clean change rooms for 
employees who work in areas where 
their airborne exposure to asbestos. 
n'emciita. anthophyllite. ectinolite. or a 
combination of these minerals is above 
the permisaibie exposure limit 

(ii) The employer shall ensure that 
change rooms are in accordance with 

1910.141(e) of this part. and are 
equipped with two separate lockers or 
storage facilities, so separated as to 
prevent contamination of the employees 
Street clothes from his protective work 
clothing irid equipment. 

(2) Showers. (i) The employer shall 
ensure that employees whc work in 

areas where their airborne exposure is 
above the permissible expcenre limit 
shower at the end of the work shift. 

(ii) The employer shall provide 
shower facilities which comply with 
I 9'10.l41(d)(3) of this part. 

(iii) The employer shall ensut'e that 
employees who are required to shower 
pursuant to paragraph (i)(2((i) of this 
section do not leave the workplace 
wearing any clothing or equipment worn 
during the work shift 

l3) LQnchrooms. (i) The employer shalt 
provide lunchroom facilities for 
empioyees who work in areas where 
their airborne ecposurr is ibove the 
permissible exposure limiL 

(ii) The employer shall ensure thai 
lunchroom facilities hive a positive 
pressure. filtered air supply. and are 
readily accessible to employees. 

)iii) The employer shall ensure that 
employees who work in areas when 
their airborne exposure is above the 
permissible exposure limit wash their 
hands and faces prior to eating, drinking 
or smoking. 

(iv) The employer shall ensure that. 
employees do not enter lunchroom 
facilities with protective work clothing 
or equipment unless surface asbestos. 
trernolite. anthophyllite. and actiriolite 
flbcrs have been removed from the 
clothing or equrpment by vacru.zrtirig or 
other method that removes dust without 
causing the asbestos. tremolite. 
antrtopnyllite. or acunoilte to become 
airborne. 

(( C'ommwtication of hazards to 
ern.c/oyr,ej_j) Warring signs. i) 

sting. Warning signs shall be provided 
and displayed at each regulated area. in 
addition, warning signs shall be posted 
at all approaches to regulated areas so 
that art employee may read the signs 
and take necessary protective steps 
before entering th area. 

(ii) Sii specifications. The warning 
signs required by paragraph (fl(1)(i) of 
this section shall bear in. following 
Information. 
DA.NCER 
ASEESTOS 
CANC AND LUNG DISEASE 
HALRD 
AUTHOR1Z PSONN ONLY 
RESPIRATORS AND PROTECTIVE 
CLOTHINC 
ARE REQUIR IN THIS AREA 

(iii) Where minerals in the regulated 
ares are only tremolite. anthophyllite or 
actinolite. the employer may replace the 
term "asbestos" with the appropriate 
mineral name. 

(2) Warning labels. (i) Labeling. 

Warning labels shall be affixed to all 
raw materials, mixtures. scrap. waste. 
deons. and other products containing 

asl,estos. tremolite. anihophyllite. or 
actinolite fibers, or to their con ti4'ner. 

(ii) Label specifics tiong. The labels 
shall comply with the requirements of 
CYR 1910.1(f) of OSHA's Hazard 
Communication standard, arid shill 
include the following information: 
DANGER 
CONTAINS ASBESTOS FIBERS 
AVOID CREATINC DUST 
CANCER AND LUNC DISEASE 
HAZARD 

(iii) Where minerals to be LaLieled rr 

only tremolite. anthophyllite. or 
acithohise. the employer may repluce th.' 
term "asbestos" with the appropriate 
mineral name. 

(3) Material safety data shee,':s. 
Employers who are manufacturers or 
importers of asbestos. tremohite. 
anihopnyllite. or actinolite or asbestos. 
tremolite, anthnphyllite. or acuonite 
products shall comply with the 
requirements regarding developmcn of 

material safety data sheets as specifird 
in 29 CYR 1910.12L)0(g) of OSHA's 
Hazard Communication standard. 
except as provided by paragraph (j)(4) of 

this section. 

(4) The provisions for labels required 
by paragraph (j)(2) or for material safety 
data sheets required by paragraph (j)(31 
do not apply where: 

(i) Asbestos. trernolite. anthophyllite. 

or act:no!ite fibers have been 'ncdf'Ied 
by a bonding agent. coating. binder, or 
other material provided that the 
manuf*riurer cnn demonstrate that 
during arty ri'asnnabIy forv,eeubie usr. 

handling. storage, disposal. proccing. 
or transportation, rio airborne 

concentrations of fibers of asbestos. 

tremohite. arithophyllite. actirtolite. or a 

combination of these minerals in ecce*s 
of the action level will be releused or 

(ii) A,sbesios. trernolite. anthophyhlite. 

actinolite, or a combination of these 
rnincrals is present in a product in 
concentrations less than 0.1%. 

(5) Employee information and 
rmining. (1) The employer shnll instituie 
a training program for all employees 
who are exposed to airborne 
concentrations of asbestos. tremolitie. 

anithophyhlite. acunoitte. or a 
combination of these minerals at or 
above the actton level ensure their 
participation in the program. 

(ii) Training hail be provided prior to 
or at the time of initial assignment arid 
at least annually thereafter. 

(iii) The training program shall be 
conducted in a manner which the 
employee is able to understand. The 
employer shall ensure that each 
employee ta informed of the following: 
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(A) Th. health effect associated with 
asbestos, trmnoljts, antbophyLllts. or 
actinolite exposurE 

(B) The atlonsbIp between smoking 
and exposure to asbestos. emol1te. 
anthophyllit.. and actinolit. In 
producing lung cencer 

(C) The quantity. location. manner of 
use, release, and storage of asbestos. 
tremollte, anthophyllits. or actinolite. 
sad the apecflc nature of operations 
which could result In exposure to 
asbestos, trematite. anthophyllite.or 
oct1nolitr 

(D) The engineering controls and work 
practices associated with the 
employ.es job uatgnment 

(E) Tha specific procedures 
Implemented to protect employees from 
expospre to asbestos cute. 
anthophyllite, or actinolite. such as 
appropriate work practices emergency 
and clean-up procedures. and personal 
protective equipment to be used 

4 (Fj The purpose, proper use. and 
Tithitations of respirators and protective 

I clothing: 
(C) The purpose and a desalpticn of 

the medical surveillance program 
required by paragraph (1) of this section. 

(H) A review of this standard. 
Including appendices. 

(Iv) Access to Information and 
training matensla. 

(A) Th. employer shall make a copy 
of this standard and Its appendices 
readily avaiLable without z to all 
affected employees. 

(B) The employer shall provide, upon 
request. all materiaia relating to the 
employee information and training 
program to the Assistant Secretary and 
the training program to the Assistant 
Secretary and the Director. 
J) Housekeeping. (1) All surfaces 
shall be maintained as be. as 
practicabi. of accumulations of dusts 
and waits containing asbestos 
tremolit., anthophyllite. or actinobte.. 

(2) All spills and sudden releases of 
material containing asbestos. trexnoüte. 
anthophyllite. or actinolits shall be 
clesned up as soon as possible. 

(3) Surfaces contaminated with 
asbestos. tiemolite, anthophyllite. or 
actindite may not be cleaned by th. use 
of compressed air. 

(4) Vacuunun& FA,ftltered 
vacuuming equipment shall be used for 
vacuuming. The equipment shill be used 
and emptied in a manner which 
minimizes the reentry of asbestos. 
tremolits. anthophyllite, or actinolate 
into the workplace. 

(5) Shoveling, dry sweeping and dry 
clean-up of asbestos, tremolite. 
anthophyllite. or actinolite may be used 
only where vacuuming and/or wet 
cleaning are not feasible. 

(6) Waste disposaL Waste, scrap. 
debns, bags. containers. equipment, and 
clothing contaminated with asbestos. 
tramolite. enthophyllite. or actinolit. 
consigned for disposaL s.ha.11 be 
collected and disposed of In sealed 
Impermeable bags, or other closed. 
impermeable containers. 

(1) Medical surveillance(1) 
Cnera,{i) E.aipiôyees covered The 
employer shall Institute a medical 
surveillance program for all employees 
who are or will be exposed to airborne 
concentrations of fibers of asbestos, 
tremolits. anthophyllite, actnolite, or a 
cotnbuiation of these minerals at or 
above the action leveL 

(U) E.xamthation by a physician. (A) 
The employer shall ensure that all 
medical examinations and procedures 
are performed by or under the 
supervision of a licensed physician, and 
shall be provided without cost to the 
employee and at a reasonable tim. and 
place. 

(B) Persona other than licensed 
physicians. who administer the 
pulmonar' function testing required by 
this section. shall complete a training 
courts In spirometry sponsored by an 
appropriate academic or professional 
institution. 

(2) Pr,piocementexc.miriction& (1) 

Befor, an employee Is autgned to an 
occupation exposed to airborne 

concentrations of asbestos, tremolite. 
anthophyllits. or actlnotlt.e fibers, a 
preplacsment medical examination shall 
be provided os made available by the 
employer. 

(U) Such examination shall Include, as 
a minioum. a medical and work history 
A complete physical sxamlnatlon of all 
systems with emphasis on the 
respiratory system, the cardiovascular 
system and digestive tract completion 
of the respiratory disease standardized 
questionnaire in Appendix D Part 1:5 
chsst roentgenopam (posterIor-anterIor 
14x17 inches): pulmonary function tests 
to Include forced vital capacity (PVC) 
and forced expiratory volume at 1 
second (FEV1.): and any additional 
tests dsemed appropriats by th. 
examining physician. Interpretation and 
classification of chest Toentgenograms 
shall be conducted in accordance with 
Appendix E. 

(3) Periodic examinations. (1) Periodic 
medical examinations shall be made 
available annually. 

(U) The scope of the medical 
examination shall be In conformance 
with the protocol established in 
paragraph (1)(2)(I1). except that the 
frequency of chest roentgenograma shall 
be conducted In accordance with Table 
2. and the abbreviated standardized 
questionnaire contained in Appendix D. 
Pert 2. shall be arl,ii4.tered to the 
employee. 
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(4) 7'ermination of e.mployrnent 

examinations. (I) The employer shall 
provide, or make available, a 
termination of employment medical 
examination for any employee who has 
been exposed to airborne 
concentrations of fibers of asbestos. 
tremolits. anthophyllite. actinolite, or a 
combination of these minerals at or 
above the action leveL 

(U) The medical examination shall be 
in accordance with the requirements of 
the periodic examinations stipulated in 
paragraph (fl(3) of this section. and shall 
be given within 30 calendar days before 
or after the date of termination of 
employment 

(5) Recent examinations. No medical 
examination is required of any 
employee. If adequate records show that 
the employee has been examined in 
accordance with any of the preceding 
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paragraphs ((fl(2).-(l)(4)3 within the past 
1 year period 

(6) information provided to the 
physician. The employer shall provide 
the following informnahon to the 
examining physician. 

(i) A copy of this standard and 
Appendices D and E. 

(ii) A description of the affected 
employees duties as they relate to the 
employee's exposure. 

(iii) Th. employee's representative 
exposure level or anticipated exposure 
leveL 

(iv) A description of any personal 
protective arid respira tory equipment 
used or to be used. 

(v) Information from previous medical 
examinations of the affactad employee 
that is not otherwise available to the 
examining physician. 
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(7) Phyaiàc.a°s wrrttas opznior. (j) The 
employer shall obtain a wrLftan stgized 

ion from. the cxinixpbysicia.n. 
This written ptnli shall ntain the 
results of the medical examznatlon and 

ail indudet 
(A) The physicians opinion as to 

whether the employee Ma any detected 
medical coaditica that would placa the 
employee at an inmeeaed. risk of 
material health mpairm.nt from 
expoiw, to sal*stoè. emoLite. 
anthophyllits. or actlnollta 

tB) Any recommded limitations on 
employ,. or upon the use of 

personal protmdtiv eqmpment such as 
clothin* or espirstorE and 

(C) A statameni that th. employee has 
been inloçned by the physacian of the 
results of th,medlcai examination and 
of any mel a,ndliicnsresu1tin from 
asbestos emolita. anthophyllite. or 
actinoUta exposur, that require further 
expianatloc or treatment. 

(11) The employer shall uct the 
physician not to reveal In the written 
opinion given to the employer specific 
findings or dia ses.unzalet.ci to 
occupatlonaX exposure to ubeetos. 
tremoilta. anthcphylta. or actinolit.e. 

fili) The employer shall provide a 
y of the physician's wsitten opinion 

to the.afect.d employee within 30 days 
frian Its rept 
jRecokeeir-41) £rposure esurits. (1) The employer shall 

keep an arat, record of all 
measurements taken to monitor 
employee exposure to asbestos. 
temolite, anthophyllite. or actinolite as 
prescribed in pamgrapb (d) of this 
section. 

(U) This record shall thdde at least 
the following information 

(A) The date of measurement 
(B) The operation involving exposure 

to asbestos. tremoite. enthophyllits. or 
actindlite which is being monitore 

(C) Samp1in and analytinsi methods 
used and evidence of their accuracy. 

(D) Number, duration, and results of 
samples takem 

tE) Typ. of respiratory protective 
devices worn, if any and 

(F) Name. socal aeconty number and 
exposure of the employees whose 
exposure axe represented. 

(iii) The employer shall maintain this 
record for at least thIrty (30) years. in 
accordance with 29 1910.20. 

(2) Objective data for exempted 
operoxia. (I) Wham tha.proceuirig. 
use. or handling of products made from 
or containing asbestos. uemolite, 
anthophyilite. or acwtolite is exempted 
from other requ.irementa of this section 
under paragraph (d)(2)flii) of this 
section. the employer shall establish and 
maintain an accurate record of objective 

data reasonably relied upon in support 
of the exanipuon. 

(ii) The record shall indude at 1es 
the foflowin.ç 

(A) The product qualifying fm 
exemption. 

(B) The source of the objective datE 
(C) The testing protocoL results of 

teatng. and/or analysis of tha material 
for the release of asbestos. txemolita. 
anthophyllite. or actinolitet 

(D) A description of the operation 
exempted and how the data support the 
exemption. and 

(E) Other data relevant to the 
operations. materials, processing, or 
employee exposures covered by the 
exemption. 

(iii) The employer shall maintain this 
record for the duration of the employers 
reliance upon such objective date. 
Nota.Tha .roplayer may sUulxa the services 
of competent orazurations such as ln4uay 
nada associations and empioys, associations 
to maintain the records squired by this 

section. 

(3) Medico.] su.rieillance. (i) The 
employer shall establish and maintain 
an accurate record for each employee 
subject to medical ,urvaillsnra by 
paragraph (l)(1)(I) of this seon. In 
accordance with 29 'R i9IO.m 

(ii) The record shall Includ. at least 
the following iz.formabo 

(A) The name and social security 
number of the employee 

(B) Physicians written oDiniori 
(C) Any employee medical complaints 

rein ted to exposure to asbestos. 
trernolite. anthopriyWte. or acunolitr. 
and 

(D) A copy of the information 
provided to in. physician as required by 
paragraph (l)() of th.issecnon. 

(iii) The employer shall ensure that 
this record is maintained for the 
duration of empl9yment plu.s thirty (30) 
years. in accordance with 29 CFR 
1910.20. 

(4) TminL'zg. The employer shall 
maintain aLl employee oauung records 
for one (1) year beyond the last date of 
employment of that employee. 

(5) Availability. (i) The employer. 
upon written request. shall make all 
records required to be maintained by 
this sectIon available to the Assistant 
Secretary and the Director fo.r 
examination anø copying. 

(ii) The employer, upon requent shall 
make arty exposure records required by 
paragraph (ml(1) of this secrion 
aveiiaoie for examiriauori and copying 
to affected employees, former 
employees, designated representatives 
and the Assistant Secretary. in 
accordanc. with 29 CFR 1910.20 (a}-{e) 
arid (g)-{i). 

(Iii) The employer, upon request. shall 
mak. employee niedical records 
required by paragraph (m)(2) of this 
s.ctio available for examination and 
copying to in. subject employ.., to 
anyone having th. specific written 
consent of the subject employee, and the 
Assistant Secretary, in accordance with 
29 'R 2910.20. 

(6) Trv.zisferofr'ecords. (I)Th. 
employer shall comply with the 
requirements concerning tsnsfer of 
records set forth in 29 CFR 1910.20(h). 

(ii) Whenever the employer ceases to 
do business and there is no successor 
employer to receive and retain the 
records for in. prescribed period, the 
employer shall notify the Director it 
least 90 days prior to disposal of records 
a.n& upon request, transmit them to the 
Director. 

(ri) Observation of.moriitorig(1) 
..irtpIoyee obser.'at,ors.. The employer 

shall provide affected employees or 
their designated representatives an 
opportunity to observe any monitoring 
of employee exposure to asbestos. 
temolite. anthopcyllite. or actinolite 
conducted in accordance with 
paragraph (d) of this section. 

(2) Observation procedures. When 
observation of the monitoring of 
employee exposure to asbestos. 
tremoiite. anthophyllute, or actnolite 

requires entry into an area where the 
use of protective clothing or equipment 
is required. the ooserver snail be 
provided with and be required to use 
such clothing and eqtupment and shall 
Comply with all other applicable safety 
and health procedures. 

to) Dates{1) Effective date. This 
stanaard stiali become effective July 21. 
1968. The requirements of the asbestos 
stand:rd issued lit June 1972 (37 FR 
21328). as amended, arid published in 29 

'R 1910.1001 (1985) remain iii effect 
uittil compliance is achieved with the 
parallel provisions of this standard. 

(2) Stc.rt.up dotes. All obligations of 
this standard commence on the effective 
date except as follows: 

(i) Exposure monitoring. Lnitial 
monitoring required by paragraph (d)(2) 
at this section shall be completed as 
soon as possible but no later than 
October 20. 1986. 

(ii) Regulated areas. Regulated areas 
required to be established by paragraph 
(e) of this section as a result of initial 

mon.itorirtg shall be set up as soon as 
possible after the results of that 

morutoring are known arid riot later than 
November 17. 1986. 

(iii) Respir'procactiorL 
Respiratory protection required by 
paragraph (gJ of this section shall be 

. 
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provided as soon as possible but no 
A 

later than the Iollowutg schedule: 
(A) Employees whon 8-hour TWA 

exposure exc.ed.a 2 fibers/co-July Zi. 
19e6. 

(B) Employees whose 6-hour TWA 
exposure exceeds th. PET. but is eu 
than 2 fibers/co-November 17. 1986. 

(C) Powered air-purifying respirators 
provided under paragraph (g)(2)(ii.- 
January 1 1967. 

(Iv) Hygiene and lunchrvczn foci/ides. 
Construction plans for changerooms. 
,howe. lavatories. and lunchroom 
facilities shall be completed no later 
than January 16. 1967: and these 
facilities, shall be constructed and in use1 

no later than July 20. 1987. However. if 

as part of th. compliance plan It is 

predicted by an independent 
engineering firm that engineering 
controls and work practices will reduce 
exposures below the permissible 
exposure limit by July 20. 1968. for 
affected employees, then such facilities 
need not be completed until 1 year after 
the engineering controls are completed.. 
if such controls have not in fact 
succeeded in reducing exposure to 
below the permissible exposure limit. 

(v) Employ.. thformoion arid 
roining. Employee inform.ation and 
training required by paragraph (j)(5) of 
this section shall be provided as soon i.e 

possible but no later than October 20. 

1966. 
('vf Medical su.r-eilJoncs. Medical 

examinations required by paragraph (1) 

of this section shall be provided as soon 
as poulbie but no later than November 
17. 1986. 

(vii) Coaipliancepmgmin. Wntter 
compliance programs required by 
paragraph (f)(2) of this section as a 
result of initial monitoring shall be 
completed and available for inspection 
and copying as soon as possible but no 
later than July 20. 1987. 

(viii) Methods of compliance. The 
engineering and work practice controls 
as required by pagraph (fl(1) shall be 
Implemented as soon as possible but no 
later than July 20. 1988. 

mi Appendices. (1) Appendices A.. C. 

D. and E to this section are incorporated 
as part of this section and the contents 
of these Appendices are mandatory 

(2) AppendIces 3. F. C and H to this 
.ectioe are informational and are not 
intended to este any additional 
obligations not otherwis, imposed or to 
detract from arty existing obligations. 

A ifiO2..-Osa L) 
4 This mandatory eppendix specifies the 

procedure for analyzing air samptes (or 
asbestos. vemollte. anthophytitte. and 
actinoift, and specifies quality control 

p,ucsdurss ilai meat be taplmeru.d by I 
labors ton.. prfurwmg the anslyàa. The 
amplin end analytical uisthoda 6a,crlb.d 

below represent in. elements of the avaiLable 

monitoring methods (each as the NIOSH 74l 
method) wtihc OSHA considers to be 

essential to achieve adequate employee 
exposure monitoring while sllowuig 
employers to use methods that are ..lz,.dy 
established within their organizations. All 
empioyers wh are r.qwrsd to conduct air 
monitoring under paragraph (fl of the 
standard si's r.quared to utilis. analytical 
laboratories that ime this procedure, or an 
.quivs lent method, for collecting and 
analyzing sam las. 

inpiisig and Aiselytuvl Ptedw's 
1. so or air samples 

shalt be mixed caliulos. eater filter 
membranes. These shall be designated by in. 
manufacturer as suitable to" asbestos. 

wmolite. snthophyilite. and sctmolit. 
counting. S.'. below for repecnosi of blanks.. 

2. The preferred collection device Shall be 
the 23-mm diameter cassette with an open- 
laced -mm extension cowL The 37-mm 
cassette may be used If necessary but only if 
written usuflcstton for th. need to use the 
37mm filter cassette accompanies the ssmpla 
results to the employee. rxpoeurs monitoring 
recor 

1. An alt flow rite between 0.3 liter/mm 
and 2.5 liters/mAn shall be selected for the - 

mm cassette. If the 37-mm cassette Is used. an 
air flow rate between I liter/mm and 2.3 

liters/mitt shall be seiected. 
4. Whore posaibim. a sufflcient air volume 

for each atm sample shall be collected to yield 
between IX and 1. fiber, per square 
millimeter on the membrane filter, if a filter 
darkens In spp.ara or If loose dust is seen 
on the filter, a s.d sample snafl be 
started. 

5. Ship the samples In a rigid container 
with sufficient packing material to prevent 
dislodging the collected fibers. Packing 
material that has a high electrostatic chsre 
on its surface e.g.. expanded polysryrentej 
cannot be used becaus. such material can 
cause loss of fibers to the sides of the 
cassette. 

8. Calibrate each personal sampling pump 
before and after one with a repl'a'sentanv. 
rilter cassette Installed between the pump 
and the calibration devices. 

7. Personal samples ahall be taken in the 
'breethlng zocia of ins employee (i.e.. 

attached to or near the collar or Lapel near 
in. workers face), 

I. Fiber counts shall be mad. by positive 
phase conast using a mic'oacnpe with an 6 
to 10 X eyepiece and a 40 to 45 X obI,cnv. 
for a total nagriiflcation of approximately 400 

X and a numerical aperture ci 0.63 to 0.75. 

The miitr'oacope shall also be fitted with a 
green or blue filter. 

9. 'The nuc'oscope shall be fitted with a 

Walton.Seckett tYPiecs graticuls calibrated 
for a field diameter of 100 nuvmelers I -. / 
-.2 micrometers). 

10. The phase-shift detection umit of in. 
microscope shall be about 3 degrees 
measured using the HSE phase siult test slid. 
as outlined below. 

a. Place the test slide on the microscope 
stage and center it under the phase obective. 
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b. Sñng the blocks of grooved lines irno 

foces. 

?l.-The slide consists of seven sets of 

grooved lines (ca. 20 puoe to each bl) 
in descending amer of visibIlity fr sets i to 

7, en being the least visible. The 
r.qutrsnient.a for abeetos, trjta. 
anthophyllits. and actthobt.e cotnng are that 
the microscope optica muat.r,solve the 
grooved lines in set 3 completely, although 
thev may appear somewhat faint, and thst 
th- grooved in.. lii sets 8 and 7 must be 
itvtsible. Sets 4 and 5 must be at least 

p.artlsJly visible but Zay vary slightly in 
visibility between microscopes. A microscope 
inst fails to meet these requirements has 
either too low or too high a resolution to be 
used for asbestos. tremoilte. enthophyllite. 
and actinoilta counting. 

c. If the image deteriorates., clean and 
ad;ust the maa'oecope optice. If in. problem 

persists. consult ins microscope 
manufacturer. 

11. Each set of aaniples taken will Include 
10 percent blanks or a minimum of 2 blanki. 
The blank results shall be averaged and 
subtracted from the analytical results before 
reporting. Any sampi,, represented by a 

blank having a fiber count In excess of 7 

fibers/tOO fields shall be r,ecied.. 
12. The samples shall be mourned by the 

aceton./triacstin method or a method with 
an equivalent Index of refraction and similar 
clarity. 

13. Observe the foflowtng counting rules. 
a, Count only fibers equal to or longer than 

5 micrometers. Measure the Length of curved 
fibers along the cur's. 

b. Count all particles as asbestos.. ti'emoltte. 
anthophyllit.. and actinolite that have a 
l.ngth.to'.wtdth ratio (aspect rabo) of 3r1 or 

v'sster 
c. Fibet's lying entirely within the boundary 

o( the Walton-Bieckett graticule flaW shall 
receive a count of 1. FIbers crossIng the 
bounoary once. having one end within the 
circle. ahall 'scsivs in. count of one haif(t4). 
Do not count any fiber that crows the 
grsticule boundary mare than once. R.aiect 

and do riot count any other fibers even 
though they may be visible ouei4a the 
grsdicuie area. 

d. Count bundles of fibers as one fiber 
unless individual fibers can be ldaiwiIed by 

ob.ervuig both ends of an Individual fiber. 

s. Count enough graticule field.. to yield 100 

fIber,.. Count a m.tnmum of 20 fields: atop 
counting at 100 fields regs.rdlese of fiber 
CounL 

14. BlInd recounts. shall be conducted it the 
rats of 10 percanL 

Quality Corirol Ptdurrs 

1. ixio'alaboratory program. Each Labors tory 

sndlor each company with more th.s.is one 
rnic'oscopist counting slides shall establish a 

staustic.ally designed quality assurance 

program involving blind raccunts and 

comparisons between micoecc'pi.ats to 
morutor the variability of counting by tan 
irucroscopist and between mlcroscopiste. In a 

company with more than one Laboratory. inc 

program shall Include all laboratories arid 

shall eiso evaluate in. lsboratory-to. 
laboratory variability. 
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2. Inter.abor.ry proçaa. Each Laboratory 

anaAyLn$ ..abeatos. tr*molita. anthopbyilua. 
and actnoill. spi.s for plAa. 
d.tortnatioe shalL lmpla an 
lots abors&or qoallty s.mors pvo.or 
that u a mu inclndae ptiC!p4ttGa at 
at salt t s* indapecdtt taboratores. 
Each 1abor.or shall pa.ra1. In tvd 
robin seong s.c. isast onca ivory 0 months 

wth.et lust s the othor laboratortss in its 

nIeritboralOST qiaiLty uauraaca oup. Each 

laboratoI7 shall. submit sLides typacal of Its 

'sn work l4 for us. In this peosm. The 
round rvbia.shafl be dasign.d and results 
analyesd wlaz.apWOpn$ts statiatic*L 
m.thodoloU. 

3. All LDdIVIdUILI porform1n asbestos. 

treTnoilts. a.ath çhyltita. and actinoitta 
analysis most bee. ts.ksn the NIOSH onuri. 
for sapLin and .va1uafln.afros 
asbsstos.. tresriollts. anthophyllita. s.o4 

ictinotit. dust or an .quallvalant ouarss.. 

4. When the us. at different mAo.copes 
matributen to differences between onwu,rs 
and labmstmtu. the eff.nt of the different 
miosonps shall be .valost.d and tfa 
iniv.mp. shall be replaced. as oecelsary. 

8. Cnsut results of theorqUty 
assurance proçams shalL be posted in each 
laborsto!7 to bmp the miavytsts 

?!Ors for AsbmT,o1iia. 
Anthophylllts. and Actinolite Samplini and 
Anal-NM 

The apx.tatns a czts.i.lad 
procedzn for tpLth* and ans.kyi2.s and 

ludes those nttica1 e1en'a specifL.d In 

Appendix A. £ntpioyors are oot required tar 

us. this psi tyaze requtred in 

us. Appendix A. The porp at Appendix B 

is in provide sdstsi1.d st.o.by-atep ,amIing 
and anaLysaa procedure that conforms to the 
elements sp.ct5sd in Appendxz A. Since his 

procedure may also startdarthxa in. analysis 
and reduce vaitabittty. OSHA encourages 
employers to ass this appendix. 

A.thesw. Treirto//fe. Mthc'pisyllisr. nd 
Actrnolitt San?pling and McI ysis Method 

Tec.bnique Microscopy. Phase CQntrnst 

Analyte: Fibers (manual count) 

Sample Preparatiom Acetone/triacetin 
method 

Ca1ibraom Ph*u-ahift detection limit 
about 3 dsçees 

Range: 100 to 1300 fbe/ * filter 

area 
Estimated limit oldetectioru 7 flbers/ 

mm 2 SItor area 
Sampler. Filter (0.8-1.2 um mixed 

celluiose ester membrane. 25-mm 
diameter) 

Flow rate: 0.51/ruin to 2.5 1/ruin (25-mm 

cassette) 1.0 1/mm ru 2.5 1/nun (37- 

mm cassette) 
Sample voiue Adjust to obtain 100 to 

1300 tThera/mm 
Shipment Routine 
Sample stability: indefinite 
Blanks. 10% of samples (nun.imuxn 2) 

Standard analytical error. 0.25. 
Appiicability The woxkin. range is 0.02 (1 

cc (190-4.. au sample) to 1.23 f/cc t4(-L air 

sampis). The method pass an index at 
* irborn. tibia tos. trsmol.ita. anthophvllit.. 
and aczmoliLe fibers bet may be a for 
othar rnsteris.LI. sh as Sbres.s gLas. by 
ias.rtin swtsble parators ln*a Lbs 

un.ncls.. The mad doss not 

diflerunuats bsrw.sn s.sbantos. tr,lta, 
anthophycZs. and scUnotlte and other fibma. 
Asbestos. tremousi. anthophytllta. and 
acti.cta fibera less than a.. O.2 
thanwer will not be dat.cted by this method. 

Uuterfetencas. Any other ..wtozo. fiber may 
interfere since all partaclss meeun$ the 
cowua.ri tsria are coentod. Chainlike 
psrncles may .ppsar fibrata. H& Issela at 
nonfibrous dust particles maroO.e.u. fibers 
itt fle field of iew and raise Lb. d.t.cflen 
limit. 

R..gentsi 1. Acet 2. Triaan (iyoL 
trisc.tate). reagent grad. 

Special pzecsuuoo Acete I en 
.xusm.iy flammable liquid and peceuaona 
must be taken not to ita It. Heating at 
acetone must be done in a venuiatd. 
laboratory him. hnod using a ________ 
spark-free heat 
Equipmaac t Coi1.ct deelcec S. 

cass.tts with SC-mm axlensson cow' with 
ceUulose eater filter. 0-s si 1.3 mm pore si 
and baczup pad. 

Mesa Ana.iyxs representative !Uters for 
fiber background before use arid discard in. 
filter lot if more than 5 flbers/IO0 Said. a 

fowad. 

2. Personal sampling p. greasa than or 
equal to G.3.Ljaiin. with flezaixi connacu 

tubing. 

phase coGO%5Z. wtth 
or blue filter. 5 to iGX eytpi.ce. and ' to 4.SX 

phase obecirve (total rusgmflcauon cs QX 
num.rc.sI aoerture - 3.33 to 0.75. 

4. SLides. glass. aingle.fros.cad. pee-cleaned.. 

25 x 75 ram. 

& Ccvorslips.23z23rnm.no.lt4unl.sa 
otherwise specified by uiaoscope 
rnaxiuIac.turar. 

8. Knife. No.1 surgical stasl. curved blade. 
7. Tweezers. 

8. Flask. Cuth-type. insulated neck. 230 to 

500 ml. (with single-holed r.Lbber stopper and 
eLbow-onted glass tubing. 10 to 22 long). 

9. Hotplate. spark-Ire.. surruig typa 
heating ma.ntle or ipfrared lamp and 
ma.tic surrer. 

10. Syringe. hypodermic, with 22-gauge 

needle. 
11. Craticule. Walton.Beckett typ. with 100 

urn diameter cixuis.r field at the specimen 
plane (area - 3.00705 rum '). (Type C-22. 

Nose-the grsticule is custom-mad, for 
each microscope. ., 

12. HSEINPL. plaseconarast test slide. 
Mark 0. 

13. Telescope. oaula.r phase-ring centering. 
34. Stage micrometer (0.01 mm divisions). 

Simpling 

3. Celibrate each personal sampling pump 
with e representa nv samoser in line. 

2. Fssten the saingler to be worker $ Ia .4 
as close as posibIe to the workers mouth.. 
Remove the top cover from the sod of th. 
cowl extension (open face) and orient f*ce 
down. Wrap the ioint between the extender 
and the monitors body with shrink Lap. to 
prevent art iesks. 

3. Submit at least two blank., (or 30% of the 
rats I samples, whichever is greater) for each 
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set of samples. Remove the cape from the 
field bland cassettes and star. th. caps and 
csaseztas in a clean area (bag or box) during 
th. sampling period. Replace th, caps in the 
csmtr.s when sampling is completed.. 

4. Sample at 0.3 LI attn or greater. Do riot 
exceed 1 rag total dust loading øri in. filter. 
Ad)ustiaaplb flow rats. Q (1./torn). arid 
ttnusto prodac. a fiber densiiy. E (fibers/ 
mm5). of 100 to 1300 fibers/a' [3.55 *10' tO 

Sx 1' fibers per 25-rum filter with effective 
collection area (A,-385 rn&fl for optimum 
counting precision (us step 21 below). 

Calculate the minimum sampling time. 
t,,,,,,,.,,,_ (man) at th. action level (one-half o( 
the current standard). I. (f/cc) of h. fibrous 
aerosol being sampledi 

(AchE) 
t - 

(QJ(L)104 

5. Remove in. field monitor at the end off 

sampling. repison the pinc top cover and 
smal' end cap... and store he monitor. 

S. Ship the samples in a rigid container 
with sufficient packing material to prevent 
oatIing. or deinaga. 

Nose.-Oo nOt use polystyrene (oem in the 
shipping container because at electrostatic 
fones which may cause fiber lose from the 

sampler filter. 

Sampi. Preparation 

Note-The object is to produce samples 
with a smooth (non-grainy) background ta a 

moium with a refracnvs index .cusl in or 
less than 1.iS. The method below collapses 

the filter for easier focusing arid produces 
permanent mounts which are useful (or 
quality control and interlshorsrory 
comparison.. Other mounting techniques 
meetmg the above criteria may also be used. 
e.g. the nonpermanent field mounting 
technique used in P 8 CAM 259. 

7. Ensure that hi glass slides and cover 
slips are free of dust and fibera. 

8. Place 40 to 80 ml of acetone into a Guth- 
type fleck. Stopper lie flask with * single- 
hole rubber stopper through which a glass 

tube extends 5 to 0 cm Into the flask The 
portion of th glass tube that exits the top of 
the stopper (8 to 10 cm) is bent downward .n 
an elbow that miskes an angie-of 20 to 30 

degrees with the Iinnontal. 
9. Place the flask in a stuting horplete or 

wrap in a hesnng mantit. Heat the acetone 
gradually to its boiling temperature (ca. 56 

Cautios.-Th. aceton. vapor must be 
generated iii a ventilated fuie hood sway 
from all open llamas and spark sources. 
Attemets riesung methods can be used. 
provithng rio open Llama or sparks are 
present. 

10. Mount either the whole saxyvpta filter at 

a wedge cut from the sampt. filter on a clean 
glass skids. 

e. Cut wedges of ns. 25 parcant of the filter 

aree with a cwved-hlsde steel surgical knife 
using a rocking motion to prevent teerixig. 
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b. Ptice the filter or w.de. LAust iitl.i up. on 
fse slide. Static elecIricity wifl usually keep 

the rtlter on the slide until d ii ctaared. 
c. Hold the glass suds aupporltng the filter 

,eoeunately I to 2 from the glisa tube 
where the Icitooe vapor is escaping 

from the heated flask. Th. acetone VI pot- 
y'am should cause a cor4sn.sation sput on 
f4 gZis.s slide ca. 2 to 3 n in diameter. Move 
the glass slide gently in the vapor stream. The 
fiI:er should clear in 2 to 5 sec. if tne filter 
curls, distorts, or is utF.erwise rendered 
inusable. the vapor sueam La probably not 
strong enough. Periodically wipe the outlet 
Ort with uaaue to prevent liquid acetone 

dripping onto he filter. 
& Using the hypodermic syringe with a 22- 

jauge needle. placa i to 2 drops of Irtacetin 
on the filter. Gently lower a clean 25'mm 
.qwsre cover slip down onto the filler at g 
slight angle to reduce the possibility of 
forming bubbles. If too marty bubbles fort-n or 
the amount of trtacetin Is insufficient, the 

vr slip may become detached within a few 
hours. 

a. Clue the edges of the cover slip to the 
glass slide using a lacquer or nail polish. 

Note.lf clearing is slow, the slide 
preperi lion may be heated on a hotplate 
(surface temperature 50 C) for 13 mm to 
hasten clesrm4. Counting may proceed 

mecLiately after clearing and mounting are 
pleted. 

Calibration and Quality Control 

11. Calibration of the Waltoa-Beckett 
graticule. The diameter. dmm). of the 

cular counting area and the disc diameter 
must be specified wben orderLng the 

aticuAe. 
a. Insert any available graticule it-ito the 

e7epiece and focus so tfi.a: the grar.cule inei 
e sharp and clear. 
b. Set the appropriate interpupillary 

iztznce and. if applicable, reset the 
binocular bead adjustment so that the 
magnification remains conjtzrnt. 

c. Install the 40 to 4.5 x phase objetive. 
d. Place a stage mnicmeter on the 

aic-oscope obteci stage and focus the 
miauscopt on the graduate lutes. 

I. Measure the magnified grid length. 
L.,(rrim), using the stage micrometer. 

f. Ret-nave the grsticule from the 
moscope and macsure its actual grid 
lgth. U mm). This can best be 
econmpliahed by using a stage fitted with 

C.alcuiste the circle diameter. d,(rnm}. for 
the Walton.Beciiett gr*tacule 

D d,. 
L 

Examp4a_tfL - 106 urn. L, - 223mm sd D 100 inn. then d,, - 2.7'l mm. 
h. Check the field diameter. Dfacceptable 'ge 100 mm 2 mm) w,th a stage 
aimeter upon receipt of the grancuie from 

e manufactrr. Determine field area 

12. MIcroscope adjustments. Follow the 
manufacturer, Instructions and also the 

a. Adost the Ingnt source for even 
iilumtnatioo acrou the field of view at the 
condenser ins. 

Note.Xohler illumination is preferred. 
where available. 

b. Focus on the particulate matiiriul to be 
ex.s mined. 

c.. Make sure that the field ins is in focus. 
centered on the sample. and open only 
enough to fully illuminate the field of view. 

d_ Use the teiescope oculer supplied by the 
manufacturer to ensure hat the phase rings 
(annular diaphragm and ph.as.'shiftirtg 
elements) are concentric. 

13. Check the phase-shift detection limit of 
the mioacope periodically. 

a. Remove the HSE/NPL phase-contrast 
test slide from its shipping container and 
ertter it under the phase obectnre. 

b. Bring the block.s of grooved lines into 
focus. 

NoteThe slide consists of seven sets of 
grooves (ca. 20 grooves to each block) in 
deecnding order of visibility from sets I to?. 
The reqcnrements for counting are that the 
microscope optics musireiolve the grooved 
linen in set 3 completely, although they may 
appear somewhat faint, arid that the grooved 
lines in sets 6 to 7 must be invisible. Sets 4 
and 5 must be at least partially visible but 
may vary slightly in visibility between 
mni.roscopes. A microscope which fails to 
meet these requirements baa either too low or 
too high a resolution to be used for asbestos. 
tremoli te. anthophyllite. and artitnolite 
counting. 

c. If the image quality deteriomotes. clean 
the microscope optics and. if the problem 
pe,ists. consult the microscope 
manufacturer. 

14. Quality conuol of fiber counts. 
a. Pr,pare aid ct field bLa.ks along 

with the field sampies. Report the counts on 
each blank. Calculate the mean of the field 
blank counts and subtract this value from 
each sample count before repnrttrig the 
results. 

Note I..The identity of the blank filters 
should be unknown to the counter until all 
counts have been completed. 

Note If a field blank yields fiber counts 
greater tban 7 flber,/100 fields, report 
possible contamination of the samples. 

b. Perform bttnd recounts by the same 
counter on 10 percent of nilters counted 
Islides relabeled Sy a person other then he 
counter). 

15.. Use the followtng test to determine 
whether a pair of counts on the same filter 
should be reected because of possible bias. 
This statistic estimates the counting 
repeatability at the 95% confIdence leveL 
Discard the sample if the difference between 
the two counts exceed.s 2.77)F)s.. where 
Vs average of the two fiber counts arid 
a,areiattve standard devtatlori. which should 
be derived by each laboratory based on 
historical in-house data. 

Note.Lf a pair of counts Is reiected as a 
result of this test, recount the remaining 
sample, in the set and test the new counts 
against the first counts. Discard alt rejeted 
paired counts. 

16.. Enroll each new cowier in a training 
course that compares performance of 
r,ounteri on a variety of samples using this 
orocedure. 
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Not..l'o crtau.re good reproducibility, all 
L,borstories engaged tn asbestos. tremoiite. 
aneiophyliie. and sctinoliie counting are 
required to participate in the Prcflciency 
Analytical Testing (PAT) Program arid ihould 
routinely participate with other asbestos. 
treninlite. enthophyllite. and acu,olite fiber 
counting laboratories in the exchange of field 
samples to compare performamics of counlers. 
Measurement 

17. PLace the slide on the mechaiiieigl Itrigi. 
of the calibrated microscope with the cantor 
of the filter under the obiecuve lens. Focus 
the microscope on the plane of the filter. 

16. Regularly check phase-ring aligr.nnent 
arid Kohiem illumination. 

19. The following are the counting rules: 
a. Count only fibers longer than S urn. 

Measure the length of curved fibers siting the 
curve. 

b. Count only fibers with a length-io-wii.lth 
ratio equal to or greater than 3:1, 

ci Fur fibers that cross the boundary of the 
graticule field, do the followinr 

1. Ci.iunt any fiber longer tha S urn that lies 
entirely within the graticu area. 

2. Count as 'i fiber any :..er with only one 
end lying within the graticu.le area. 

3. Do not count any fiber that crosses the 
graticula boundary more than once. 

4. Reject and d.o riot count all other fibers. 
di Count bundles of fibers as one fiber 

unless individual fibers can be identified by 
observing both ends of a fiber. 

a. Count enough gx'aticu.le fields to yield 100 
fibers. Count a minimum of fields.. Stop at 
100 5.ei.d.s regardless of fiber count. 

m Start counting train one end of the filter 
and progress along a radial line to the other 
eno. siuft either up or down on the filer, and 
continue In the reverse direction. Select fields 
randomly by looking away from the eyepiece 
briefly while advancing the mechanical stage. 
When an agglomerate covers ca.. s or more 
of the field of view, reject the field arid select 
another. Do not report rejected fields in the 
number of total fields counted.. 

Nota.When counting a field, continuously 
scan a ra.nge of focal planes by movm.g the 
fine foctis knob to detect very fine fiber, 
which have become embedded in the filter. 
The amau-diazneter fibers will be very faint 
but are an important contribution to the total 
count. 
C.alcuiauorta 

21. Calculate and report fiber density on 
the filter. E (fibcrs/rnm by dividing the 
total fiber count F: minus the mean field 
blank count S. by the number of fleldi. rr 
and the field area. A1 (0.00783 mm5 for 
properly calibrated Wslton.Beckett 
gra ttci.ile): 

F-S. 
E fibers/mm' 

(n)(A4J 

22. Calculate the coyicenation, C (f/cc), 
fibers in he sir voiume sampied. V (14. using 
the efYectiv, collection area of the filter. A,5 

(36.5 mm for a 23-mm 1niter 
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Noie.Penodicallv check and adjust the 
aa4si. of Aq. J nacssaary. 

Appendix C to 1I10.1X1.QuaiiLative and 
Fit Tesbn Procadure.' 

Qualitative Fit Test ProtOCols 

1. Isoomyl Aciwte ProtocüL 

A. Odor Threshold Screening 

1. Three 1-titer 1au jara with metal lids 
je g. Matson or Sell sri) are required. 

2. Odor-fit, water (e.g. distilled or spring 
water) at approximately 2$C shall be used 
for the sowilons. 

3. The tsoamy) acetate ILAA) (also known 
as sopentyt acetate) stock solution a 
prrpretl by adding I cc of pure L&A to 00 cc 
of odor free wale? in a I-liter jar and shaking 
(or 30 seconds. This solution shalt be 
prepared new at letsat weekly. 

4. The screening test shall be conducted in 
a mom separate from the room used for 
actual fit testing. The two rooms shall be well 
ventilated but shall not he connected to the 
same recircuLating ventilation system. 

5. The odor test solution is prepared in a 
second jar by plactng 0.4 cc of the stock 
sh,tinn into 5) cc of odor free water usin. a 
clean dropper or pipette. ShaKe for 30 
seconds and allow to stand for two to three 
curtutes so that the IAA centretion above 

the liquid may reach equilibnum. This 
icluflon may be used for only one dsy. 

. A test blank is prepared in a third jar by 
adding 5 cc of odor free water. 

i. The odor test and test blank jars shall be 
labelled I and 2 for jar identification. I! the 
labels ate put on the lids they can be 
periodically peeled. dried off and switched to 
maintain the inteç'iry of the test. 

. The following instructIons shall be typed 
on a card arid placed on the table in front of 
he two test jars (i.e. I and 2): 'The purpose 

of this test is to determine if you can smell 
banana oil at a low concentrauori. The two 
bottles in front of you contain water. One of 
these bottles also contains a small amount of 
banana oil. Be sure the covers are on tight. 
then shake each bout. for two seconds. 
Unscrew the lid of each bottle, one at a time. 
and stuff at the mouth of the bottle. lndicata 
to the test conductor which bottle contains 
banana oiL" 

9. The mixtures used in the IAA odor 
detection test shall be prepared in sri ares 
separate from wnerr Uie test is performed, in 
order to prevent olfactory fatigue in the 
sub ect. 

10. If the test subject is unable to currectly 
identify the jar containing the odor test 
solution. the IAA qualitative fit test may not 
be used. 
n. It the test subject correctly identifies the 

jar containing the odor test solution, the test 
subject may proreec to respirator selcctinn 
and fit testing. 

a Rcsptrstor Salecilon 
1. The test subject shall be allowed to pick 

the mast comfortable resptrstor from a 
selection including respirators of various 
sizes from dfterent asaculacturere, The 
selection shall include at least fIve sixas of 
eiastorneric half facepieces. from at lesst twa 
manufacturere. 

2. The selectIon process shall ba conducted 
in a room separate from the fit-test chamber 
to prevent 000! fatigue. Prior to the selection 
process. the tsat subject shall be shown how 
to put on a respirator, how It should be 
positioned on Ii. (.cs, how to set strap 
tension and how to determine a 
"comfortable" respirator. A mir'or shall be 
available to assist the subject in evaluaun.g 
the fit and positioning of the respirator. This 
lnstr.icnon may not constitute Lbs subject's 
formsi u*ining on respiralot' use, as it Ii only 
a review. 

3. Th. test subject abould understand that 
the employee is being asked to asiect the 
respirator which provides the most 
comforiabi. fIL E.ac,h respirator represents a 
difTererit aiza and shape and. 11 fit properly 
add used properly will provide adequate 
protection. 

4. The test subject hold.. each facepiace up 
to the (ace and eliminates those which 
obvioualy do not give a comfortable fit. 
Normally. selection will begin with a half. 
masa arid if a good fit cannot be fowid. the 
aubect will be asked to test the full facepisca 
respirators. (A small percentag, of usera will 
riot be able to wear any b.akf.maak.) 

2. 'The cofortabia fs laces s.ra 
noted. the most comfortable m.asz is donned 
sod worn or least five minut*s to assess 
comfort. All donning arid adjustments of the 
faceptece shell be performed by ne teat 
subject without aasiatanCa from th. test 
conductor or other person. Assistarica in 
assessing corkfort can be gi '. en by discussing 
the points iii re below. If the test subject is 

riot familiar with using a particular respirator. 
the test subject shall be directed to don the 
mas& several times and to adjust the strep. 
each tune to become adept at setting proper 
tension on the straps. 

6. Assessment of comfort shall include 
reviewing the following points with the Lest 
subject and allowing'the test subject 
adequate tune to determine the comfuri of the 
respirator: 

Positioning of mask on nose. 
Room for eye protection. 
Room to talk. 
Positioning mask on face and cheeks. 
The following critena shall be used to 

heip Oeterini.na the adequacy of the respirator 

Chin properly placed. 
Strap tension. 

Fit across nose bridge. 
Distance from nose to t.hin. 
Tencency to slip. 

* Sell-observation us mtrror. 

& lit, test aubpect ahatll conduct the 
conventional negative and po.ittve-preseurv 
lu cnecka (e.g. see ANSI Z8&2-Io0l. Before 
corto uctirig the negative- or positive-preaau.re 
eui trie subject shall be told to "sest" the 

mass by rapidly moving the head from side- 
to. s0e and up and down, while taking a few 
ueep tireacha. 
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a. The tee. sub)sct is now ready for fit 
testing. 

10. Afler 'iiaaauig the fit teat, the test subject 
shall be questioned swain regarding the 
comfort of the r,sptrato. if it baa become 
uricorniortable. another model of 
shell be trted. 

II. The employee shall be given the 
oppornaniry to select a different faccpieca 
and be retested if the chosen facepiec, 
becomes uicieasingly uncomfortable at any 
time. 

C. FIt Test 
1. The (it test chamber shell be similar to a 

clear 55 gal drum liner suspenoed. inverted 
over a Z foot diameter frame, so that the top 
of the chamber Is about 6 inches above the 
test sulijecis head. The inside top canter of 
the chamber shall have: small hook 
anscl'ied. 

2.. Each respirator used for the fitting and (It 
testing shall be equipped with organic vapor 
cartridges or offer protection against organic 
vapora. Tb. cartridge, or masks shall be 
changed at least weekly. 

3. Alter selecting, donning. and properly 
adjusting a respirator. th. test subject shsii 
wear it to the fit testing room. Thi. room shall 
be separate from the room used for odor 
threshold screening and respirator selection. 
arid shall be well ventilated,, as by sn exhaust 
fan or lab hood. to prevent general room 
conta=.ina tion. 

4. A copy of the following test exerci.es 
and rainbow passage shall be :aed to the 
inside of the test cisambert 

Test. &ei'cises 

i. ?reauae not-maily. 

ii. Breatho cisrpiy. Be certain breathe are 
deep and regular. 

ii. Turn tieaci all the way from one side to 
the other. inhale on eacn aide. Be certain 
movement is complete. Do not bump the 
respirator against the shoulders.. 

ir. Nod bead up.and-down. Irthale when 
bead is in the full up position (boxing toward 
ceiling). Be certain motions are complete and 
made about every second, Do not bump the 
respirator on the chest. 

v. Talking. Talk aloud arid s1owiy for 
several minutes, The following pareapb is 
called the Rainbow Passage. Readin,g It will 
result in a wide range of facial movements. 
and thus be useful to satisfy this requirement 
Alternanve passages which serve the same 
purpose may also be used. 

vi. joing in place. 
vii. Breathe normally. 

Ra,ttt,ow Possog'e 

Whets the sunlight strikes raindrop. in the 
air, they act like a prism and form a rainbow. 
The rainbow is a diviaion of white ligbt into 
many beautiful colors. These take the shape 
of a long round arth, with iii pain high 
above, arid its two ec*o.s apparanuy beyond 
the horizon, There is. according to legend.. a 
boiling pot of gold at on. end. People look but 
rio one ever find.. it. When a man looks foe 
something beyond ascii. his friends say he Is 
looking for the pot of gold at lie end of the 
rainbow. 

S 
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& Faa test jt shell r the 
tispwstm for at st 10 .iasbefor, 
stsrt the ftt t. 

S Upoo tor the t* thsb,y. th. tas 
b.ct shell be aê isok by 5 isa pseci 

of pepor towel es othe' poroas st 
Msjt. ply mat.sL. folded ball and wetted 
with thgea.quea of or of pure LAA. 
The tt subt.c* shall hang the wet towel on 
the book at the top of the chaDsr. 

T. Allow two masuias for the LAA teat 
osnatloa so be reached before ssarUng 

the fit-test .xescleaa. This would be an 
appropriate Urns to talk with the teat asa.biect. 
to laAn the fit teat, the inortani of 
couperetios. psupo.. for the head 
ezeavlsss, or to e of the 

1. Each saas lbed Ia *4 ebØse 
sisal! be performed for at least me annum. 

5.11.1 any ti doreeg the test. the 
detects banana-like odor of l. the test 
ha. foaled. The esb$.st shall qvlokly exit from 
the ts,t okamber sod leeve the teat ares to 
avoid feg 

10.11 the test is failed, the seb$.ct shall 
retwu to the .el.ctios rend remove the 

repeat the odor ftvty test. 
select and put oc anothor respirator. reniro to 
the tt chamber. and agaAn b.çn the 

oosdwe dssctlbed is the 4) through c(8 
above. Tb. piocssa anctini until a 
respirator that fits well baa been found. 
Should the odor sensitivity test be failed, the 
subiact shall wait shoot $ minutes before 

Odor wusativity will munfly have 
ulbythistimo. 
Is pesos osu pa the fit teat 

apiretcr from the available esiectiot, full 
lacapmoo modele meal be wed. 

U. When a respirator is (mmd that p....i 
the teat, the sub$c* breaks the facsseal and 

a breath before axithig the chsm. 
This Is to s.wure that the rae.s the test 

is oot melling the IAA Ia the good fit 
of the respirator faospieca seal and not 
atfactary fatigue. 

13. When the twt enbf.ct saves 
chamber, the subject shall ove the 
utv.ratad towel and return it to the person 
anrsducting th. test. To keep the area fron 
becooung maated. the used towels 
shall be kept is a ealf-.ealing bag so there La 

so slgnificarn IAA ooncennetion buildup In 
the test tham durIng sube.quent teats. 

14.. AL least two fscspi shall be 
selected for the IAA last protocoL The test 
sublect shall be given the opportunity to ww 
tham for on. week to choose the on. wb.lch La 
more anmlorts.bla to wear. 

13. Persons who have sus.fully passed 
this fit test wIth a half -mask rvspsrstar may 
be assigrnsd the use of the test respuesor sn 
.,....,ksaree with op to to time. dw Ps.. of 
airborne ssbeatoe.. is atmospheres caster 
than 10 times, end lees than 100 times Ui. Pc.. 
(up to 100 ppsn, the subject mi psae the 
LAA test uasng a fuLl fan. negative pr.sure 
respirator. CIhe oomn.nwsucn of the LAA 
maids the twi chamber moat be Inaeaa.d by 
tan es for QLFT of the feLl faospwca.) 

15. The twt shall not be uctnd if there 
Is any ba growth bsn...so the skis the 

17.11 haIr growth or apparel Interfer, with 
s satisfactory fit, then they shall be altered or 

removed es as tosbssAa.ta istwf s4 
allow a satisfactory fit. If a istisfsclmy fits. 
still _. artsd. the Lest iect meal me 
Posiuve-pres.we respirator as powered 
air-purifying respiratorl. suaiad as, 
resrstor. or seAI-cors&a breathing 
apparatus. 

is. Us sat subect exhibIts difFiculty La 

sathing during tb. taste. abs es be shall be 
referred to a phy s.an tm.ined In respo. tor 
diseases or pulmonary medicine to deto. 
whether the test sisbpecl can a 
respirator while performing her or bra duties. 

19. Qualttath'v fit tasting shall be repeated 
at Least every sin months. 

to. to sd4ittoc. because the sealing of the 
respirator may be a.flsctsd. qeeiitaovs fit 
testing shall he repeated mtnediatety when 
tb. test subject baa E 

(1) Weight change of to poimda or e. 
(2) SignIficant facial eca.mn$ La th. area of 

the (.capsece seal. 
(3) Significant dental charigee Ls.. multiple 

exoecnoris without protheem. or 

(4) Reconstructive or metic earg7. or 
(5) Any other coodtios that may Interfere 

with Iacepiaoe sealing. 
D. R.crdkaeplrig 

A summary of ill test results shall be 
meintathed In each ofFice (or 3 years, The 
.emmary shell include 

(1) Name of teat subject. 
127 Data of tasting. 
(3) Name of the teat conductor. 
(47 Respirators saiectad (tndrcsta 

rn..mxfsctuer. aL. aim and approval 

(3) Testing agent. 

Sharin SoIuico ALceclPn,roCal 
A. Respirator Selection 

Respiritor, shall be selected as des&bed 
In section LB (rnlpirstot selection) above. 
except that each respirator shall be equipped 
with a particulate filter. 
5. Taste Threshold Sceening 

1. An sodosure shout heed and shoulders 
shall he used for threshold sceenthg (to 
determine If the ld1vidual n.n taste 
saarm) and for fit testing. The sodoew, 
shall be spproxnrnattly 12 Inches lu diameter 
by 14 Lthsa tail with at least tb. front clear 
to allow free movwsnt of the bead woco a 
respirator La worn. 

2. The test sticlosure shall have s this.. 
quarter loch bole In front of the test sutiecis 
nom and mouth ajes to accommodate ha 
nebolisernole. 

1. Tb. entire sceening and eating 
procedur, shall be explained to the test 
subject prior to conducting the Iceening teal. 

5. During the thresbøid sae test, the 
Last subject shall don the test enclosure and 
bees to. wi in open onoui.b with Longus 
extended. 

& Using a D.Vllb;se Model 4.0 trthalauon 
Medics iron Neduliner or sqwvalsnt. the test 
conductor strati spray the threshold check 
yiAt into the encinaure. This oebuitr,er 
shall be clearly marked to dhatingruen it from 
the fit test solution nebu.bzer. 

I The threshold check soiutton consists of 
came of sodium seccbe,rtn. USP in 

water. It cars be prepared Dy putting 1 cc of 
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the teal .olutioa (see C 7 balow) in 100 cc of 
water. 

7. To prods.. the aerosol, the nebulizer 
bulb is fl.rmiy squeezed so that It coilapees 
completely. t La released and allowed to 
billy 'ipo 

5. Tea sqomes. at the nsbullxar bulb se, 
repeated rapidly and then the test subject is 
asked whether the saccharin can be sated. 

9 71 the first espooss Is negative, ten mote 
squeezes of the rsebulizzr bulb sri 
rapidly asd the test subject is again asked 
whether the sasae,rtn can be lasted. 

10. 11 the second response Is negatIve ten 
more squee are repeated rapidly arid the 
test subject i.e again asked whether the 
aecitharto can be tested. 

Ii. The test conductor will aks note of the 
number of soueezas required to elicit a taste 
response. 

22. LI tbs saccharin La not tasted after 30 squs (Step 10). the saccharin fit teat 
cannot be performed on the test auøject. 

13. U a taste response is elicited. Lbs test 
subject shall be asked to take nos. of the 
taste for reference In th. fit Lest. 

14. Correct '- of the nebs.li.zar nesna that 
approximately 1 cc of liquid is used at a tune 
in the rwbuiixev body. 

13. The nebulixer shall be thoroughly rinsed 
in water, shaken dry. and refilled ci east 

every four hours. 

C. Fit Test 
1. The test subject shafl don and sd$ust the 

respiritor without the assiatanca from any 

2. The fit teat use. the same enclosure 
desaib.d to IIB above, 

3. Each test subject shrill wear the 
respirator for at least 10 minutes before 
starting the fit test. 

4. The tt subject shall don the enclosure 
while wearing the respirator selected in 
section lB above, This respirator shall be 
properly sd(usted and equipped with a 
particulate filter. 

& The teat subject may riot eat, drink 
(except plain water), or chew gum (or 15 
minutes before the teat. 
& A second DeVilbias Model 40 Inh.slstton 

Mettication Nsbuuizar se used to spray the fit 
test solution into the enclosure. This 
riebulizar shall be clearly gi.erked to 
thatimguiah it from the scetniag test solution 
nebuhizer. 

7. The fit test solution is prepared by 
adding 83 grams of sodium saccharin to 100 
cc of warm water. 

& As before, the test subject shall breathe 
with mouth open o4 tongu, extended. 

9. The nebuui.zar is inserted into th. hole in 
the front of the eocroeura arid Ut. fit test 
solution is sprayed into the enciosirre using 
the same teci'u'uque as for the taste threshold 
screening and the same number of squeezes 
required to elicit a taste response in the 
sceing. )S.e SI through BlO above). 

10. Alter gerisre000 of the aerosol read the 
following instructions to the teat subject. The 
test subiect snail perform the exercises lot 
005 minute each. 

L Breathe normally. 
it. Breathe deeply. Be n.rtain breaths ire 

deep and regular. 
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ul. Turn head all the way from one side Lo 
the oth.r Be cert5tfl movement is completa. 
inhale oo .ach sine. Do no( bump the 
respirator against the shculd.ete. 

iv. Nod head up-end-down. Be certain 
motions at, complete. Inhale when head is in 
the full up poaluoa (when looMr4 toward the 
cailing). Do not bump in. respirator on ha 
&elt. 

v. Talking. Talk loudly and slowiy for 
several minutes. The following paragraph is 
called he Rainbow Passage. Reading it will 
result in a wide rang, of facial movements. 
and thus be useful to satisfy this requirement. 
Alternative passages which serve the same 
purpose may also be used.. 

-t. (ogging in placa. 
vii. Breathe normally. 

RC,nbOW P0330g. 

When the suniight suikes raindrop. in the 
air. they act like a pram and form a rainbow. 
The rainbow is a division of white light into 
many beautiful colors. The,. take the shape 
of a long round arch. with its path high 
above, and Its two end.. apps.rently beyond 
the horizon. There is. according to legend. a 
boiling pot of gold at one end. People look. 
but no one ever find, it. When a man looks 
for something beyond his reach, his fncrtds 
say he is looking for the pot of gold at the end 
of the rainbow. 

Ii. At the beginning of each exercise, the 
aerosol concentration shall be replenished 
using on.-half the number of squeezes as 
initially described in C. 

12. The test subject Shall indicate to the 
test ccndtcior if at any ti.is cur.ng the fit test 
the taste of satartn is detected.. 

13.. U the aaccharn is detected the fit is 
deemed us.atufactorv and a dfereni 
respirator shall be tried. 

14. At least two facepieces shall be 
selected by the LAA test protocol. The test 
eubect snail be given the opportunity to wear 
them (or one week to choose the one which is 
more comfortable to wesz. 

15. Successful completion of the teit 
protocol shall allow the use of the half mask 
tested respirator in contaminated 
atmospheres up to tO times the Ps.. of 
asbestos. in other words this protocol may be 
used to assign protection factors no htghcr 
than ten. 

16. The test shall not be conducted. if these 
is any hair growth between the skin and the 
fecepieca sealing sw'faca. 

It hair growth or apparel interfere with 
a satisfactory fit. then they shall be altered or 
removed so as to eliminate interference and 
allow a satisfactory fit. If a satisfactory fit is 
still riot attained. the test subject must use a 
post tive.presswe respirs tot suds as powered 
air'ptintytng respirators. supplied air 
lesptrator. or self-contained breathing 
apparatus. 

1. I! a test subject exhibits difficulty in 
bree thing during the tests. she or he shall be 
referred to a physician trained in respirator 
diseases or pu,ltnonary medicine to determine 
wnether the test subiect can wear a 
respira tar wntle performing her or his duties. 

19. Qualitative fit testing snail be repeated at lessi every six rnor.tha. 
2fl. In addition, because th, seMting nf ih risrator may bc alTec;ed. quelliNtive lit 

testing anal! be repeated unntediately whee 
the test subiact baa s. 

(1) Weig.rrt change of 20 pounds or mars. 
(2! Significant facial .carrusg in be area of 

the facepiece seaL 
(3( Sigruficarit dental changeE La. muitipl. 

extractions without prothesis. or acquiruig 
dentures. 

(4) Reconstructive or cosmetic surgery. or 
(5) Any other condition that may interfere 

with fscepiecz sealing. 
D. R.cordkeeping 

A summary of all test results shall be 
maintained in each office for 3 years. The 
summary shall include: 

(1) Name of test aubtect. 
(2) Date of testing. 
(3) Nam, of test conductor. 
(4) Respirator, setected (indicate 

manufacturer, modeL size and approval 
nurn bet). 

(5) Test:ng agent. 

It!. Irritant Puirie Protocol 
A. Respirator selection 

Repirs tori shall be selected as descibed 
in section LB above, except that each 
respire tot shull be equipped with a 
combinatien of higri-efficiericy arid acidgaa 
cariri a es. 
B. Pit test 

I. The teat suhiect shall be sllowed to smell 
a weak cuncentritton of the irritant smoke to fa:iiar-e the subject with the characteristic 
odor. 

2. The Test subiect shall roperiy don the 
respia:or sciec:ed as aaove. aria wear it (or 
a least to minutes before startirtg the fit test. 

3. The test conductor shall review this 
protocol wi.n :ne test suotect oeiore esurig. 

4. The test subject shall perform the 
conventional poattive pressure and ricijative 
pressure fit checks (see ANSI S&2 tt80(. 
Failure of either check shall be cause to 
select an aiiernsae reipiritdr. 

5. Break both ends of a ventilaticn smoke 
tube containing stannic oxychioride. such as 
the MSA part 51345. or equivalent. Attach a 
short length of tubing to one end of the smoke 
tt.ibe. Attech the other end of the smoke tube 
to a low pressure air pump.a.t to deliver 200 
milliliters per minute. 

& Advise the test subject that the smoke 
can be irritating to the eyes and instruct the 
subject to keep th. eyes closed while the test 
is performed. 

7. The test conductor shall direct the 
stream of irritant smoke from the tube 
towamits the faceseal area of the test subject 
The person conuucung the test shall bejin 
with the tube at least 12 inches from tha 
facepiece and gradually move to within one 
inch. moving around the whole perimeter of 
the mak. 

ft. The test subject shall be instructed to do 
the following exercises while the respirator is 
being criallenged by the smoke. Each exercise 
shall be performed (or aria ittiriute. 

i. Breathe normally. 
ii. Br.shc deeply. Be certain breaths are 

deep and re!uIar. 
ii. Turn iced all the way tram one side to 

the other. Be certain movement is complete. 
Inhale on each side. Do not hump the 
respirator against the shoulders. 

iv. Nod bead up-and-down. B. certain 
motions are oocnpe.'s and made every 
secend. I.rthaie wher nead is in the fuLl up 
position (looking toward ceding). Do not 
bump tha resptrato against the chest. 

v. Talking. Talk aloud sod slowly for 
several minutes. The following paragraph is 
called the Rainbow Paasag.. Reading it will 
result in a wide range of facial movements. 
and thus be useful to satisfy this requirement. 
Alternative passages which serve the same 
purpose roy also be used. 

Rainbow Possoge 

When the sunlight suikei reindrops in the 
air, they act like a prism and form a rainbow. 
The ritinbow is a division of whits light into 
many beautiful colors. These take the shape 
of a long round arch. with its path high 
above, and its two ends apparently beyond 
th horizon. Ther, a. according to legend. a 
boiling pot of golo at one end People look. 
but no one ever find.s it. When a man looks 
For something beyond his reach. his friends 
say he is looking for the pot of gold at the end 
of th. rainbow. 

vi. Jogging in Place. 
vii. Breathe normally. 
9. The test subject shall indicate to the teat 

conductor if the irritant smoke is detected. If 
smoke is dctecied. the test conductor shall 
stop the test. In this cast the tested 
respirator is rejected and another respirator 
shall be selected. 

10. Each test subject passing the smoke test 
(La. without detecting the smoke) shad be 
given a ssriaittvtmy cneca of smoia from the 
same rube to deternune if the test subject 
reacts to the smoke. Failur, to evoke a 
response sha void toe fit test. 

11. Steps 94. 99. StO of this fit test protocol 
shall be performed tn a location with exhaust 
ventilation sufficient to prevent general 
contamination of the testing irea by the tcst 
agents. 

13.. At least two facepieces shall be 
selected by the LA/i teat protocol. The taai 
subject shall be given the opportunity to wear 
them for one week to choose the one which is 
more comfortable to wear. 

13. Rspiratori successfully tested by the 
ptotocol may be used in contaminated 
aimnospherea up to ten time. the PEl. of 
sbes toa. 

4. The Lest shall not be conducted if there 
is any hair growth between the skin and the 
(aceptece s.eaIln8 surface. 

15. If hair growth or apparel interf.ire with 
a satisfactory fit. then they shall be iltered or 
removed so as to eliminate tnterferenee and 
allow a satisfactory fit. It a satisfactory (it is 
still not attained. the test subject must use a 
positive-pressure respirator such as powered 
air.purtfytng respirators. supplied air 
r.spiraior. or self-contained breathing 
apparatus. 

16. If a test subject exhibits difficulty in 
breathing during the tests. sne or he shall be 
referred to a physic:an trained in respirator 
diseases or pulmonary medicine to deivrmi:ie 
whether the test subject can wear a 
respirator while performing her or his duties. 

17. Qualitative fit testing shall be repeated 
at least every six months. . 
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t& In acldiuon. becaus, the sealing of the 
respirator may be affected. qualitative flt 
testing shall be repeated imm.dLaeeIy when 
the test .ubec1 baa a 

( W.igit thae o( pounds or more. 
(2) Significant Laca.A mng in the area of 

the facapiect seaL 
(3) Significant dental changen La.: multIple 

eetractrone without prothesi.a. or aqurrng 
denture. 

(4) Reconstructive or cosmestic surgery. or 
(5) Any other condition that may interfere 

with uacepiece sealing. 
C. Reccrdkeeping 

A aummary at all test reouhz shall be 
maintained in each office toe 3 year's. The 
summary shall iaclud. 

(1) Name of teit aubect. 
(2) Date of testing. 
(3) Name of test conductor. 
(4) Respirators selected (indicate 

manufacturer, modal. size and apprvral 
number). 

(5) Testing agent 

Qzacrn:eoriv. Pit Tess Precdurse 
1. GeneraL 
a. The method applies to the negative. 

pressure conpowered air.pwtfying 
respirators only. 

b. The etnploysr shall assign one individual 
who shall assume the full responsibility for 
impInmenting the respirator quantitative fit 
teat program. 

2. Definitiom 
a. "Quantitative Fit Teit" means the 

memsurvaent of the efTechveoesa of a 
aespirator seal in excluding the ambient 
atmosphere. The tent is performed by 
dividing the measured concentration of 
cnauenge agern in a tent triamoer by the 
measured concentration of the challenge 
agent inside the respirator facepiece whets 
he normal sir purifying element has been 
replaced by an entially perfect purifying 
element. 

b. "Challenge Agenr means the sir 
contaminant introduced into a test chamber 
so that is concentration inside and outside 
the respirator rosy be compared. 

c. "Teat Subrecr means the person wearing 
the respirator for quantitative fit testing. 

d. "Normal Standing Position" means 
;Lsnding erect and straight with arms down 
along in. sides and looking straight ahead. 

e. "Fit Factor' means the ratio of cite Ilenge 
agent concentration outside with respect to 
The inside of a respirator inlet covering 
(tacepiece or enclosure). 

3. Apparatus. 
a. iastrumevuotion. Corn oil. sodium 

chloride or other apprvpnate aerosol 
generation, dilution, end measurement 
systems shall be used for quantitative fit test. 

b.. Tess chamber. The test chamber shall be 
large enough to permit all teat sub,ects to 
freely perform all required exercises without 
d.iatnbuting the challenge agent concentration 
or the measurement apparatus. Th. teat 
chamber shall be equipped and constructed 
so that the challenge agent a effectively 
isolated from the ambient air yet uniform in 
concentration throughout the chamber. 

c. When testing sir-purtfysng respirators. 
the normal filter or cartridge element shall be 

replaced with a bigh-cf?ericy p..rriculer 
filter supplied by the sami mariuiacrurer. 

d. The sempling tnsoument shall be 
selected so that a cusp chart record may be 
made at the test showing the n.e arid tall of 
th.allenge agent cointraUoc with each 
irtzptra riots sod expiration at fit factors of at 
least 

a. The combination of substitute air- 
purifying sietnents (if any. casaflenge agent. 
and challenge agent concentration In the rest 
chamber ah.ail be such that th. teat aubpect is 
cot exposed in excess of F. to the challenge 
agent at any time during the testing procasa. 

f. The sampling port on the teat specimen 
respirator sls.alt be placed and constructed so 
that there is no detectabie leak around the 
port., a free air flow, is allowed into the 
sampling line at all times and so there is no 
merferenca with the fit or perforraa.nce of the 
respirator. 

g. The teat chamber arid teat set-up shall 
permit the person administering the test to 
observe on. test subect Inside the chamber 
during the teat. 

Is. The equipment generating the challenge 
atmosphere shall maintain the concentranon 
of challenge agent constant within a 10 
percent variation for the duration of the test. 

L The time lag (interval between an event 
end its being recorciisd on the strip chart) of 
the instrumentation ray not exceed 2 
seconds. 

). The tubing for the teet chamber 
atmosphere .nd for the respirator sampling 
port shall be the same diameter, length and 
materiaL U shall be kept as short as possible. 
The smallest cia meter bLog r--i.'iied 
by the manufacturer snail be used. 

k. The exhaust flow from the test chamber 
shall pass through a high-efficiency fitter 
before reiease to the roc 

L When sodium chloride aerosol is used. 
the relative humidity inside the test chamber 
sKill not exceed 50 percent. 

4. Procedural Rsquirement.s. 
a. The fitting of hall-mask respirator, 

should be started with those having multiple 
sir.el and a vanety of interchangeable 
cartridges and canisters such as the MSA 
Comb [l-M. Norton M. Survivair M. A-C) M. 
or S.cott-M. Use either of the tests outlined 
below to assure that the (aceptece is properly 
adusted. 

(1) Positive pressure Lest. With the exhaust 
port(s) blocked, the negative pressure of 
slight inhalation should remain constant for 
several seconds. 

(2) Negative pressure zest. Wth the intake 
port(s) blocked, the negative pressure slight 
inhalation should remain constant (or severs..) 
seconds. 

b. After a facepiece is ad1u, ted, the test 
subject ahll wear the (acepiece for at least 5 
minutes tielore conducting a qualitive teal by 
using either of the methods described below 
arid using the exercise regime oescrtbed in 
S..i.. b.. c,, d. and e. 

(1) lsoarr'y/ acetate test. When using 
organic vapor cartridsea. the rest subiect who 
can smell the odor mould be unable to detect 
the odor of soamyl acetate squirted into the 
air near the most vulnerable portions of the 
(acepiece seal. In a location which is 
separated from the teat area, the test subect 
shall be instructed to close her/his eyes 
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during the test period. A combination 
cartridge or caiustar with organic vapor and 
high-efficiency filters shall be used when 
available for the parucdaz mask being 
tested. The teat subiect sAaLl be given an 
opportunity to small th. odor of isoauiyl 
acetate before the test is conducted. 

(2) !mtcnt 'wit, fast. When using high- 
ernciency filters, the teat subsct should be 
unable to detect the odor of irritant tunic 
(stannic chloride or titanium tetracb.iorude 
ventilation smoke tubes) squirted into the air 
near the most vulnerable portions of the 
acepiece seal. The teat subpect shall be 

Instructed to close her/his eyes during the 
test period. 

a. The test subject may enter the 
quantitative testing chamber only tf she or ha 
ha. obtained a satisfactory fit as stated in 
4.b. of this Appendix. 

d. Safari the eubiect enters th. test 
chamber, a reasonably stable challenge agent 
concentration shall be measured in the teat 
chamber. 

e. Immediately after the subject enters the 
test chamber, the challenge agent 
conceotrsoon inside th. respirator shall be 
measured to ensure that the peak penetration 
does not exceed 5 percent for a half-mask 
and 1 percent for a fuLl facaps.ca. 

1. A stable challenge agent concentration 
shall be obtained prior to the sttial start of 
testing. 

(3) Respirator reswatn.ing straps may not be 
overrightened for testing. The swaps shall be 
adiusted by the wearer to give a reasonably 
comfortable fit typical of normal use. 

3, Exercise R.egieie. Prior to entering the 
test chamber, the test subject shall be given 
complete instructions as to her/his part in the 
test proceówes. The test suopect snail 
perform th. following exsrmses. in the order 
given, for each Independent test. 

a.. Normal Breathing (NB). In the normal 
standing position. without talking, the subject 
shalt breathe normally for at least one 
minute. 

b. Deep Breathing (DB). In the normal 
standing poaiuoo the subect shall do deep 
breathing for at lesat one nunule pausing so 
as not to hyperventtlate. 

a. Turning head side so side (SS). Standing 
in place the subect stiall slowly turn his/her 
head from side between the extreme 
positions to each aids. The hesd shall be held 
at escn extreme position (or at least 5 
seconds. Perform for at least three complete 
cycles. 

ii. Moving head up and down (f/D). 
Standing in place, he subject shall slowly 
move his/her head up and down between he 
extreme position straight up and the extreme 
position straight down. The head shall be 
held at cads extreme position for st ieast 5 
seconds. Perform for at least three complete 
cycles. 

e. Reoding (RI. The subject shalt read our 
siosviy arid loud so as to be neard clearly by 
the test conductor or monitor. The test 
subrect shall read the "rainbow passage" at 
the end of this section, 

f. Grimace (Cl. The test stabtect shall 
grimace. smile, frown, and generally contort 
the face using the facial muscles. Continue 
fnr at east 15 second,. 
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g. Bend o'er and touch 
I5i The test 

subject shell bend st the w1st end touch toee 

and reiiirn to uprtght pneioe. Repeat for al 
east 30 

h. Jo':rtg in pl (JL The tees .ub$ect shall 

perform og in plane for at least 30 e.nda. 
1. NQt7TICI Breathing (NB/. Same as exercise 

Rcinndw Passage 

Wh.n the mmhght strikes raindrops In the 
air. the,' act LIke a pns sod form a rainbow. 
The rainbow Is a division of whit. Light into 
many b.auüfuJ colors. The., tak. the shape 
of a bug round arch. with its path high 
above. and ti two ends apparently beyond 
the horizon. There is. accnrdin to legend. a 

boiLIng pot of gold at one end. People look. 
but no one ever finds IL When a man look.s 
for something beyond reach. his friends say 
he is lookeig for the pot of gold at the end 
the rainbow. 

. The test shall be terminated whenever 
any single paa.k penetration exceeds S 

pernt toe taLl-masks and 1 percent for full 
(acepieces. The teai itubjeci may be refitted 
and retested. LI two of the three r.quared t.eta 
are tertnuiated. the fit shall be deemed 
inadequate. (S.. paragraph 4.h.) 

7. Calculation of Fit Factora. 
a. The (It factor determined by in. 

quantitative fit test equaLs in. 
concentration Inside in. respirator. 

. The average test chamber concentration 
a the azithm.tic average of the teat chamber 
concentration at the beginning and of the end 
of the tact. 

The average peak co entrat.on of the 
challenge agent inside th. respirator shell be 
the arithmetic average peak concentrations 
fr eac± of the ior txermsea of the test 
which are compiitea as the &ritheuc 
average of the peak concentrations found for 
cccli breath during the exercise. 

d. The average pes.a concentration for an 
exercise may be determined graphically if 
there is not a great variation in the peak 
concsntrsuons during a single exercise. 

& 1ntaiw4atiOfl Tar Rulto. The fit 
factor m.aeezed by the quantitative fit testing 
shall be the leseest of the three ot.cou 
factor, rAg fr three tadepee.nt 
tests. 

g Other Rerwr,nwnw. 
a. The teat aubieci stiall not be permitted to 

wears half-mask or full facepteca mask if tb.. 
minimum fit factor of i or 
respecvely. cannot be obtained.!! hair 
growth or append interfere with a 

satisfactory fit, then tie,' shaLl be altered or 
reusved so as to eliminate interference and 
alLow a satisfactory fit._LI a satisfactory (It is 
stiLl not attauriad. the teat s4sbtect must aee a 

poeiuv.prvssuie mpualor such as powered 
air.pur,fying reuplratora. supplied au 
respirator. or setf.ccntaic.ed brsa thing 
a ppa.rs tus. 

b. Th. eat shall not be conducted it thee, 
is any hair growth between the skin and the 
facepieca seaLing surfaca. 

c. LI a Lest subect exhibits difficulty in 
breathing during the eats, he or he shaLl be 
referred to a physician trained in respirator 
diseases or pulmonary medicin, to determine 
whether the test subtact can weat a 
respirator p orming tier or his divaa. 

d. The test subect shaLl be given the 
opportunity to wear the aasigied respirator 
for one week. U the respirator does not 
provid, a satisfactory fit during actual use. 
the test subject may request another ONT!' 
wlttcJi shall be performed iaimediat.ly. 

c. A respirator fit factor card shall b. 
Issued to lie teat .ubect with the following 
thtorrnatloni 

(U Name. 
Date of t test. 

(3) Protection factors obtained through 
cacti manufacturer. model and approval cer cf ?irator tested. 

4) Name and signature of be person that 
conducied the test. 

1. Fitters used for qualitative or quantitative 
fit testing itiall be rrtlaced weekly, whenever 
increased breathing resistanca is 
encountered, or when rIte test agent has 
altered the integrity of the (liter media. 
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Organic vs cartridiee/caniaieea shall be 
replaced daily or s if tliar,is any 
lnthcanco of breekinraugh by th. test agent. 

10. In addition, becaus, the sealing of the 
respirator may be aI!ected. quantitative fit 
testing shad be repeated immediately when 
the teat subject has a 

(1) W.ht change of pounds or mote. 
() Significant facIal scarring in the area of 

the fscepseca seal. 
(3) Suitcans dental changen La.. multiple 

extractions without protdasLa. or auiring 
dentures. 

(4) Reconitructive or cosmetic sw'gery. or 
(5) Any other condition that may interfere 

with (scepiece sealing. 
11. R.cordkreping. 

A summary of all test results shall be 
maintained in for 3 years. The summary shall 
include: 

(1) Name of test subject. 
(2) Date of testing. 
(3) Name of the teat conductor. 
(4) Fit factors obtained from every 

respirator tested (indicate manufacturer. 
model. size and approval number). 

Appendix 0 to 1510.1001MedIcal 
Questioaahaee Mandatory 

This mandatory appendix cantai.nc the 
medical qua.ationxt.aires that must be 
administered to aLt employees who are 
expnsed to aads.stoe. iremobita. artthophyWte. 
acuriolita. or a combination of these minerals 
above the action level, and who will 
therefore be included in their employers 
medical surveillance program. Part 1 of the 

appencix ta.tna uta intusi Medical 
Questionnaire, which must be obtained for all 
new hires who will be covered by in. 
sdi.z. as,.-v,tllsnce çuire.ents. Part 

includes the abbrrva ted Periodical Medical 
Questionnaire, which must be adrtinistered 
to all employees who are provided periodic 
medical examinations tinder inc medical 
surveillance provisions of the standard. 

NLk$SO mi. 

. 
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ASBESTOS SURVEY 
INVESTIGATION OUTLINE 

S. C.R.T. D. 
425 SOUTH MAIN STREET 

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 

I. Pre-Survey 

A. Meet with SCRTD to review and discuss the following: 
Clarify materials to be sampled - friable only? Non- friable? 
1. Ask for and review "as built" drawings/blue prints; 
2. Ask for and review building material specifications; 
3. Review blueprints/specifications for: 

a. Hidden crawl spaces, pipe dhases, or return 
and supply air plenums; 

b. Locations of mechanical rooms 
1) Type of HVAC/fans 
2) What floors do they service? 
3) Are there ducted returns or return air 

plenum? 
4) Hours of operation for HVAC. 

C. Locate boiler room/elevator room/emergency electric generator. 
d. Take specific measurements in square feet or lineal feet off of blueprints. 
e. Discuss sample location markings - does client prefer or object to physically 

labelling area sampled. 

4. General useful information: 
a. When the building was built. 
b. Have any additions or renovations/remodeling 

been conducted? 
c. Who are the typical tenants? 
d. Response to building occupant inquiries. 

. 
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5. Schedule the survey with the client. 
a. Preferably during nonoccupied or minimally 

occupied hours. 
b. Schedule an escort or contact, typically 

Building Maintenance. 
c. Arrange for parking, access to freight 

elevator, etc. 
d. Resolve any security problems. 
e. Stress access to all areas, non- 

representative areas must be waived if denied 
access. 

B. Walkthrough 

1. After presurvey meeting, it is helpful to conduct 
a walkthrough with the Building Manager to become 
familiar with the building. Note the following 
du 

a. 

b. 
C. 

d. 
e. 

. 

ring walkthrough: 
Type of ceiling tile, e.g., 12" x 12" 
concealed splined. 
Telephone, electrical closets/rooms. 
Mechanical/Boiler Room. 
Floor and wall coverings. 
Parking Structure. 
1) Exposed insulated I-beams 
2) Insulated HVAC or exhaust ducting 
Visit and note roof composition 
Visit and note penthouse 

C. Equipment and Documentation Preparation 

1. As 
a. 
b. 
C. 
d. 
e. 

f. 

g. 
h. 

1. 

J. 
k. 
1. 

in. 

n. 
0. 

sernble all necessary sampling tools. 
Metal core-borer 
25 mm. sample collection vials 
Pocket knife 
Flashlight 
Spray bottle with 1-120 

Spray adhesive 
Duct tape 
"Sharpie" ink pen 
Outside calipers - pipe diameter 
Wet wipes 
Baggies 
Camera film and flash 
Rolatape - Measure Master MKII 
Personal respirator and cartridges 
Tyvek (in car) 

. 
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2. Assemble all necessary field forms 
a. Survey data forms 
b. Analytical request forms 
C. Reduced 8 1/2 x 11 floor plans 

II. SURVEY - BULK/AIR 

A. Survey Strategy 

1. Visually inspect a11 rooms, pipe chases, crawl 
spaces, ceiling spaces, plenums, mechanical rooms, 
custodial closets, telephone closets, electrical 
closets, elevators, attics, stairwells, parking 
structures, roofs and roof equipment areas. 

2. Identify functional spaces1 and list all homoge- 
neous materials within each functional space. 

3. Sample all suspect asbestos-containing homogeneous 
material (except trarisite, none presence) as 
outlined below. 

4. Photograph sample location (optional). 

. 5. Assess physical condition, activity level, type 
material, friability, potential for air erosion, 
vibration and extent of damage. 

6. Measure amounts of each homogenous material. 

B. Sampling Scheme/Protocol for Bulks (REFERENCE 1, 2) 

1. At least three bulk samples shall be collected 
from each homtgeneous area of surfacing material 
that is 1000 sq-uare feet or less. 

2. At least five bulk samples shall be collected from 
each homogeneous area of surfacing material that 
is greater than 1000 square feet but less than or 
equal to 5000 square feet. 

3. At least seven bulk sazDles shall be collected 
from each homogeneous area of surfacing material 
that is greater than 5000 square feet. 

1 functional space: spatially 
building which contain identifiable 
occupants. 

R406/09 
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4. Divide the homogeneous sampling areas2 into required number of equal size subareas. 
5. Collect samples from the center of each subarea. 

6. At least three (3) samples of similar material 
should be collected during "random" sampling. 
Random samples include pipe insulation, hard pack 
elbows, tees, valves, floor and ceiling tiles, 
etc. 

C. Collection Technique (bulk) 

1. Collect samples while area is unoccupied. 
2. Work in teams of two (2). One Industrial 

Hygienist to collect samples, visually inspect and 
dictate findings to the second I.H., who will 
document sample location conditions and label 
sample containers. Exception: buildings with 
surface area of 10,000 sq. ft. or less, one I.H. 

3. All sample locations will be indicated on floor 
plans to further document sample collection 
points. If reduced floor plans are not available 
from the client, a simple site sketch shall be 
drawn by I.H. 

4. Photographs may be required to document damaged 
ACM. Record roll and frame number on sample data 
sheet. 

5. All I.H.'s will wear NIOSH-approved half-face 
respirators with HEPA cartridges during sample 
collection. 

6. Wet the surface of the material to be sampled with 
water mist from a spray bottle. 

7. Sample with a reusable metal boring tool with or 
without an extension for surfacing materials or a 
pocket knife in the case of pipe insulation, hard- 
pack elbows, and valves, etc. 

2 Boundaries or homogeneous sampling areas (i.e., areas 
containing surfacing materials that are uniform in 
texture and appearance) were installed at one time and 
are unlikely to consist of more than one type of 
formulation or mix. 
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With a twisting motion, slowly push the metal 
boring tool into the material. Be sure to 
penetrate any paint or protective coating and all 
the layers of the friable inaterial*. Note the 
thickness of the ACM. 

For reusable samplers, extract and eject the 
sample into the 25 mm. plastic sample vial, Wet 
wipe the tube and plunger. Firmly cap the sample 
container. 

10. When sampling hard pack, carefully cut a "V" 
through the cloth wrap and extract approximately 
10 grams of material into a 25 mm. plastic 
sampling vial. Firmly cap the sample container. 

11. Label the container with the unique sample I.D. 
number that is marked on the sampling area 
diagram. Sample numbers are the sampler's 
initials, the date, then prefix B, then sequential 
number. 

12. Finally use latex spray adhesiveto cover the spot 
where the sample was taken. 

* However, do not include distinctly separate 
materials in the same container, i.e., pipe cover 
wrap and actual pipe insulation. 

l2a. Duct tape should be placed over holes created in 
sampling pipe and boiler insulation. 

13. Complete a sample data sheet for each homogeneous 
area. Do not move on without fully completing 
form. 

14. Fill out thelaboratory analysis request form and 
submit to the MED-TOX lab for analysis. 

Sampling scheme/protocol for air 

1. When ACM is found within the 50 air handling 
system or there is evidence of recent distur- 
bar-ice/spills of ACM, collect air samples for 
possible analysis by Transmission Electron 
Microscopy. 

a. Sample is placed so to characterize ambient indoor 
air - 
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2. Numbers of samples to be collected as determined 
by the number of independent HVAC systems 
servicing a building. 

D. Collection Technique (air) 

1. Air samples for establishing background airborne 
asbestos fiber concentrations may be analyzed by 
TEN and collected in the following manner: 

a. All samples are to be collected while the air 
handling system is on. 

b. Air samples are collected by attaching an 0.8 
micron pore-sized mixed cellulose ester filters, 
contained in a 3-piece 25 mm. cassette with a 2" 
conductive extension to a BGI high-flow sampling 
pump. 

c. Utilizing a critical oviface to regulate air flow 
between 9-1]. liters per minute. Document with 
rotorneter actual flow rates efore and after 
sampling. 

d. Collect 1,500 liters to achieve the detection 
limits for TEM analysis. 

e. Cassettes placed, within tenant-occupied space, 
i.e., offices, warehouse, etc., must be set away 
from walls and at 4-6' above the ground. 

f. Aggressive sampling required in areas which have 
undergone recent reconstruction or renovation. 

E. Documentation 

1. Record all pertinent data on field data sheets. 

2. Floor plans 8 1/2 x 11. Record exact location of 
where bulk sample taken from. If floor plans are 
not available, make site sketches. 

3. Completion of analytical request form. 

III. POST StTRVEY/ RE PORT PREPARATION 

A. After receiving results from lab, prepare an interim 
summary report for bulk and/or air samples . 

R406/09 
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B. Develop a final detailed report due on March 22, 1988. 

C. Analyze data and evaluate homogeneous materials for 
hazard assessment based on physical inspection and 
occupancy usage patterns. Prioritize materials and 
recommend phased remediation and methods of remediation. 

D. Final 

1. 
2. 
3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 
11. . 12. 
13. 

Report - To include: 

Location of all ACN (descriptive/map). 
The sample numbers of the materials in question. 
The detailed location of that material. 
The types of material. 
The priority category that the material falls into 
for phased abatement. 
Specific recommendations for abatement of each one 
of the items. 
A discussion of development of an Operations and 
Maintenance Control Plan. 
Regulatory requirements. 
Conclusions. 
Recommendations 
Photographs (optional) 
Laboratory analysis reports 
Sampling and analytical methods 

. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL & OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH SERVICES 

1431 WARNER AVENUE P.O. BOX 2054 T1JSTIN, CA Q2681 (714) 2590620 FAX (714) 259-0351 

March 9, 1988 

Mr. Phil Meyers 
Facilities Engineering Department 
S.C.R.T. D. 
425 South Main Street 
Los Angeles, California 90013 

Dear Mr. Meyers: 

Med-Tox Associates Inc. (MED-TOX) is pleased to submit the 
interim report for comprehensive bulk survey air monitoring 
survey performed at the S.C.R.T.D. facility located at 452 South 
Main Street, Los Angeles, California. This survey was conducted 
between February 23-26, 1988. 

If you have any questions or desire additional information please 
feel free to contact me at our Tustin Office. 

Sin 

Al Perez, MPH, CIH, CSP . 

Director 
Industrial Hygiene Services 

Enclosure: 
AP/mb:R406/24 
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INTRODUCTION 

On February 23 though 26, 1988, Med-Tox Associates Inc. (MED-TOX) 
conducted a comprehensive bulk survey and air monitoring for the 
presence of asbestos containing material (ACM). The Southern 
California Rapid Transit District (SCRTD) buildings where the 
survey was performed are located at 425, 415, and 411 South Main 
Street and 124 Fourth Street in Los Angeles, California. The 
survey team was comprised of industrial hygienists who have 
experience in the recognition and evaluation of ACM. The survey 
team worked under the supervision of Mr. Al Perez, Certified 
Industrial Hygienist. 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

The majority of ACM was found 
fireproof ing, and nine-by-nine 
in the ceiling tiles located 
materials that were sampled, 
twelve-by-twelve floor tiles, 
proofing on the forth floor of 

BULK SMEPLE RESULTS 

Boiler Room - Basement 

in the pipe insulation, sprayed-on 
floor tile. No ACM was detected 
throughout the facility. Other 
but did not contain ACM were: 

wall plaster, and sprayed on f ire- 
Annex C. 

Several samples were collected of insulation materials on the pipe runs and elbows, on the hot water tank, and the Superior Heat Exchanger. The sample results ranged from 5 to 80 percent 
asbestos in the form of either chrysotile, amosite, or croci- 
dolite. The ACM in the boiler room was in poor condition, a sample of debris collected of f the floor under the main exhaust duct was found to be 80 percent chrysotile. The main exhaust duct should be considered , high priority area. The ACM should be removed by a licensed and certified asbestos abatement 
contractor. 

Fan Room (Basementi 

The fan room located in the basement contained ACM on pipe elbows. The majority of pipe runs were insulated with fiber- glass. The sample results ranged from no asbestos detected to 40 percent asbestos. Various pipes in the fan room have been aban- doned. Some of the abandoned pipes have been sawed off, leaving exposed areas of ACM. The insulation in the fan room is in poor 
condition, and is a high priority area. The ACM should be remov- 
ed by a licensed and certified asbestos abatement contractor. 

. 
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Fan Rooms - Annex 2 (425 South Main Street) 

The fan rooms located in Annex 2 on each 
ing from 5 to 40 percent asbestos. All 
good condition in all Annex 2 fan rooms. 
maintained and periodically re-inspected 
mains in good condition. 

Annex 2 - (425 South Main Street) 

A4IED -Tox ASSOCIATES 'NC 

floor contains ACM rang- 
pipe insulation was in 
The material should be 
to assure that it re- 

Sprayed on fireproof irig on the second, third, fifth and sixth floors of Annex 2 contained ACM ranging from 20 to 30 percent chrysotile. Although the material is friable (easily crumbled by hand pressure) it was in good condition at the time of the survey with very minimal debris on the suspended ceiling. An air hand- ling unit in the basement of the building contained insulated pipe elbows with ACM ranging from 5 to 30 percent asbestos. The air handling unit has lines servicing the fan rooms of Annex 2. 

Annex 2 contained vinyl asbestos tile (VAT), nine-by-nine floor tiles ranging from no asbestos detected to two (2) percent. All tile was in good condition and does not present an airborne fiber hazard in its present condition. 

Annex 1 - (415 South Main Street) 

Annex I contained sprayed-on fireproofing on the second, third, fourth, and sixth floors with ACM results ranging from 5 to 30 percent asbestos. Other ACM in Annex 1 was pipe insulation in the fan rooms on the fourth floor. The chilled water lines con- tained asbestos elbows and fiberglass straights, the low pressure steam pipes were entirely ACM, the sample results ranged from 15 to 40 percent asbestos. The west fan room had some debris on the floor that is possibly ACM from deteriorating pipe insulation. The damaged insulation should be removed by a licensed and certi- fied asbestos abatement contractor. The remaining floors of Annex 1. contain air handling equipment in a center core unit. The units contain ACM on the elbows of pipes with fiberglass straights. The center core units were in good condition. There were VAT that contained asbestos from trace to five (5) percent. 

Annex's A, B, C - (411 South Main Street - excluding first and second floors) 

The majority of ACM in Annex's A, B, and C was located in the pipe insulation and sprayed-on fireproofing on the fifth floor of Annex's A and B. The fourth floor contained fireproofing that was non-detectable for asbestos. The third floor of Annex's A, B, and C had no sprayed-on fireproofing. Domestic hot water 
R406/24 
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pipes run throughout the building from the basement up through Annex C, outside the restrooms. Other ACM in Annex's A, B, and C were VAT. 

Armex's D1 E, and F - (124 Fourth Street - excluding floors one through three) 

Very little ACM was detected in Annex's D, E, and F. There was one section of sprayed-on fireproofing on the fourth floor that apparently was not removed during a removal that contained five (5) percent chrysotile asbestos. The material was in good con- dition, however, there were ceiling tiles missing that exposed the fireproof ing. The material was located between column lines seven and eight (7 & 8) to the north corridor. 

The seventh floor of the 124 Fourth Street Building is not occu- pied by RTD, however, a sample of pipe insulation that was in very poor condition was collected and found to be ten (10) per- cent chrysotile asbestos. Several pieces of the insulation was on the ground and should be cleaned up by an abatement contrac- tor, and the remaining insulation on the pipe should be removed as it could present a fiber hazard to the RTD facility. 

Roof 

ACM on the roof was in the form of roofing material, pipe insu- lation, and transite cooling towers. The sample results ranged from no asbestos detected (method detection limit is one (1) percent) to 50 percent asbestos. The ACM inside the chiller and boiler rooms was in condition. The ACM outside on the roof that has been exposed to the elements were in poor condition. The cooling tower that is no longer in service contained transite panels that were in poor condition. The silver roofing material throughout the roof contained one (1) percent asbestos. 

SUMMARY OF AIR MONITORING RESULTS 

Phase Contrast Microscopy (PCM1 

A total of 41 PCM samples were collected. PCM counts all fibers that are greater than five (5) microns in length and have a length to width ratio of three to one (3-1) or greater. PCM does not differentiate between asbestos and non-asbestos fibers. All 47 samples were less than 0.01 fibers per cubic centimeter (f/cc) of air sampled. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) re- commends a re-occupancy fiber level of 0.01 f/cc following an asbestos abatement activity or any job that disturbs ACM. 
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